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Abstract

The argument of this thesis is that ideas and values relating to sin and forgiveness, deemed appropriate for theocratic and hierarchical societies, have lost authority in the increasingly democratic and egalitarian context of a post-traditional and post-Christian Britain. It seeks to show this by describing the shift in understanding of the concepts of sin and forgiveness from the period of the Hebrew Bible, through the Christian era until the present day, using examples from literature and art in the process. The need to identify 'sin' in the form of personal and social transgressions, and the need to find ways of healing the damage that these cause, is however a basic human task. As the role of the Churches in individual and interpersonal trauma has diminished, a range of therapies, some quasi-religious, some psychological, some resolutely secular, has offered alternative responses to distress. Where criminal activity is involved the task has become the prerogative of the State. As a nation however we appear to be unable to find satisfactory ways of addressing what are seen to be areas of moral ambiguity in both individual sin and structural sin. What appears to be individual sin is illustrated by reference to four cases studies. One is the story of Myra Hindley who has now spent thirty-five years in prison as a result of decisions by a succession of Home Secretaries. The other three are stories of children who have been killed, on two occasions by other children, on one occasion by a paedophile. Three case studies of poverty, slavery and violence illustrate structural sin. The conclusion of the work is that British society is hovering between two paradigms, one of retributive, one of restorative justice. What is being left behind is the Judeo-Christian belief in sin only as an offence against God, requiring repentance and atonement, which lead to forgiveness and redemption. The emerging paradigm, while not yet clear, appears to be developing through a belief in the equal value of human beings, the power of truth and of justice allied to compassion based on a shared citizenship.
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INTRODUCTION

Origins of this work

In submitting this thesis I have to acknowledge the personal factors that have influenced my attempt to understand the nature of sin and forgiveness in a post-Christian society. Brought up by a Roman Catholic mother who believed the 'Protestant' Bible to be a dangerous, heretical work and an infrequently glimpsed Protestant father, I had an early exposure to West of Scotland theological disputes. At a domestic level these frequently centred round accusations of sin and very little forgiveness. There was none of that generosity so movingly described by Newlands.¹ This produced in me a somewhat confused set of responses which, in spite of my efforts to understand and clarify them, may sometimes be reflected in the following pages.

My original perception of this work was that, in the Western world, the movement away from adherence to religious institutions towards a secular society would require a reformulation of our understanding of sin and forgiveness. In the past, religious institutions, because of their claim to understand the divine will, have been accepted as the definers of sin and the holders of the gift of forgiveness. For significant numbers of people in the Western world this belief no longer applies. The movement away from accepting the authority of religious institutions can be seen as part of a wider cultural shift, affecting all our institutions. This has been described as a new paradigm,² brought into being by the development of the information technology which is replacing the industrial society with us for the last

¹ George Newlands, Generosity and the Christian Future, SPCK 1997
² For a more detailed discussion see Fritjof Capra, The Tao of Physics, Fontana: London 1976 which offered the first popular statement of this thinking
three hundred years and which in its time had replaced a primarily agricultural society.

Each paradigm shift brings with it changes which cause confusion, pain and anxiety - particularly for those who have a vested interest in the old society – as well as new opportunities. The move from agriculture to industrialization brought changes in family life, religion, culture, politics and business, as peasants were driven off the land to feed what Blake described as the ‘dark satanic mills’. We have still not, as a society, properly responded to many of the problems created by that shift. The emerging paradigm of the information society is bringing ever-newer changes which are causing further confusion, pain and anxiety. Anthony Giddens makes the point that now we have to decide about traditions which need to be saved or recovered, ‘what to try to sustain and what to discard’. As part of a global rather than a European perspective he suggests that the phrase post-traditional may be more helpful than post-modern when considering issues of social change. I am only concerned in this work in addressing those aspects of these changes which influence our attitudes to sin and forgiveness.

For those brought up in the Christian tradition to which I was introduced, sin and forgiveness are linked to notions of guilt, shame, the need to atone and in doing so to be cleansed. These aspects of feeling, sometimes not clearly articulated, are contained within a wider assumption that the goal of the Christian is to achieve perfection. In childhood I was indoctrinated into a medieval view of the world. God, the devil, saints and demons were active players in the daily events of my life. I believed in every word of the Nicene Creed. I believed that in taking communion I literally took God into my mouth and that if I did this when there was even a venial sin on my soul my mouth would be burned. I believed in every detail of the hell Bosch painted. Every night before sleep I was taught to cross my arms and prepare myself for death, hoping for heaven but fearing hell. The devil

---

5 Anthony Giddens, ibid., p.87
was an active participant in daily life, offering temptation, but I was protected by a
guardian angel whose purpose was to give protection against his strategies. I
believed God saw and knew everything I did and thought. I prayed to the Virgin
Mary with certainty that my prayer would be communicated directly to her son. I
was taught that my goal was perfection, I had to keep my body pure and I had to
Guard my senses. I lived in an aura of guilt which could only be eased by the
confession of my sins followed by priestly absolution which would cleanse my
soul. Both Hieronymous Bosch's *Garden of Delights* and James Joyce's *Portrait
of the Artist as a Young Man* spoke to my condition.

While writing this thesis I found myself constantly confronted with ways in which
my personal struggle to separate myself out from this medieval theology interacted
with wider changes in theology. At the same time I wanted, needed, to retain the
sense of meaning, awe and wonder that this primitive religious view had offered
me in its myths, music, art and ritual. Inevitably as part of an earlier move away
from that view I had explored the powerful secular religions of Marxism and
psychoanalytic theory finding in both many of the attributes of the lost sense of
meaning and power. Each in different ways has proved unable to satisfy my inner
life so the search has had to continue. For reasons associated with my early life
that search focussed on questions of sin and forgiveness. In doing that I have had
to consider both Christian and secular ways of dealing with these questions.

At times, while writing this thesis, I have been overwhelmed with a sense of the
absurd. This arises both from a sense of my own temerity at trying to make sense
of concepts which are rooted in the most mysterious aspects of those impulses
which define our humanity, and from what I see as the extraordinary attempts
humans make to reinforce the structures in which they believe. This latter practice
was summed up for me in the newspaper photographs of Pope John Paul II, an old
man nearing death, dressed in extraordinary garments, who believes himself to be
God's representative on earth and himself to be infallible, holding up a Bible
heavily encrusted with a precious metal while asking for forgiveness for sins on
behalf of the Church.
The Pope holds up the Gospel during yesterday's unprecedented ceremony at St Peter's Basilica. Photograph: Vincenzo Pinto
‘Wearing the purple garments of lenten mourning, the Pope sought pardon for seven categories of sin: general sins; sins in the service of truth; sins against Christian unity; against the Jews; against respect for love, peace and cultures; against the dignity of women and minorities; and against human rights’. ⁶

The sins for which he was asking forgiveness and the language in which forgiveness was asked had been carefully edited by those Cardinals who had objected to the whole enterprise on the grounds that such a statement would bring the Church into disrepute. Conservatives in the Curia, the Vatican’s bureaucracy, had argued that an apology for past misdeeds would ‘erode the foundations of church authority’. ⁷ A team of theologians had spent three years drafting a report titled, Memory and Reconciliation: The Church and the Mistakes of the Past. This was designed to be the centrepiece of the Vatican’s jubilee celebrations dedicated to repentance and renewal. ⁸

The public statement might instead have been an extract from a play by Dario Fo and the theatre of the absurd. This term, coined in 1961 by the critic Martin Esslin, was an attempt by him to define a form of theatre which rejected naturalism and instead used a variety of dramatic techniques which defied rational analysis and explanation. In this way it tried to express by implication rather than by direct statement, the ‘absurdity’ of the human condition.

This was reflected in the Pope’s theatrical performance. There was in his statement no mention of individuals, no identification of those church men or women who committed these sins. No one was held to account nor was there any statement that these errors of the past would not be repeated in the future. Nor was there any talk of reparation. So the pursuit of heretics continues though they are no longer burnt at the stake, merely silenced or excommunicated; the humiliation of women

---

⁷ Rory Carroll, ibid., 4. 2. 2000
⁸ Rory Carroll, ibid., 4. 2. 2000
continues in the denial of their right to priesthood and their right to control their reproduction; anti-Semitism may slumber but has not disappeared; the sexual abuse of children by the clergy, which was not even mentioned, continues to be reported.

The apology is however more than a gesture. It is as the Irish writer Sean O'Conaill has said, ‘an unprecedented acknowledgement about disastrous historical errors of ecclesiastical praxis...it will remain as the best evidence ...of a progress of descent from the hubristic insanities of Christendom’.9 He sees however that although the exercise aimed at the purification of memory, it has left untouched crucial errors of doctrine and praxis which lie ready for repetition.10 One important question it raises is - in whose name is the Pope asking forgiveness? Have we any right to ask forgiveness for other people? This has been one of the central questions Jewish survivors have raised in relation to the Holocaust or Shoah.11 The document Memory and Reconciliation: The Church and the Mistakes of the Past, which provides the theological framework for his action, emphasizes a distinction between the sins committed by the church's sons and daughters and the church itself which he claimed remains holy and immaculate. This presumably means that the Church itself has no need of forgiveness. This has relevance to my later discussion of structural sin.

The whole episode can be seen as a metaphor for the confusion that surrounds the issues of sin and forgiveness. It can also be seen as a metaphor for the way in which the Catholic Church and other churches are forced to recognize that the apparently unshakeable assumptions of the last two thousand years have become eroded. When I am drawn into the sense of the absurd there are two possible responses. I can associate myself with Camus’ attempt in The Myth of Sisyphus to

---

9 The Irish Times, 25.4.00

10 O’Conaill believes that all the errors admitted by the church were due to the Church’s alliance with the state, which is ‘the ultimate source and locus of coercive power’. This, he says, has neither been fully acknowledged nor abandoned.

11 Shoah, a Hebrew word meaning ‘desolation’, has come to be the preferred term for the Holocaust by Jewish scholars who feel that ‘Holocaust’ has lost much of its significance through overuse.
explore the human situation in a world of shattered beliefs. This deeply religious, non-believer made the point:

'A world that can be explained by reasoning, however faulty, is a familiar world. But in a universe that is suddenly deprived of illusions and of light, man feels a stranger. His is an irremediable exile, because he is deprived of memories of a lost homeland as much as he lacks the hope of a promised land to come. This divorce between man and his life, the actor and his setting, truly constitutes the feeling of Absurdity.' 12

A Lost Homeland

I had experienced not only the loss of a personal god and with that loss the powerful deprivation of ritual, mystery and meaning offered by that most theatrical of institutions, the Catholic Church, but also the subsequent losses of belief in progress, science and other political faiths. All the stories in which I had invested meaning had run out of meaning for me. What alternative could there be but a sense of absurdity? Martin Esslin quotes Ionescu's definition. 'Absurd is that which is devoid of purpose... Cut off from his religious, metaphysical and transcendental roots, man is lost; all his actions become senseless, absurd, useless'. 13

For those who have lost such a homeland there is a common problem of finding an alternative. To live in isolation can stretch human capacities to breaking point. Camus, at one point was asking the question, why since life had lost all meaning should not man seek escape in suicide? He offered the thought that one's most important decision every day is deciding not to commit suicide; it is to explore other options which might have meaning for a wider human condition. We have seen one solution to this in the explosion of consumerism which appears to have

offered alternative meaning to so many lives. Is there anything more absurd than living and working in order to spend time and money in shops?\textsuperscript{14} Yet the thrill of shopping may be a substitute for religious experiences, with malls and garden centres replacing churches. I have watched in my own lifetime friends move from conventional religious belief to a search for alternatives which could ease the sense of alienation. The true need is to combine mythos and logos. This is not to be found in a shopping mall but the religious impulse may be met in post traditional causes assumed to be secular.

The theatre of the absurd, while offering no solutions to these questions, nevertheless offers a useful mental framework within which to work. It can be seen as a return to the original religious function of the theatre, confronting us with our myths and making us aware of our fragile and mysterious place in the universe. Their plays do not tell stories as we have understood stories but in Esslin’s view communicate a pattern of poetic images. He gives the example of Beckett’s \textit{Waiting for Godot}, pointing out that while things happen in the play, the happenings do not add up to a plot or a story. ‘they are an image of Beckett’s intuition that \textit{nothing really ever happens} in man’s existence.’\textsuperscript{15} Esslin sees the whole play as being a complex poetic image, a complicated pattern of images and themes woven together like a musical composition, not offering a line of development but rather a static situation, as an Imagist poem might, presenting a pattern of images and associations in a mutually interdependent structure. While I have tried to hold my material within a linear structure I have a sense that the interplay of the currently conflicting perceptions of sin and forgiveness fits better into Esslin’s notion of patterns of images and associations.

‘Nothing happens, nobody comes, nobody goes, it’s awful’\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{14} For a quick commentary on consumerism see Chris Horrocks and Zoran Jevtic, \textit{Baudrillard for Beginners}, Icon Books: Cambridge 1996 which contains this response to the question of ‘You want us to consume? OK, let’s consume always more and anything whatsoever – for any useless and absurd purpose.’ P.140 Baudrillard sees the entire society as organized around consumption and display of commodities through which individuals gain prestige, identity and standing.

\textsuperscript{15} Beckett, \textit{Waiting for Godot}, Faber and Faber: London 1959 p.41
The subject of the play is not Godot but waiting, a defining aspect of being human as we wait for events, for other people, for understanding and for death. It is perhaps the first lesson a child learns and in later life may resent most. Esslin describes how a performance of Godot in a prison was understood more intuitively by that audience that any other the theatre company had known.\textsuperscript{16} It seems also to be a powerful metaphor for our time as we wait for some resolution of the dilemmas confronting us in our loss of belief in religion, politics, the law, science and the future. We are waiting for a new story which can help us make sense of the world in which we find ourselves.

Each play in the theatre of the absurd presents itself as a projection of its author's personal world whether it be Beckett, Fo, Ionesco or Genet. Unlike Greek theatre, the medieval mystery plays and the later humanist theatre where there was a generally accepted metaphysical system here we find no such accepted cosmic system of values. This reflects another truth of our time living as we do in a complex, pluralist, multicultural world. As with Dali, the Symbolists, or abstract painters we are being offered access to a succession of private visions of the world or else to the view that there is no vision. According to Joseph Campbell, the individual is increasingly seen as 'an end and entity in himself'.\textsuperscript{17} This may be an additional factor in our sense of uncertainty. Perhaps we see ourselves, like Vladimir and Estragon, waiting for Godot.

We can however, unlike them, choose to create a new ending and decide to do something rather than wait for someone else to write our script for us. The theatre of the absurd is not concerned to offer a story with a moral lesson. If we seek a morality we have to create it for ourselves but, and here is the rub and this is where we have to move on from the theatre of the absurd, it has to be done in cooperation with those with whom we live. But that in itself is not enough. The search for morality, while its roots may lie in pragmatism, requires also to draw

\textsuperscript{16} Martin Esslin, \textit{The Theatre of the Absurd}, p19
\textsuperscript{17} Joseph Campbell, \textit{Myths to Live By}, Paladin Books: London 1985 p.17
from the human drive for transcendence of the mundane. To tap into this resource we have to learn from the individual vision of the artist and from the mystic.

Issues of sin and forgiveness constantly involve us in the lives of others and we have to take them with us on this journey. Perhaps the work of the theatre of the absurd, and a sense of absurdity or loss of meaning, has only continuous resonance for those who continue to hope that some external power, whether it be science or religion, will provide meaning. There may be no meaning externally prescribed. If we consider the possibility that on the next stage of the journey we will have to formulate our own 'meanings' and hence ideas of what constitutes sin and wherein lies the responsibility for forgiveness, our lives may become harder but more hopeful. The journey we are on involves the thought offered in Plato's Republic when discussing morality, '....what is at stake is far from insignificant: it is how one should live one's life'.

The stories by which we live

Humans seem always to have told stories or painted pictures which told stories. These were co-operative ventures that reflected group identity and activity. Theories include the possibility that this has been a way of people from earliest times trying to make sense of their existence, give meaning to their lives and gain some control over their world. Edmund Leach relates this to the development of a sense of 'otherness' from nature, when they recognized themselves as different and needed to understand that difference. He views cooking and painting on cave walls as transformative acts which eliminated danger and brought the world under control. Language would later do the same through song and poetry; dance was, and still is, powerful.

---

Joseph Campbell took that thought further. 'People' - he told Bill Moyers - 'say that what we’re all seeking is a meaning for life. I don’t think that’s what we’re really seeking. I think that what we’re really seeking is an experience of being alive, so that our life experiences on the purely physical plane will have resonances within our own innermost being and reality, so that we actually feel the rapture of being alive'. That rapture of which Campbell speaks is mediated to us through linking our experience with a story that offers it a mythological context. 'Mythology', Campbell writes, 'is apparently coeval with mankind'. He claims more. He believes that the fundamental themes of mythological thought (that which underlies our stories) have remained constant and universal, not only through our current historical awareness, but also over the whole extent of human occupation of our planet from the development of consciousness onwards. Two fundamental realizations have emerged – first, the inevitability of individual death and secondly, the endurance of the social order. From the combination of these two levels of awareness have grown the great symbols and rituals that form the structures of our individual and social awareness.

I am arguing that we are now at an interim stage of the human journey, midway between past and future stories. Kuhn claimed that significant shifts took place when the old story - he called it a paradigm - could no longer answer new questions that were being asked. That is what is happening now. We are leaving behind the stories that no longer speak to us, the traditions that no longer serve our needs. But there are significant religious and other symbols and themes which constantly recur in human lives and these have to be recognized and respected. These themes include the need to be accepted within our social group. This in turn creates an aspiration to be 'good' which can be distorted into a drive for perfection. Because of the sense of guilt or shame when we fail to meet group membership criteria we develop strategies to ease these feelings of discomfort and fear of punishment. These strategies can involve the search for a scapegoat to carry

---

responsibility for our failures to be good which we describe as sins. They also involve a search for forgiveness which gives re-acceptance by the group. These various themes and strategies are embodied in rituals, procedures regularly followed, not only in public ceremonies but also in private rituals of daily life to enable us to shape and transform the above themes.

This complexity of drive and response has been the stuff of drama whether in the rituals of African villages, the Greek amphitheatres or Pope John Paul II performing in the great basilica in Rome. It is central to the practice of religion and is central in Judaism and Christianity to the processes of the admission and cleansing of sin. Ritual is of central importance to all of us and I am aware that John Paul’s ritual of forgiveness was part of this ancient tradition. Had I been looking at a North American Indian shaman performing similar cleansing ceremonies I would be more detached and appropriately respectful. I would acknowledge the intention and value its symbolism. I would value the recognition of guilt and the attempt of the leader of a community to cleanse his co-religionists. Nearing his death John Paul has taken this responsibility on his own shoulders. The words ‘Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do’, hovered around him. But another view of the matter is that in the Crusades, in the Inquisition, in the pogroms they knew very well what they were doing. Those involved were following their own stories based on a corrupted version of the Christian story. This raises another question for this thesis – how do we judge when a story is ‘good’ or ‘evil’ when we no longer have an authority making the decision for us?

We can now look at the context from which our understanding of sin and forgiveness has developed.

a) The story we inherited.

---

In the Hebrew Bible both sin and forgiveness are mediated through the relationship between the human and the divine. The divine is encapsulated in the concept of God. Sin is defined as an offence against God; forgiveness is a gift He offers in return for repentance. This heals the relationship which has been destabilized by the sin. Sin was seen as alienating the human from God and as a result separating the sinner from God’s community, disordered the inner life of the sinner and in effect disordering creation itself.

To illustrate this alienation James McLendon quotes Psalm 51:4 ‘Against thee, thee only, have I sinned’. Damage in relationships between human beings is always secondary to relationships between God and humans. This is reflected in the order of the statutes and judgements of the Covenant made through Moses.

The widespread nature of sin is reflected in the common terms used in the Hebrew Bible to describe offences against God - awon, crookedness or self abuse; chethah, the anti-social breaking of boundaries; peshah, rebellion against the Most High. All three of these terms are translated in the Greek Septuagint by hamartia, missing the mark or veering off the straight and narrow. This became the New Testament term we translate as sin.

Sin and forgiveness are linked by the disorder and imbalance that results from sin. No community can tolerate this as a permanent feature so a process of forgiveness has to be put in place to restore order and balance. Reparation of the damage done, through forgiveness, is considered to be always available through God’s mercy. This thought played a central role in both Jewish and, later, Christian understanding of the history of God’s relationship with humans. The various Hebrew and Greek words used in both the Hebrew and Christian Bibles describe the divine action which removes or covers over sin. The history of Israel has been described as, ‘the history of a forgiving God in search of a repentant people’.

---

24 Deut. Chapter 5. The importance of obedience to these commandments is emphasized in Matt. 19:17
This in a sense identifies the nature of forgiveness as it was understood by the people of Israel. It was the whole community who sinned and who repented together in ritual form within a context of sacrifice, atonement, repentance and mercy. It was the whole community whom God forgave in this hierarchical relationship.

b) The new story of Christianity

In Christianity the concept of sin initially followed the pattern of Ten Commandments adapted from the Mosaic law but from the sixth century on the Church began to develop a more sophisticated view which was reflected in a list of Cardinal sins and Cardinal virtues. Paul, in spreading the message of Christianity, chose to emphasise the effect on the human race of the story of ‘The Fall’ of Adam and Eve told in Genesis 3. From this story he deduced that ‘by the sin of our first parents’, the human race had been deprived of immortality and innocence. The ‘original sin’ had been transmitted to every person in every subsequent generation. Augustine was later to develop this view in his theology. The continuing message of the narrative of the Fall has been that God is not responsible for a sinful world, but that is due to humans using their free will which is a gift of God. Humans have failed to meet His hopes for them. As Paul argued, sin is in us.

A new paradigm of forgiveness emerged within Christianity. Hannah Arendt made the point that, ‘the discoverer of the role of forgiveness in the realm of human affairs was Jesus of Nazareth’. Forgiveness became a major theme of his teaching: the new factor was the importance of interpersonal forgiveness reflected in the Lord’s Prayer. Baptism, a traditional form of cleansing which Mark describes as beginning Christ’s mission became a Christian sacrament. Along with

26 See Morton W. Bloomfield, *The Seven Deadly Sins*, An Introduction to the history of a Religious Concept, with Special Reference to Medieval English Literature, State College Press: Michigan 1952
27 Romans 5:12-21
this developed the sacrament of the Eucharist which represented the great sacrifice of Jesus who died to cleanse the sins of all who believed in him which was the basis of atonement theology.

Experience of the compulsive nature of sin and the loss of expectation of Parousia led to an extension of ecclesiastic involvement in the processes of sin and forgiveness. A period of public penance and public absolution was later replaced by private confession and absolution. In this way the church through its practices reinstated the hierarchical nature of forgiveness over the more egalitarian group processes of the early church. Protestantism challenged this granting of God's power to the ministry at the time of the Reformation; direct access to God was claimed. Both these views however developed an individualistic cast of thought and we are now seeing these effects in the variety of religious interpretations available. When Arendt made her point about Jesus and forgiveness she followed it up by stating, 'the fact that he made this discovery in a religious context and articulated it in religious language is no reason to take it any less seriously in a strictly secular sense'. The thing is real, she is saying, even if it does sound religious. Shriver uses this to conclude that both religious and secular thinkers have underestimated the empirical importance of forgiveness in social and political life. 30

This I suggest is what we have to address on a world scale as well as at the interpersonal level. This thesis is a modest attempt to explore some of the issues involved. One of the difficulties in this attempt is the lack of a structure within which to place ideas. This is another example of the interim space we occupy. Biblical literature, either listened to or read or looked at in murals and paintings used to be part of everyone's moral education and the stories they told were part of everyone's culture. This is no longer so. This was illustrated in the spring of the year 2000 when Neil MacGregor, Director of the National Gallery, London, set up

29 Mark 1:4-9
an exhibition called, *Seeing Salvation: The Image of Christ in Western Art*. Recognizing that a more secular general public is no longer able to 'read' these paintings in the way that a religiously sophisticated public once could, he set out on an educational tour of the United Kingdom to retell the story which lay behind the paintings. The book, *The Image of Christ*, which accompanies the exhibition, is quite clear in its message on the cover. It writes of the great paintings in the National Gallery and elsewhere of Christian subjects, 'to many people who come to see these works, who do not share these religious beliefs, their content can seem puzzling or irrevocably remote... This book, and the exhibition it accompanies, express the confidence that modern secular audiences can engage with the masterpieces of Christian art at an emotional as well as a purely aesthetic or historical level.'\(^{31}\) In other words – the story matters in that it gives access to the inner life. MacGregor wanted more than a cognitive understanding of the Christian story he was retelling.

Secular religions developed their own stories, paintings, songs and banners. MacGregor showed this by including and comparing a drawing by Kathe Kollwitz, the inspired secular recorder of German poverty with a Holbein drawing of the dead Christ. In the secular drawing there was a dead man, obviously based on the Holbein, but this man was surrounded by his hungry family.\(^{32}\) Secularists too had their saints and martyrs - and their demons. Most of all they had their saviours who would lead their people to the Promised Land. These secular religions inspired the same passions as religions of Christianity. They offered hope, comradeship, a sense of belonging and consolation to their adherents. The saviours have mostly been discredited, the paintings seen as tawdry; the banners are now only to be found in museums or Trades Union offices, brought into the public view only for special occasions. The words of the hymns and songs that supported the


ideas have mostly been forgotten and are known only to small groups who come together in conference halls - and even they do not always know the words.

The shift of consciousness, among Europeans, away from a morality based on the belief in an anthropomorphic god has been slow but steady. There seems indeed to be an ebbing and flowing tide of belief in the source of morality although the general direction is of steady decline in church attendance and of belief in a personal god. We have seen in the western world two particular periods of outright challenge to church defined morality both seen as liberating but also attacked as self-indulgent. These were the nineteen twenties and early thirties and the late sixties and early seventies of the twentieth century. The focus of the challenge in both cases was the human body and the right of the individual, particularly individual women, to take responsibility for their sexual behaviour. The sexuality of women and their sinfulness has always been intimately linked with general standards of social morality so it was not surprising that both these periods were seen by some as examples of the collapse of all civilization in Europe. Others saw it as a logical consequence of the availability of contraception which developed from the widespread distribution to soldiers in the First World War of condoms following the invention of latex. Even greater freedom was given to women in the 1960s following the invention of the contraceptive pill. Previously the fear of pregnancy had been allied with the strictures of the church. Without that fear, the church was largely ignored.

Since the 1960s the authority of the church in matters of morality has been steadily diminishing. People, both church members of all denominations and non-church members, have increasingly been creating their own definitions of what is and is not sinful behaviour. Some of these have been reinforced by legal changes. Abortion and homosexuality, both now legally recognized, are seen as sinful by only a minority of Christians. Sexual harassment, previously not seen as something to be taken seriously, is now not only seen as sinful by religious people
but is also illegal. Sex before marriage and illegitimacy, once sinful, are now taken for granted. The case for keeping God out of morality was spelt out by Bishop Richard Holloway in his book *Godless Morality*. He argues that we need a purely human public morality undistorted by religious zealotry.

Sin, as we have understood it in the past as an offence against God, and that which alienates us from God, no longer dominates public awareness. Humans continue to hurt and damage themselves and each other. In decreasing numbers we seek forgiveness for this behaviour from a supernatural source and when injured ourselves are more likely to seek help from the law than solely from our own hearts than we once were. Justice is increasingly regarded as the most significant value in a secular and democratic society and when we fail to find easement from that source we are more likely to turn to secular counsellors than to the pastors of the churches. In the following chapters I hope to explore these issues in more depth.

What clearly emerges however is that this increasingly secular society has not abandoned its aspirations, perhaps I should say need, for transcendence and opportunities to experience the rapture of being alive. Some of this comes with the physiology of being human. Falling in love, making love, holding one’s newly born child, laughing with friends, reconciliation with enemies, listening to music, getting drunk, stoned out of one’s head or dancing are only some of the ways in which people break out of the constraints of the self. At another level people appear to be increasingly drawn to esoteric, even bizarre, explorations of spiritual states in an attempt to understand the mystery of being alive and the inevitability of suffering. There is a new and growing sense of the web of unity that links all life on the planet. In seeking to understand the nature of sin and forgiveness, I have also had to recognize their unity and that nothing and no one can be
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considered in isolation from anything or anyone else. Everything and everyone is connected – the story, the storyteller and the reader; the picture, the painter, and the viewer; the musician, the music and the listener.

Method

Inevitably much of what I write is speculative since academic attention seems, not yet, to have turned to the questions that concern me. The sociologists of religion who might appear to be those most concerned mainly focus on trends in belief and church attendance rather than the implications of this for the inner life of human beings. Their studies carry little interest for the pure theologian since number crunching disciplines bear little relation to questions of transcendence. I approach this from the perspective of a social scientist whose main concerns have been in the field of social policy and its impact on individual lives. On occasion I find it necessary to stray over the borders of individual and social psychology. This base in the social sciences goes hand in hand with a consistent interest in the theory and practice of religious thought. That concern derives from my own religious upbringing and my sense that institutional Christianity, in its current expression, is failing to address issues of both individual and community responsibility for reassessing what is understood as sin or, along with that, exploring the changing nature of forgiveness. There are individuals and groups who, both inside and outside the institutions of Christianity, are exploring these questions and I discuss these in the work. Part of understanding the Christian approach involves recognizing that Christianity is a religion of apocalypse, concerned with what will happen at the end of things, and therefore moral issues are always secondary to that thought.

My intention is to explore the way in which the practical application of the concepts of sin and forgiveness, as understood in the Judaic-Christian tradition, are expressed in what is increasingly described as a post-Christian society. Because some of the issues I have been examining are not yet incorporated into the work of the academy I have been thrown back to some extent on magazine and newspaper
reportage for glimpses of post-Christian attitudes to sin and forgiveness. Underlying my approach is the conviction, which I have not always been able to express as fully as I would have liked, that song, theatre, painting and poetry tell us more about the issues I am discussing than the comparative clumsiness of my words can possibly communicate.

The method I have used is first, in Chapter One, to take a number of narrative case studies which describe individuals who carry the double burden of what would, in any Christian context, be seen as sin but who in addition are viewed by the state as guilty of crimes for which they are held responsible by the secular institutions. These are analysed in terms of individual and public responses to their offences and the implications of this for their re-acceptance within their communities. These case studies are followed, in Chapter Two, by considering whether art and literature may offer a more subtle, complex and humane approach than the categorical judgements currently in play.

The tone then changes as, in Chapters Three and Four, I turn attention to changing perceptions of sin and forgiveness. This involves a discussion of how, following both intellectual inquiry and social changes, attitudes to many Christian beliefs began to change. This widening of belief, combined with a widening of social experience and information, has led to a new, yet old, understanding of sin, as being a failing of community; sin in which we are all involved and for which we all share responsibility.

I return to the case study narrative method in Chapter Four to describe ways in which a number of people, who see themselves as sinned against, have resolved, either to find forgiveness out of their religious or spiritual understanding, or to conclude that forgiveness in isolation from restitution was not an appropriate response to their particular situation. This section introduces the question of a stronger emphasis on restorative justice as a significant element in developing and changing attitudes to forgiveness.
Up to this point the issues discussed are, in the main, those of breaches in relationships between individual human beings. Focussing on these, the work explores some attempts, not to discuss the nature of sin, but simply to help wounded people find forgiveness for their oppressor through psychological techniques. Claiming an ecumenical approach, the institutes of forgiveness, in which these therapies are based, appear primarily concerned with the damage lack of forgiveness does to the victims’ health and spiritual life. This work goes hand in hand with a flood of self-help literature which I describe as quasi-theological since it combines popular psychology with a powerful undercurrent of Christian belief.

I then turn in the final chapter, Chapter Five, to what I describe as iniquities in order to separate the discussion from what has previously been seen as individual sin. In a world dominated by a global economy and global communication, we are becoming aware of a range of iniquities which include poverty, sexism, racism, violence, war and slavery. The common factor in all these appears to be a disregard for suffering and dignity. The question of what is the sin and who are the sinners is bewildering because of the complex interlocking of our global economies. Increasingly global communication brings us information directly challenging to anyone seeking to live an ethical life. I focus in this chapter on three issues - poverty, slavery and violence associated with war.

I then ask some questions – how do we live together in this pluralist world which offers us no compelling meta-narrative we can share? This is equally relevant to the individuals described in Chapter One who are facing exclusion from their communities and those oppressed groups excluded from the normal decencies and human rights of the wider society. Is it possible to recreate some kind of community in which we accept responsibility for each other or has the distorted individualism of the later Christian tradition with its corrupted and selective language, along with other defunct theologies, caused irreparable damage? That thought is intolerable and I suggest some possible approaches through which we may find our way back to some of the values which are expressed both in the Sermon on the Mount and the Communist Manifesto.
Throughout the work I use what I understand as the fundamental assumptions of Judaism and Christianity in their perception of sin and forgiveness. I also make a distinction between Christianity and the Christian tradition, the latter having been shaped by the institutions which have grown up to interpret – and on occasion overwhelm - the language and thought of the Christian message which can be found in the Christian Bible.
CHAPTER ONE

NARRATIVES OF A MODERN DILEMMA

The intention of this chapter is to offer four case studies. They are the stories of:

- Myra Hindley
- Mary Bell
- James Bulger
- Sarah Payne

What these stories share is that they are each concerned with the killing of children and the public reaction to those killings. In two cases an adult was responsible for the killings, in two cases the children were killed by other children. In each case the reaction of the public, as expressed through the media, has been a significant factor in the possibility of forgiveness for the offenders and their reintegration into the community. Also in each case the public perception combines the religious concept of killing another human being as a sin and the civil perception of the same action as a crime. This double perception appears to have significantly confused the discourse which has surrounded the individuals involved. The stories are given in the order in which the crimes were committed.

The first case study tells the story of the woman Myra Hindley who was convicted of the murder of children and has now been imprisoned for over thirty years. She has currently no hope of release and may die in prison. Her story is rather longer than the others since it includes a summary, rarely available, of an offender's own view of her situation. The second tells the story of Mary Bell who, when she was a child, killed two small boys, was convicted, released after twelve years, but is still pursued and reviled by the press. The third and fourth stories differ in that they are publicly perceived, not as the story of the murderers, but as stories of the victims, James Bulger and Sarah Payne, who have been given an iconic status of
innocence and their murderers demonized. Each story may be viewed as a failure of the Christian tradition to offer any acceptable resolution to the relationship of these children and adults to their communities.

The story of Myra Hindley

This story is presented both from a public perception of the circumstances of her background, the trial, her subsequent imprisonment and from her own account of those events. The discussion is centred around issues of image and reality, both the emotional images projected on to Myra Hindley and the pictorial image which has been used as a signifier of her evil capacities and secondly, insofar as it can be understood, the reality of her as a human being. Why, I ask, is the question of this woman’s redemption contested so passionately by so many people and what is understood by “redemption”? Is the assumption that she can only be granted freedom if she is spiritually redeemed?

In 1966, Myra Hindley, then 23 years of age, was jointly charged with her partner Ian Brady, 27 years of age, with the murder of three children. At the trial, which took place from April 19th. to May 7th. of that year, Hindley was charged separately that, knowing that Brady had killed one of the children, she ‘did receive, comfort, harbour and maintain Brady’. Both pleaded not guilty; both were found guilty and sentenced. Brady was given three concurrent life sentences for the three murders he had committed, Hindley two concurrent life sentences for the murders in which she had been involved and a concurrent seven-year sentence for being an accessory to the third murder. What was not known at that stage was that Brady and Hindley had committed another two murders, which had not yet been linked to them.

Brady and Hindley had refused in any way to co-operate with the police and in court, sitting together in the dock, they maintained a united air of calm for most of the time. Hindley’s composure broke down when an audiotape recording Brady forcing a ten-year old girl to take something in her mouth was played. She put her
head in her hands and wept saying, ‘I am ashamed’. The attorney general spoke about the ‘perverted sexual element’ although no one knew what had actually happened other than that pornographic photographs of the child had been taken. On the tape the child, Lesley Ann Downie, was heard by the court pleading with Hindley for help - an appeal which she was heard to brusquely reject. Psychiatric evidence was submitted and the judge, Mr Justice Atkinson, in his summing up was able to say, ‘From first to last in this case there has not been the smallest suggestion that either of these two are mentally abnormal or not fully and completely responsible for their actions... If what the prosecution says is right, you are dealing here, are you not, with two sadistic killers of the utmost depravity?’

There seems little doubt that had this trial taken place before 1965 both the defendants would have been hanged. It was the first case involving multiple murders to be tried since the Abolition of the Death Penalty Act had been passed in 1965.

The case became known as the Moors Murders because the bodies of the children had been buried on the Yorkshire moors. The Times reported the trial daily, in detail. The issues around capital punishment were still very much alive; many, including the police, were opposed to the new legislation and community opposition was reinforced as the detailed story of the murders became public. The jury was made up entirely of men, four women having been rejected. It was thought by some observers that ‘the three weeks of horror ahead might have been a greater strain than many women could have contemplated’.

Police cars appearing to be transporting the accused to court were attacked with hatred by relatives of the victims. Two of these relatives were forbidden to attend the trial in case they tried to attack Hindley in court. From the beginning it was she who was the focus of hate. When the trial ended about 250 people gathered outside the court to jeer and boo the police van in which Brady and Hindley were
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removed. The intensity of feeling around these murders has continued to be an issue for the justice system since any attempt to release Hindley is vehemently opposed by the family of the victims and significant numbers of the general public.

More than thirty years later Myra Hindley is still in prison. Brady, who was later diagnosed as schizophrenic, was transferred to a special hospital for the criminally insane. He has consistently refused visitors and is quite clear that he wants to spend the rest of his life locked up. Indeed he has requested the right to commit suicide. Not so Myra Hindley. She has appealed time after time to be given parole. A succession of Secretaries of State for the Home Office have rejected her appeals and the present minister, Jack Straw, has been given the right by the judiciary to decide that she may die in prison but she is currently appealing to the European Court against this decision.

Between them The Guardian and The Observer newspapers have published a total of over eighty articles about Myra Hindley between 1966 and 1999. Normally interest ends with the end of the trial. One article written in October 1995, A Mind To Crime, discussing whether violent criminals could be cured, described Hindley as a psychopath. She reacted angrily to being labelled in this way and wrote to the Guardian saying that numerous psychiatric and psychological tests had shown she had ‘no evidence of a mentally disordered mind’. The Guardian replied to Hindley inviting her to justify her letter and asking, ‘If she had shown no psychopathic tendencies, what had made her commit these crimes?’ She responded by writing an essay of 5,000 words which they published in full.

Myra Hindley’s Apologia

While in prison Hindley studied for a degree with the Open University and the essay she wrote reflects her academic understanding of the psychological and
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sociological influences of early life experience on adult behaviour. She begins with the statement that she makes no excuses for her behaviour in the years she spent with Brady and takes full responsibility for the part she played in the offences. She wrote, 'I...will not attempt to justify the unjustifiable.' She also claims to have grown up 'a normal happy girl, with religious convictions, who would never be cruel to animals and children'. In making the latter point she is disassociating herself from the Guardian's charge that she had a psychopathic personality. Put crudely she is saying that she was bad rather than mad. An outside view might consider her relationship with Ian Brady to be significantly abnormal.

Myra Hindley was the elder daughter of an unskilled, working class, Manchester family. Born in 1942, in wartime Manchester while her father was in the army, she was mostly cared for by her grandmother while her mother worked. When her father returned after the war the arrangement continued and, when a second daughter was born, four-year-old Myra was moved in full time with her grandmother. Her parents lived near and as she got older she seems to have moved between the two households. She describes her father as a violent and tyrannical drunkard. 'When my mother berated him for the state he was in, he began knocking her about, and when I tried to prevent him, I was hit too'.

She develops this point by saying, 'Through witnessing and being on the receiving end of so much violence within my own family, I was given many lessons in dominance and control, which was possibly the foundation stone on which I built my own personality'. She learned, she says, not to show feeling and to keep her emotions under control, 'to build up layers of protective buffers, to tremble, rage, cry and grieve inwardly'. This would perhaps explain her impassive appearance during the trial, an impassivity that was presented by the media as evidence of her inhumanity. She claims that her 'fatal ability' to control her emotions was probably one of the main ingredients in her relationship with Ian Brady. She never showed her feelings to him any more than she had shown them to her father. Brady saw this as a virtue.
She describes how she became engaged at seventeen to a boy she had known since childhood but withdrew from this at the prospect of living the kind of life she saw being endured by the women around her. ‘I wanted a career, to better myself...I ...dreamed and made plans and kept everything to myself’. 42 When she, now aged eighteen and trying to improve her prospects, changed jobs and met Ian Brady, she describes herself as ‘emotionally immature, relatively unsophisticated and sexually inexperienced - I was still a virgin and intended to be so until I married’. She claims an ‘immediate and fatal attraction’ on her part. This was reinforced by his treatment of her which alternated between approval and rejection, a phenomenon known in brain washing techniques as a way to reinforce dependency and anxiety to please in a prisoner, a child or in an insecure partner. She was, she says, ‘utterly obsessed by him. He had...a magnetic-like charisma into which my own personality, my whole self, became almost totally subsumed’.

Brady ridiculed her religious beliefs with arguments she couldn’t counter. At the trial the Crown ‘plainly acknowledged that the younger Miss Hindley had been indoctrinated by Brady’, that he had introduced her ‘...to corrupting literature and the idea of murder and that he initiated, planned and committed the crimes in which she participated’. On one occasion she had tried to break away from him but his influence was too strong and, after the first murder, the secret they shared bound them more closely. It was however only when they were both on remand before the trial that he said in a letter43 that he loved her - a notion he had always dismissed as sentimentality. Afraid of annoying him she had never told him that she loved him but now poured her feelings out in letters. His danger of life imprisonment and new helplessness seems to have produced in her a determination in her own words ‘to nurture him and encourage him and sustain him’.

She recognizes that without her co-operation the crimes could not have been committed since it was she who was instrumental, as a woman to be trusted, in
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procuring the children who would have been less likely to go with a man. In rejecting the label of psychopath she is forced to accept the label of bad. She does this but only for her past behaviour and claims redemption for herself in the new person she has become. This work of redemption, she claims, has not been easy but has involved years of confronting not only ‘one’s offending behaviour but one’s inner self’.\(^4^4\) She found the public expression of remorse difficult, as do many prisoners convicted of serious crimes.\(^4^5\) She much prefers to think of herself ‘as repentant before Christ in the same way as Peter after denying him three times wept bitterly, repented and begged forgiveness’.

She believes that her release would have been more likely if she had been diagnosed with a mental disorder of which she could be seen to have been cured. Instead she ‘was labelled as an enigma, someone whom people could not comprehend’. The tabloids she claims have turned her into ‘an industry, selecting me as the public icon/evil monster, Medusa like image, which holds the projected hatred, fear and fury of the nation’s psyche…’. Although she was judged and she believes ‘rightly convicted and sentenced’, trial, judgement and sentencing by the tabloids continues with highly emotive arguments and, whenever the question of her release surfaces, they present ‘you the jury’ polls to their readers. The newspaper, \textit{The Sun}, described her among other things as “the symbol of the nation’s revulsion at all those who prey on innocent children”.

Two days after the trial the judge wrote to the then Home Secretary. In his letter he said:

“Though I believe Brady is wicked beyond belief without hope of redemption\(^4^6\) (short of a miracle) I cannot feel that the same is necessarily true of Hindley once

\(^{4^4}\) Hindley appears to be using the word redemption in two ways. The first sense is religious in that her old self, the sinful self, has been redeemed by Christ to create a new person. But in her second sense she seems to imply a more clinical therapeutic redemption where through years of confrontation with her “inner self” she has come to understand why she behaved as she did.

\(^{4^5}\) I found this repeatedly when working with male prisoners serving life sentences. They seem to think either that it is too superficial a way to deal with their own feelings about what they have done or else that no one will believe them.

\(^{4^6}\) We have no idea of the judge’s meaning of the use of the word “redemption”. It may be the Oxford Dictionary definition of ‘man’s deliverance from sin and damnation’ or it may be a looser meaning that he will repent and never commit another crime thus making him available for parole.
she is removed from his influence. At present she is as deeply corrupted as Brady but it is not so long ago that she was taking instruction in the Roman Catholic Church and was a communicant and a normal sort of girl."

It was only the production at the trial of the horrifying audio tape made by Brady while they were maltreating the child, Lesley Ann Downey, before she was killed, that made clear the full extent of Hindley’s involvement. Previously it had been argued that she had only helped him dispose of the bodies but even before the trial public feeling was directed against her rather than Brady. The tape, which caused Hindley distress when it was played, like her picture, has taken on a mythical status which has given it a life of its own. Freedberg\(^47\) discusses the fusion that can take place between an object and what it represents; this was seen later in the public response to the police photograph of Myra Hindley.

People in court, including the police, who heard the child crying, protesting, and asking Myra Hindley, whom the child called ‘Mum’, to help her, say they will never forget it. Hardened crime reporters have said that listening to it was one of the frightful experiences of their lives.\(^48\) It is often referred to, even by people who have not heard it, as a reason for never being able to forgive her or release her. It had identified her as a woman who tortured children.

It is possible that if Hindley had not met Brady she would have married and led a perfectly ordinary if rather discontented life, seeking transcendence in more prosaic forms. Instead she was able to project onto this very psychologically disturbed man, Brady, all the power, excitement and meaning earlier relationships had failed to give her. They became inseparable and it was as if he was able to lock into her mind the ideas with which he was obsessed. She had her first sexual experience with him and he became the centre of her life. God and what she understood as religion were abandoned and replaced by Ian Brady and his view of

\(^48\) Pamela Hansford Johnson, op.cit., p14
the world. It could be argued that Hindley took part in the murders simply to have him approve of her.

Her experience of prison, because of the reaction of other prisoners to her, was of a profound sense of isolation. A turning point came with her inclusion in a small special unit for long sentence prisoners which gave opportunities for women and staff to communicate more freely and get to know each other. They cooked their own meals, could sit out in a small garden and spend their time reading or talking. This was, in a simple form, a therapeutic community of the kind that might have been offered in the early Christian church. She responded to this by entering into relationships. Initially they were focussed on sexual attraction; homosexuality was and is very much a part of prison life, and Myra Hindley became actively lesbian.

Learning of this from the constant leaking of information about her the press used it to reinforce her image of evil and passionate sexuality. In fact over the years a number of these relationships were loving and reciprocal and may have been an important factor in her emotional growth. The first of these was with a prison officer who had for many years been a Carmelite nun. The poetry Hindley wrote for her was full of religious imagery in which we can see the same need for a passionate connection such as she had shared with Brady of whom she had said: ‘Within months he had convinced me that there was no God at all (he could have told me the earth was flat, the moon made of green cheese, that the sun rose in the west and I would have believed him). He became my god, my idol, my object of worship and I worshipped him blindly, more blindly than the congenitally blind’.

By her third year in prison she was writing to a visiting chaplain, ‘I’m still desperately trying to make my peace with God...’. Nine years after the trial she was transferred to another prison where she met an experienced Jesuit prison chaplain who had an important effect on her spiritual life. He introduced her to the Jesuit programme of The Spiritual Exercises, which she began to practice. Letters she wrote to friends and former prisoners with whom she kept contact make frequent religious references. She describes her life as a Via Dolorosa and
identifies herself as the one carrying the cross. It was after this transfer that she began to write a twenty-one thousand word plea for parole to be sent to the Home Secretary. The rest of her story has been one of struggle to be taken seriously as a reformed person entitled to be reinstated as a member of the community.

What is remarkable is that after 33 years of intense press persecution Hindley has not collapsed into a passive acceptance of her fate or of her guilt although in the autumn of 1999 when aged 57 she was reported as being in renewed ill health.\(^49\) She refuses to see herself as an evil person who is beyond forgiveness and continues to challenge the right of the state to keep her in prison for the rest of her life. Over the years she has attracted support from a number of people who have argued vehemently on her behalf. This capacity to attract middle class support, in particular from some people known to have strong religious convictions or who are ministers of religion, reinforces popular prejudice against her.

Her additional offence is that she has crossed class boundaries by virtue of being wicked rather than by being talented. The powerful anti-liberal, anti-middle class symbolism lying behind the word do-gooder for those who have supported her release is used to add fuel to the fire of hatred and to excite thoughts of revenge should she be released. Relatives of her victims have in some cases made elaborate plans to kill her should she ever be released. They see release or forgiveness for her as impossible and claim that if released no child would be safe from her.

*Image and reality: a discussion*

Is there in fact any reason not to forgive or release this woman? These are two separate questions. Criminals, even those given a life sentence who have not been forgiven by their victims or by the public, are regularly released on parole yet with Myra Hindley the two issues of forgiveness and release have been made co-dependent. The crime and the woman seem unable to be separated.

\(^{49}\) *The Herald, 14.9.99*
The press mounted, what was in the 1960s, an unprecedented campaign against this woman, a campaign which gained support among the tabloid readers and voters. This has led Hindley to claim that she is a political prisoner. There is a sense in which this is true. It is politically useful to have one person to whom a government can point in order to reinforce their claim to be ‘tough on crime’. It is also politically expedient to have one area of populist feeling to which the government is seen to have sided with the tabloids rather than the broadsheets. But there is more to Myra Hindley than that. She claims also, as we will see later, to be the innocent sacrificial victim, the crucified Christ, the classical scapegoat carrying the sins of the world. It is true that she serves this purpose. As long as Myra Hindley is held in prison, all other women murderers are safe from the intensity of hatred she has aroused. She was right when she described herself as holding the ‘projected hatred, fear and fury of the nation’s psyche’. She may have been absolved by her confessor; that may be what gives her confidence in her redemption but to compare her with Christ savours of blasphemy…. until we remember that the High Priest claimed that Christ was guilty. He too could have claimed to be a political prisoner whose crucifixion placated the mob50.

From the beginning the official police ‘mug shot’ on which this painting is based has been part of the argument. It shows a woman with bleached blonde hair, heavy dark eyebrows, thick mascara and lipstick with shadows under her eyes and a sullen look - who could be forty years of age rather than the twenty-three she was when it was taken. More recent photographs show a woman looking younger than her sixty years with short brown hair and a pleasant expression - the kind of woman you might encounter in a bookshop or at an evening lecture. The first picture invites us to imagine a tough, emotionally hardened and sexually experienced woman of low social status. The other, taken after twenty years in prison, offers a more middle class image of someone friendly, intelligent (by this time she had taken an Open University degree) and attractive in a low key way. Another taken with a woman prison governor and her dog in a garden offer a

50 John 18:19-37; 19:4-12
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variety of messages about a woman comfortable with authority, fond of animals and the natural world. These are rarely seen.

In an article published in the January 1998 issue of the London Review of Books, Marina Warner offers the thought that, 'Protestant scepticism about the power of pictures has been weakening for a long time, and a new Catholic confusion between image and reality has been in the ascendant'. The Puritan Iconoclasts of the 16th and 17th Centuries hacking their way through religious images in cathedrals and churches feared that worshippers believed the image and what it represented to be one and the same. This was the "Catholic confusion" to which Marina Warner is referring. The capacity of statues and paintings to teach stories and to inspire devotion were thought to outweigh any moral danger of idolatry. Warner appears to be arguing that the blurring of image and reality, aided by the increasing popularity of films and television, is now not challenged.

She uses this thought to illustrate the reaction to Marcus Harvey’s painting of Myra Hindley which was shown in the Sensations Exhibition at the Royal Academy in 1997. The police photograph, widely circulated, used by the press whenever yet another article about her was published, had gained an iconic quality long before Marcus Harvey decided to use it as the basis for his painting. Instantly recognisable, carrying the same impact as Warhol’s famous portrait of Marilyn Monroe, Hindley’s epitomised evil as Monroe’s typified sexuality. Marcus Harvey, using Hindley’s thirty year old photograph as a basic image in his painting, covered it with handprints of a four year old child. The result was immediate and awful: the message clear. In point of fact none of the children killed was as young as four years of age; the image was constructed by the artist in a way which emphasised the innocence of the victims and therefore the evil of the killer.

It roused fury and protest from a variety of sources. People who had kept their hatred of Hindley alive since the trial, one of them a relative of one of the victims, attacked the picture directly, throwing ink and eggs at it. Others who thought she
had suffered enough and should now be released were appalled at the idea that a human being was being exploited in this way. Myra Hindley herself protested. Warner describes Harvey’s portrait as a classic example of a *pittura infamante* - a portrait intended to defame, where the image enters the argument and fixes the identity of its subject. Whenever this portrait of Hindley is seen it tells the story of its subject as an evil woman. It could be seen as giving a theological message.

The Hindley portrait takes its place in the long history of attacks on paintings which demand a response. Here Freedberg’s view is that in some cases damaging the representation is thought to damage the person whom it represents. ‘At the very least, something of the disgrace of mutilation or destruction is felt to pass on to the person represented’. 51 ‘The dishonour paid to the image...does not simply pass to its prototype but actually damages the prototype’. 52 Hindley has remained a cause célèbre for the media and her every action is watched. The public is constantly reminded of the horrendous nature of her crimes and encouraged in the view that she can neither be released nor forgiven. One newspaper, *The Sun*, which has long campaigned against her release, polled its readers when her last appeal was being considered and, unsurprisingly, the great majority voted to keep her in prison.

As was said earlier a succession of Home Secretaries have rejected her appeals, the most recent leading to the judicial decision in December 1997 that the Home Secretary is entitled to decide that she must die in prison. On the other hand the judges agreed, to the horror of the victim’s families, that cases like Hindley’s must remain open to review. One mother said, ‘She is an evil woman and should rot in hell’. The other, who is dying of cancer, said, ‘I will rest in peace and I’ll tell you, I will haunt that woman from my passing on. From that minute, if there’s such a thing as haunting and ghosts, I will be on her shoulder, morning, noon and night’.

But in October 2000, the Lord Chief Justice, being interviewed in the New

---

51 Freedberg, op. cit. p.413
52 Freedberg, op. cit. p.415
Statesman appeared to infer that she ‘may hope for freedom and that the handling of her case reeks of injustice’.

It is clear that more than thirty years after the death of their children the parents’ hatred of Hindley has not eased. Those children who would by now be in their late forties are unchanged in memory for their parents whose pain seems unabated, kept alive in the furnace of their anger. It is clear from reading the tabloid newspapers over the years that they continue to receive massive public support to nourish that anger as the story of the Moors Murders is passed from generation to generation.

It is on Myra Hindley that the burden has fallen of proving her humanity, her membership of our community, a being with free will capable of both sin and redemption. At this stage she is seen only as being capable of sin which is unredeemable. The notion of a sin for which there is no forgiveness is well established and subject to a range of interpretations. It allows for what may be a need for the human imagination to maintain an undefined, reserved area for the inconceivable. It can also be a need for reassurance that there may be some acts which even we, evil, guilty creatures though we may see ourselves as being, would not commit. The sin for which there is no forgiveness offers us a boundary which we cannot imagine ourselves crossing.

The Story of Mary Bell

In 1968, two years after the trial of Myra Hindley, an eleven year old child, Mary Bell, was tried in a public court and along with another, thirteen year old Norma, accused of manslaughter after the death of two small boys in Newcastle upon Tyne. She was sentenced to detention for life; the other child was acquitted. The writer and commentator on the nature of evil, Gitta Sereny attended the trial and over the next two years researched and wrote the classic study, The Case of Mary

53 New Statesman, 16.10.2000, p.18 It is interesting to note that this issue of the New Statesman used the 1966 iconic photograph of Myra Hindley on its front cover.
Bell. Her central concern was to understand the question – what makes a child kill another child? She came to believe that only when such a child became an adult would it be possible to hope for an understanding.

Twenty-seven years after her conviction, her release on parole and after her mother’s death, Mary Bell agreed to talk to Sereny. She talked about her childhood, the murders of the children, the public trial and her twelve years of detention. The result was published as *Cries Unheard*. The story that unfolded was deeply painful. This girl’s childhood had been one of gross emotional, physical and sexual abuse. Her mother, clearly unstable, had emotionally rejected her from birth, was suspected of having tried to poison her in infancy and, working herself in prostitution, had violently forced the child, from her pre-school days, into mainly oral sexual activity with her male customers.

The result of this abuse was a deeply disturbed, if intelligent child whom no one in her environment recognized as needing help. What emerged about the murders was the absolute inability of this child to understand the concept of death. The psychiatrist interviewing her for the court reported that she ‘showed no evidence of mental illness or severe subnormality, or subnormality of intelligence’, but had a ‘severe disorder of personality ... [which] required medical treatment’. The court prosecutor described her as ‘... a most abnormal child: aggressive, vicious, cruel, incapable of remorse ... a dominating personality with a somewhat unusual intelligence and a degree of fiendish cunning that is almost terrifying...’ Mary was found guilty on two charges of manslaughter, the other child was found not guilty, the implication being that she had been under Mary’s domination.

The trial judge, after pronouncing sentence made a formal statement that if it had been possible he would have made a hospital order so that Mary could have gone to a mental institution to receive treatment under a restriction order. This was not

---

56 Three years later, in 1971, reassessing Mary on behalf of the Home Office, he wrote an entirely positive opinion of her and recommended that she should be considered for release by 1975.
possible since there was no suitable hospital available. All that was left to him was a sentence of detention for life. The first seven years of this were spent in an approved school. She was fortunate in finding a humane headmaster with whom she could make a relationship. This was particularly important in view of her earlier abuse by men.

At eighteen, Mary could have been released but against the advice of those professionals who had worked with her, was sent to an adult prison for the next seven years. This was not a helpful experience for her but she was stronger now and more able to cope. She was released on parole in 1980 and given a new name and a new identity. Later she entered into a relationship which led to her having a baby daughter. Since her release she has committed no offence.

When the news of Sereny's book was published, frenzy broke out in the press to find out where Mary was living so that she could be interviewed. Mary's daughter, now fourteen, was suddenly confronted with her mother's history; Mary had been waiting until she was older to tell her the truth. It emerged that tabloid newspapers had been stalking her for eighteen years since her release in spite of a court ruling to protect her identity for the sake of her daughter. What gave the press what they claimed as the moral excuse to hunt Mary down was when it emerged that she had accepted a modest amount of money from Sereny to help her make a deposit on a house. Sereny said she had felt morally compelled to share some of the profits from the book and not use Mary as she had been used in the past. The result was a witch-hunt by the tabloid press; even the Prime Minister and Home Secretary, when asked, condemned Mary for taking the money rather than condemning the tabloids for besieging her home and family. Mary and her teenage daughter had to be taken to a safe house.

Discussion

Free for eighteen years, deemed by law to have paid the penalty for her crime, Mary Bell had previously disappeared into the freedom of anonymity. This
disappearance also gave the parents of the dead children the possibility of freedom from the pain of the past. Both had suffered greatly. The mother of one of the boys said, 'Mary Bell died when she left prison and took on a new identity. I thought of her as dead; I tried to have a decent life. I started to learn not to hate her, because she had died and become someone else. Now Gitta Sereny has resurrected her. Why?'

Sereny's motivation is clearly expressed in the conclusion to her book. She wanted to show how such a terrible story comes about, with all the many flaws it uncovers - primarily within the family, but also within the community: from the fact that relatives, closing ranks against outsiders, tend to protect their own, unmindful or unaware of the consequences; that neighbours close their ears to manifestly serious troubles next door; that over-extended police officers underrate the potential dangers in conflict between parent and child and almost invariably side with the parent against the child (unless children, on the rare occasions that they do so, complain of sexual abuse); that social workers protect their relationship with parents at the expense of children; and that overworked primary-school teachers are seriously under-trained in the detection of disturbance in their charges...We do not look carefully at our neighbours' children. Above all, we do not listen to them - forgive me for repeating it yet again - or hear their cries.

These are good reasons for Sereny writing the book and it contains important messages for the kind of steps that could be taken to prevent future tragedies. What she offers is also a commentary on community responsibility. What the consequences of the book's publication present are questions about a community's response to 'sinful' behaviour in a child. Although led by The Sun, all the newspapers, tabloid and broadsheet, seized the opportunity to retell the story of the murders and repeat, even with apparent disdain, the phrases describing the child Mary as 'cruel', 'inhuman', a 'beautiful icon of evil'. Sereny is the only consistent advocate she has had.

---

57 The Observer 3.5.1998
58 Gitta Sereny, Cries Unheard p.374
The story of James Bulger

In 1993, two ten year old boys, both with learning difficulties, behaviour and school attendance problems, Robert Thompson and Jon Venables, abducted and killed a two year old boy James Bulger. Like Mary Bell they were publicly tried and convicted. Unlike the previous two case studies, the story associated with them is known by the name of the victim rather than the offenders. The child’s mother was shopping with him in an arcade. While her attention was distracted he wandered off and was led away by the two boys. Holding his hand they made their way out of the arcade, apparently aimlessly through the town ending up on a railway siding where they appear to have treated the child as an object to be explored and then left on the track to be run over. Opinion is divided as to whether this was deliberate torture and cruelty or childish ignorance and emotional disturbance.

The reaction to this happening swept the country partly because a video film of the two children leading the toddler out of the shopping arcade to his death was continuously presented on television with photographs from it in all the newspapers. When the public trial was over and the boys sentenced, the poet, Blake Morrison, was moved to write a book. He describes how, at the trial, he discovered a sad ritual of condemnation with two bewildered children at its centre. For a month the police and witnesses described the ‘how’ of what had happened. Morrison sought to understand the ‘why’. He opens with a quotation from Macbeth:

\[ \text{From this instant,} \\
\text{There’s nothing serious in mortality.} \\
\text{All is but toys, renown and grace is dead,} \\
\text{The wine of life is drawn...} \]

And the book reflects that sensitivity.

---

The public response to this happening was massive condemnation of these children. They were described as ‘monsters’ and when the news of their detention was first announced the press trying to interview their classmates besieged the school they attended.\textsuperscript{60} The main trigger for this was the continuous representation in newspapers and on television of the video cameras footage. There was something desperately appealing and distressing in knowing what the result had been of this apparently innocent image. James became an icon of innocence. An industry of making harnesses with reins for toddlers exploded in order that parents could hold on to their children while shopping. Tabloids as well as demonizing the two boys, Jon and Robert, gave the impression that no child would ever be safe again.

When sentencing the boys to detention during her Majesty’s Pleasure, the trial judge, Mr Justice Morland, said, ‘The killing of James Bulger was an act of unparalleled evil and barbarity.... your conduct was both cunning and wicked’.\textsuperscript{61} He went on to say that the secure detention should be for ‘very, very, many years, until the Home Secretary is satisfied that you have matured and are fully rehabilitated and are no longer a danger to others’.

In order to confront the ‘why’ not addressed at the trial, Morrison went to the children’s home town of Liverpool seeking explanation in their family background. Even with Morrison’s poetic and sympathetic understanding and identification with the difficulties of parenthood it is clear that childhood for these boys was one in which violence, ugly relationships and neglect were part of the fabric. But what is even clearer is that the parents as well as the boys were living in what one reporter described as ‘an environment of social and economic deprivation, of trashy television and cultural poverty, inadequate social services, failed schooling and general confusion’.\textsuperscript{62}

\textsuperscript{60} David James Smith, \textit{The Sleep of Reason: The James Bulger Case}, Century: London 1994 p.169
\textsuperscript{61} David James Smith, ibid. p. 226
\textsuperscript{62} Audrey Gillan, \textit{The Guardian}, 1.11.2000
For eight years these two boys were held in a secure unit. The professionals caring for them, impressed by their personal and emotional growth, began to prepare for their release. This involved giving them new identities, carefully manufactured histories and preparing new lives for them in different parts of the country. Fearing the same media response as with Mary Bell, their lawyers asked the high court to impose a permanent injunction banning the media from revealing the slightest detail of their lives. The photographs of these two boys at the age of ten were still being endlessly recycled in the media's iconography of evil in the same way as with Myra Hindley.

In the year 2000, the lengths of sentence appropriate for the two boys came up for review. Lord Woolf, who had been given this task, considered that they should be considered for parole in 2001, when they would be eighteen years of age. In his view they had benefited morally and educationally from their custodial regime and would only deteriorate if, as would be necessary after the age of eighteen, they were transferred to an institution for young offenders where they would be exposed to corrupting influence. He showed a sensitive, understated understanding of the personal and social factors involved in the original offence.

His view aroused outrage from the tabloids and participants in radio 'phone-in' programmes. Every detail of the most horrendous aspects of the murder was repeated and the word 'evil' lavishly used both as a noun and an adjective. Jamie Bulger's mother, perhaps understandably, pressed for them to be imprisoned for many more years; his father threatened if the boys were released, to hunt them down wherever they were hidden. A few voices were raised in defence of the boys, arguing a more complex, but largely ignored case, not only for their release but questioning if they should have been exposed to the rigours of criminal law in the first place.

63 They will have to be given new identities and may not even be able to live in this country so violent is the reaction against them. They will have to reinvent themselves.
The response of the media to the request for an injunction against media reporting of the two boys after their release was immediate and punitive. James’s Bulger’s mother became part of the tabloid campaign to prevent the injunction. Her claim was that justice required that these boys should also serve a long prison sentence, the newspapers claimed that the injunction was an attack on the freedom of the press. Hate campaigns seem to sell newspapers. In the event the injunction to protect the boys’ identity was granted. This has now been extended to preserve their anonymity into adulthood on the grounds that they are seriously at risk of death or injury if their identity or whereabouts became public knowledge. This is due to the fact that in human rights issues British courts have now to take into account case law from the European court of human rights in Strasbourg. Under article 2 of the convention, the state is obliged to protect an individual’s right to life. It is expected that the boys will be released on parole in the year 2001.64

Discussion

These two case studies share some characteristics. The three children principally involved came from backgrounds which did little to develop in them a sense of the importance of caring for themselves or for others. Each had been exposed in different ways to forms of violence and neglect. Each of them showed disturbances of behaviour which were either not recognized or else ignored by those adults who might have been expected to seek help for them. What Sereny said about the failure of adults, both neighbours and professionals, in recognizing and intervening in the distresses of Mary Bell’s childhood applies equally to the childhoods of Robert Thompson and Jon Venables. One is left with a sense of families living in isolation in a fractured community.

It also seems clear that none of these children should have been dealt with by a public trial. Britain, unlike many other European countries, has clung to a very low age of criminal responsibility. In nineteen thirty-three it was raised from seven to eight, in nineteen sixty-three when the Children and Young Person’s Act

64 The Guardian, 9.1.2001
was revised, it was raised to ten. The ages of these three children ranged from ten to twelve and the impression of most watchers at the trial was that none of them had any idea of what was happening around them. Nor does it seem likely from the evidence that they fully understood the effect of their actions on the children they killed.

The story of Sarah Payne

We turn now to a story of a child killed by an adult. At the time of writing a man is awaiting trial for her murder and kidnapping. In the summer of the year 2000, the body of an eight-year-old child, Sarah Payne, was found dead, twenty days after her disappearance from a field near her home where she had been playing with her brothers. Throughout the disappearance, her parents, particularly her mother, made dramatic appeals on television for her recovery and after a high profile funeral launched a campaign for a law to be passed in this country, similar to the American Megan’s Law, which entitled citizens to be told of any paedophiles living in their area. The British law would, they hoped, be called Sarah’s Law. This story of Sarah Payne is really the story of the consequences of her murder.

In the last weeks of July and the early weeks of August in the year 2000, the issue of paedophilia dominated the news media. This word, torn from its original meaning, is popularly used to describe the sexual abuse of children. The newspaper, *The News of the World*, noted for its salacious content, had a new young editor anxious to make her name. On July 23rd she decided to publish, every week, lists of the names and location, as well as photographs, of known paedophiles. This task was carried out under the heading of ‘Blaming and Shaming’. This slogan was borrowed from a government led campaign intended to improve standards of service in public utilities like health and education. It was thought that the public shaming of services that were not meeting desirable standards would mobilize staff to improve performance. *The News of the World*
claimed that the Government was failing to protect children and by naming and shaming the paedophiles, they would force them to take action.

Their stated intention was to alert parents to the possibility that men - there was no mention of women\textsuperscript{65} - who had a history of sexually abusing children were living in their community. The implication for parents was that all their children were at risk and urgently needed protection. This fear required them to buy the News of the World until the total number of descriptions – about 10,000 – was published. This would take several months. In addition the newspaper ran a campaign to compel the Government to give members of the public open access to these names. Their petition to this effect collected 300,000 signatures. Their language throughout the campaign was luridly emotive – paedophiles were evil perverts lurking round every corner to pounce on beautiful, innocent, unsuspecting children. As in medieval times the Devil was stalking the world.

The result could have been anticipated and indeed was, by \textit{The News of the World}'s critics. Aggressive groups gathered to attack those with names or appearances similar to those published, whom they thought were paedophiles although they had no evidence of this. In every case those whom they attacked were innocent. In one case a paediatrician was attacked because the word was thought to describe a paedophile. The paedophiles understandably went to ground; a result of the campaign that caused serious concern to the police and probation service who had been supervising their behaviour. Marches were held on which mothers took their young children and were heard coaching them to shout slogans asking for sex killers to be killed themselves.\textsuperscript{66}

The police described the attackers as mainly young men between the ages of sixteen and twenty, who seemed to be enjoying the violence. The broadsheet

\textsuperscript{65} There is a small proportion of women who sexually abuse small children sometimes in quite terrible ways like inserting sharp objects into the vagina of a girl child or more commonly stimulating or damaging the penis of small boys. These like the activities of male paedophiles are mostly carried out against their own children, or in the case of men, step children, and happen within the home.

\textsuperscript{66} BBC, \textit{Today} programme, Radio 4, 9.8.00
newspapers, police and probation officers as well as agencies concerned with childcare tried day after day to offset the hysteria and bring a note of reason into the picture but those efforts were overwhelmed by the moral panic created by the newspaper.

An unhappy dichotomy exists which separates those who read the broadsheets and have been educated to middle class attitudes of reason and detachment to issues like sex attacks on children, from those who read tabloids like The News of the World and live in communities where their children are more at risk from such attacks. We are not now talking about sexual abuse within families, which is equally distributed across the social classes. We are talking about opportunistic attacks on young children who may, for a variety of complex reasons to do with social deprivation, be less protected and more vulnerable to approaches from strangers than middle class children. These are those most likely to make up the average of eight killed every year, a figure which is relatively static and bears no relationship to the numbers of children being abused without being killed.

Discussion

It is not surprising that it is the members of poorer communities who respond with fear, outrage, aggression and grief when yet another of their children is damaged in this way. Paedophiles being re-housed after serving a prison sentence are not allocated to the leafy suburbs. They are inevitably placed in less desirable housing estates which already have a higher than usual proportion of disadvantaged families like single parents or the unemployed. Nor is it surprising that the public style of the response is irrational and becomes a focus not only for the particular issue involved but also for the anger and humiliations that make up such a large part of the lives of those excluded from social advantage.

The spokeswoman of the movement, Residents Against Paedophiles, who led seven nights of vigilantism claims that this kind of behaviour is the only way in
which they got attention. In an newspaper interview she said, 'How else is anyone going to listen to a common person like me?' This is a statement of powerlessness which needs to be acknowledged. She also talked to the interviewer about the drive behind her anger. She had been abused at the ages of five and six by her paternal grandfather and was later abused while in the care of the local authority. She admits that she has never dealt with her feelings about being abused and doesn't expect she ever will. Since no one has ever been available to help her that is not surprising.

Young children in a family or in a community can be a symbol of hope, the hope that perhaps their lives can be better than it is for the adults. It is a myth that regenerates with every child born into a community and particularly poor communities, who lavish what they can on their children until the hope is exhausted. The wanton death of a child threatens the myth for everyone. Such a murderer is not just a sinner. *The News of the World* touches on a deep nerve when it describes such a person as a monster. Their intention may be to increase their circulation figures but what they print is based on a deep understanding of what experience has taught them arouses strong feeling.

The two episodes of children killing children, instead of raising massive public awareness of the questions that needed to be asked about why children committed these horrifying acts against other children, appeared from the popular newspaper, television and radio responses to be focussed almost entirely on issues of punishment and revenge. Notions of redemption were derided, the word "evil" was heard everywhere - applied not only to the behaviour of these children but to the children themselves. The notion that a moral rejection of their behaviour could be compatible with concern and compassion, together with a refusal to blame the children, seemed too far an emotional step to take.

For some, a painful consequence of the public failure to address the underlying meaning of these episodes has been the loss of the myth of childhood innocence. The myth had also been threatened by the increased publicity about the pervasive
nature of sexual abuse of children that surfaced in the nineteen hundred and nineties. It is difficult to look at the reality of our new knowledge about the sexual abuse of children. Fathers have become self conscious about the way in which they physically handled their children and men who previously would have thought nothing of talking innocently to a small child in the park restrain themselves for fear their motives would be misunderstood. These murders of children by children took the loss of innocence a step further – children themselves could no longer be trusted. Public discourse concentrated, not on rehabilitation of the children whose history showed them to have been exposed to deeply damaging experiences before they committed these murders, but on the conviction that they were incapable of redemption.

Conclusion

We have looked at four case studies which have involved the deaths of children. In only one of these has there been any presentation of the Christian case for redemption and forgiveness of the offender and this has been presented only by the offender herself, Myra Hindley and a few of her supporters. In all of the cases public reaction has focussed on hatred and revenge. There has been little or no attempt on the part of the state as it is represented in the justiciary or its public servants to moderate this reaction in any way. In some cases, particularly that of Mary Bell, Robert Thompson and Jon Venables, comments made at the trial seem to have fanned the flames.

67 For a disturbingly honest discussion of this see Blake Morrison, As If, Chapter 10
68 Martha Klein in Determinism, Blameworthiness, and Deprivation, asks the question: 'how can someone be morally responsible for his acts if he is not responsible for the desires and beliefs which motivate him?' She also refers back to the research work of John Bowlby in his seminal work, Child Care and the Growth of Love; based on the report on Maternal Care and Mental Health; abridged and edited by Margery Fry, Penguin Books: Harmondsworth 1953
69 This is precisely the dilemma that has faced Myra Hindley and those who wish to see her released before her death.
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There are 110,000 child sex offenders in Britain... one in every square mile. The murder of Sarah Payne has proved police monitoring of these perverts is not enough. So... are revealing WHO they are... WHERE they are... starting to...

The list in Sunday's edition of the tabloid was criticised by other newspapers

MARY BELL

Loving Memory Of
OUR BELOVED SON
AMES PATRICK BULGER
BORN 16TH MARCH 1990
DIED 12TH FEBRUARY 1993
WE ARE NOT A DAY THAT GOES BY
THAT WE THINK OF YOU AND CRY
YOU BROUGHT US
SO MANY HAPPY DAYS
WE WILL ALWAYS LOVE
AND REMEMBER YOU JAMES
BY-GO AND KEEP YOU IN HIS CARE
UNTIL THE DAY THAT WE GET THERE
GOODNIGHT AND GOD BLESS
LITTLE INNOCENT BABE
LOVE, HUGS AND KISSES MUM AND DAD

A DAY THAT GOES BY -- "TMINE OF YOU AND CRY
"OU BROUGHT US Ad
MANY HAPPY DAYS .! WILL ALWAYS LOVE
IM$tt YOU JAMES 

KEEP YOU IN HIS CARE
DAY THAT WE GET THElrl
ICNT AND GOD BLESS
'LE INNOCENT BARE
AND KISSES MUM AND DAL!
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The most vicious statements have come from the press, particularly the tabloid press but even the broadsheets, while superficially less condemnatory of those responsible for the killings have failed at every level to challenge the condemnation. It was only when the attacks on paedophiles – or rather those who were thought to be paedophiles – were moving toward mob rule that the more responsible papers reacted sharply against *The News of the World.*

No public voices were raised from the churches preaching messages of redemption and forgiveness. In the case of Lord Longford, one of the few to offer support to Myra Hindley which was openly based on a Christian conviction and who publicly advocated mercy for her, the result was that he was ridiculed. There may have been others who shared his view but what action they took appears to have been in private rather than in the market place. Statements quoted in the press about those who committed the murders being ‘evil’, ‘devils’, ‘deserving to burn in hell’ seem not to have evoked a response, in public at least, by any church representative. Individual ‘Christian’ responses tended to the fiercely punitive and supportive of the more dramatic tabloid headlines. There was one exception. In an Episcopalian church in Scotland the vicar chose to preach a sermon on forgiveness of sin. Using Myra Hindley as an example he asked the question: if she can not be forgiven, where is forgiveness for the rest of us? Is there a line above which some stand and others fall below? This brave act of putting his head above the barricades resulted in him being reported to the Bishop by a member of the congregation.

Richard Holloway\(^7\) suggests that tabloid newspapers have replaced the Church institutions which once exerted real authority over us but have now lost their power. It was they who first enforced sanctions and later shame and social banishment reinforced by social stigma. This is certainly how the tabloids have operated in the case studies I have described. If this is so what has happened to the concept of redemption which has been central to the Christian faith? We have

seen little sign of it; the consistent emphasis has been on the permanence of evil. Love, mercy, tenderness and compassion, or even a serious scientific attempt at rational understanding of causes, seem to have no part to play in this modern discourse.\textsuperscript{71}

These humans pursued by the press may indeed be considered as the sacrificial victims on to whom we can for the moment concentrate all the pollution that threatens us. We are also forced to recognize that as a community, in what is increasingly being described as a post Christian society, we are in an uncomfortable period which may be described as transitional but is certainly confusing for many. Adam Philips the psychoanalyst offers the thought that in Britain psychoanalysis is 'redescribed Christianity'.\textsuperscript{72} Certainly what attempts have been made to understand and even to forgive the offenders in these murders have been based on a psychological rather than a religious approach.

The certainties which in the past gave the state the power to hang men and women and even children for murdering a fellow human being have been eroded. As a community we moved from a debate on revenge, based very often on a reading of the Hebrew Bible, to a debate on deterrence, assumed to be a scientific mode (dealing with the question whether capital punishment deterred people from crime), to a debate on whether capital punishment could be a tolerable feature of a civilised society - in other words the new question became part of a new debate on the morality of hanging. This had only a tangential relationship to the view expressed by groups like the Quakers, drawing on the Christian Bible for authority. The power to hang men and women was withdrawn from the state because the majority of members of Parliament had become convinced that this was not "civilized" behaviour. They were claiming authority from social and political rather than religious sources.

\textsuperscript{71} The absence of serious analysis of causes may be partly due to an academic tradition which has firmly separated analytical statements which are seen as 'respectable' from moral statements which are seen as inferior. The market place is not seen as suitable for academic thought let alone "moral" or "ethical".

\textsuperscript{72} Adam Phillips, Promises, Promises: Essays on Literature and Psychoanalysis, Faber and Faber: London 2000
What was not fully realized was that hanging was not the only thing abolished. With it went the rituals that had for the bereaved and for the wider citizenry brought the issues exposed by the act of murder back into balance; the killing of one's fellow citizens is a deeply destabilizing act. In previous centuries the Church and State had combined to provide rituals which meet most human crises or rites of passage. Hanging was one such ritual where the prisoner went to his death in the company of the hangman and prison governor representing the State and a chaplain representing the Church. Order was restored in this way. New questions are being raised about the relationship of the State and the Church and the appropriateness of them combining in public affairs.

The vacuum created by the abolition of hanging indicates that we have not yet acquired a new language and new rituals to help us cope with the age old questions of justice, sin and redemption as they apply to Myra Hindley, Mary Bell, Robert Thompson, Jon Venables or the unknown paedophile who attacked Sarah Paine. What we have now is a punitive emphasis on marginality and abnormality. The paradox is that this very marginality has placed our offenders as central figures in the drama in the same way as Christ's marginality placed him as the central figure in the drama of the crucifixion.

These stories remind us of the important point at which a shift in the perception of a problem occurs. It was anticipated by Dostoevsky in his story within a story of The Grand Inquisitor. We read in this of the clash of values presented when Jesus appears among the crowd attending the great church ritual of the auto da fé. His love and compassion are seen by the Grand Inquisitor as a dangerous challenge to the authority of the Church. Jesus has to be eliminated in order to preserve the power of the Church. We are however now living in a time when the Church no longer appears to have the authority it secured by allying itself with the

---

We appear to be facing a vacuum which is being filled by crude responses fuelled by vengeful instincts and commercial interests.

The philosopher, Raymond Gaita, reminds us that there are 'voices in our culture that speak of different possibilities' and looks to Sophocles' *Oedipus the King* where the chorus combines moral severity with pity. They sum up the dilemma facing many of us struggling to find a response when they say:

I pity you but I can't bear to look.
I've much to ask, so much to learn,
So much fascinates my eyes,
But you... I shudder at the sight.

We do indeed shudder at the sight of murder, cruelty, and torture – all of which we have seen acted out in these stories. But is it not also right to shudder at the damaged and broken lives of the perpetrators of those horrors and at the brutality of the responses to their behaviour and the character of socially disintegrated and excluded communities which make such behaviour more likely? Do we shudder at the person, whether it be the murderer or the paedophile, do we follow the advice of the previous Prime Minister, John Major, who advised us to understand less and condemn more, or do we re-examine our ancient human commitment to forgiveness, redemption and re-integration?

In the next chapter we will have an opportunity to look at some of the alternatives offered in art and literature.

---


CHAPTER TWO

RESPONSES TO SIN AND FORGIVENESS IN ART AND LITERATURE

In this chapter I consider some responses in art and literature to sin and forgiveness. I offer one example from art in the seventeenth century and the rest from literature written in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The first two examples, Rembrandt’s painting of *The Return of the Prodigal Son* and Hawthorne’s *The Scarlet Letter* are set in a context which would clearly define itself as Christian but which was moving away from some earlier understandings of what that implied. Elie Wiesenthal’s *The Sunflower* then poses a range of responses from the Jewish, the Christian and the atheistic traditions following the profound cultural shock of what has come to be known as the Holocaust. The three examples which follow, Atwood’s *The Handmaid’s Tale*, Schlink’s *The Reader* and Alice Walker’s poem, *Goodnight, Willie Lee, I’ll See You in the Morning*, grow from a period which has moved uneasily from seeing itself as Christian to an uncertainty about its beliefs and a search for a new basis of moral judgement — a period sometimes described as post-Christian.

Rembrandt and the Parable of the Prodigal Son

The story of the prodigal son performs two functions simultaneously: it conjures up an image and is charged with emotion. For Jung this would identify it as an archetype, that is to say the image is charged with numinosity or psychic energy:

---

76 Rembrandt, *The Return of the Prodigal Son*, The Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg
‘...it becomes dynamic, and consequences of some kind must flow from it’.\textsuperscript{82} It is recognized as a literary masterpiece: phrases from it have become part of many languages. Both painters and story-tellers have used it as an artistic source. It has also been used as a basis for a variety of theological interpretations by such varying figures as Jerome, Ambrose, Tertullian, Calvin and Luther. More recently it has been the subject of psychological and secular interpretations. It touches the essence of human fears and hopes, miseries and joys. We find its theme echoed in Flannery O’Connor’s short story Redemption and Clint Eastwood’s film Unforgiven. The Church in northern Uganda has been using the parable in an attempt to bring about reconciliation with the Acholi people who were subjected to horrifying violence.\textsuperscript{83}

\textit{Luke’s story of the parable of the prodigal son as told by Jesus.}

And he said, A certain man had two sons: and the younger of them said to his father, Father, give me the portion of goods that falleth to me. And he divided unto them his living. And not many days after the younger son gathered all together, and took his journey into a far country, and there wasted his substance with riotous living. And when he had spent all, there arose a mighty famine in that land; and he began to be in want. And he went and joined himself to a citizen of that country; and he sent him into his fields to feed his swine. And he would fain have filled his belly with the husks that the swine did eat: and no man gave unto him. And when he came to himself, he said, How many hired servants of my father’s have bread enough and to spare, and I perish with hunger! I will arise and go to my father, and I will say to him, Father, I have sinned before heaven, and before thee, And I am no more worthy to be called thy son: make me as one of thy hired servants.

\textsuperscript{82} Carl G. Jung, \textit{Man and his Symbols}, Aldus Books: London1964 p.96
And he arose and came to his father. But when he was yet a great way off, his father saw him, and had compassion, and ran, and fell upon his neck, and kissed him. And the son said unto him, Father, I have sinned against Heaven, and in thy sight, and am no more worthy to be called thy son. But the father said to his servants, Bring forth the best robe, and put it on him; and put a ring on his hand, and shoes on his feet: And bring hither the fatted calf, and kill it; and let us eat and be merry; For this my son was dead, and is alive again; he was lost and is found. And they began to be merry.

Now his elder son was in the field: and as he came and drew nigh to the house, he heard musick and dancing. And he called one of the servants, and asked what these things meant. And he said unto him, Thy brother is come; and thy father hath killed the fatted calf, because he hath received him safe and sound. And he was angry and would not go in: therefore came his father out, and entreated him. And he answering said to his father, Lo, these many years do I serve thee, neither transgressed I at any time thy commandment: and yet thou never gavest me a kid, that I might make merry with my friends: But as soon as this thy son was come, which hath devoured thy living with harlots, thou hast killed for him the fatted calf.

And he said to him, Son, thou art ever with me, and all that I have is thine. It was meet that we should make merry, and be glad: for this thy brother was dead, and is alive again; and was lost, and is found.  

Discussion

Luke does not move directly into the story. He prefaces it with two others whose themes are loss, discovery and rejoicing. In the first it is a sheep that is lost, in the second a piece of silver. These are material possessions and it is clear that while they are important they are not essential to the survival of those who have lost them. They would manage without them; nevertheless they are overwhelmed with

84 Luke, 15:11
joy at their recovery. But this has been a one sided transaction. The sheep and the piece of silver are passive, they take no part in the drama, they wait to be found.

The parable of the prodigal son is of a different order. This is about relationships and it is about choice. It opens with the words, ‘A certain man had two sons’, and immediately we are thrown into a human drama. We remember Cain and Abel, we remember Jacob and Esau, we think of rivalry between brothers. The younger makes it clear he wants to take his share of his inheritance and leave. The story goes on to tell us in a severe and simple way how he lost all his money and was reduced to the level of the swine - a powerful image of destitution and degradation. With no one willing to help him he begins to think of his father and the comforts of home. We are told he ‘came to himself’ - in the tradition of the Hebrew Bible he ‘returned’ to himself - and in that moment of insight decided to go home and ask forgiveness. Now we come to the core of the story. Before he was near enough to be heard his father saw him ‘and ran, and fell on his neck, and kissed him’. This powerful and total acceptance, the essence of loving forgiveness, did not wait for repentance although the son tries to offer it. The emphasis is on an epiphanic rejoicing. ‘For this my son was dead, and is alive again; he was lost, and is found’. 85

But Luke goes on to describe a further dimension to the story. What does this ecstatic reunion say to the ‘good’ son who has stayed with the family and worked hard? We learn that he had been in the field when his brother returned. He presumably has caused his father no distress. Understandably he complains that his father has never given him a party and in his words we can sense that he feels he has been taken for granted and is resentful because of that. Does this mean that those who are obedient and obey the rules are given less consideration and are less

---

85This is a drama that is being played out on a daily basis in homes all over the world - often less happily than in this parable. Young people walk out and parents hear nothing of them, sometimes for years. The Salvation Army missing persons unit tries to find them offering assurances that they will be received home with love and understanding. Every month the magazine, The Big Issue, has heart-breaking advertisements asking for information about lost and loved ones. When these lost ones are found they often say they were afraid that if they tried to contact their parents they would be rejected.
valued than those who cause trouble? This issue is not resolved in the parable since the father simply reaffirms the importance of the elder son’s place in his life verbally while continuing to celebrate the joy of finding the one who was lost.

Rembrandt’s interpretation of the parable

It was Rembrandt in the seventeenth century who gave us, repeatedly, the greatest visual representation of this parable in his paintings of The Return of the Prodigal Son. In the most widely reproduced, which hangs in The Hermitage in St. Petersburg, we see in the background three shadowy figures, not identified, though one is thought to be the elder brother. Separate from them, in a pool of golden light, we see the shaven headed, bedraggled, emaciated, foot sore, younger son kneeling in front of his father - head bowed, not even able to look up at him. The father bends over him gently laying his hands on the back of his distressed son. The viewer is given an impression of total acceptance and unquestioning love. It is what every child seeks from a parent. Clark described it as having, ‘the completeness of some ancient symbol’. Nouwen develops the idea by pointing out, what he says other commentators have noted, that Rembrandt has given the father a strong, muscular left hand and a more tender feminine right hand. In this way the father offers both fathering and mothering to his repentant son. The great, red cloak which the father wears can be seen as a sheltering tent or a womb to which he can return for rebirth. It is the great Christian humanist statement of God’s compassion, mercy and forgiveness of sins.

86 This is also a modern dilemma. We read in the tabloids accusations that convicted prisoners and single parents get better treatment than the honest and moral citizen does. This concept of unconditional forgiveness has often been difficult for those who have attempted to live a moral life, obedient to the laws of God, to accept. The view of the elder son is compressed in to the phrase, ‘it’s not fair’. We hear the same story in Northern Ireland where the Unionists feel they have been ‘betrayed’. The modern battlegrounds for this issue are to be found in the legal system, the social security system and Local Authority housing allocations. Justice is not seen to be done when criminals, single parents, immigrants or the homeless are given what appears like special consideration. But the god of Israel, who was the god of Jesus, was seen as having two thrones, one of justice one of compassion.

The Scarlet Letter

In this novel, first published in 1850, but set in Boston in the 1640s, Hawthorne creates and develops our perception of a woman, Hester Prynne, who by her sexual behaviour broke the rules of both Church and State in the Puritan theocratic society in which she lived. Arriving in the colony alone, in order to set up their home before her husband arrived, she became illicitly pregnant and gave birth to a child, clearly not her husband's. Imprisoned by the magistrates, on release, Hester was required as part of her punishment to stand and be seen with her child on a scaffolding in the market place. While in prison, also as part of her punishment, she had been required to sew and wear permanently on her breast the letter A cut out of scarlet cloth, signifying her adultery. This letter A, the scarlet letter of the book's title, emerges as a fundamental symbol of the contradictions and multiple interpretations of Hester's 'sin'.

Here in Boston at that time, as in post reformation Scotland or Geneva, religion and law were intimately connected. It was essentially a theocratic society. Those who had broken the civil laws or the laws of the church could expect to be put in the stocks, whipped or hanged. To see others punished seems to be a universal attraction and the women, described by the narrator in this story as watching Hester walk to be publicly displayed on the scaffold, could have been sisters to those women who in the following century were to sit knitting under the guillotine in Paris or in the twentieth century women howling at the prison van carrying Myra Hindley in Manchester. They call for Hester to be hanged or at least branded instead of being given what they see as a soft option of wearing a badge of shame on the bodice of her gown. They condemn her for having, by her sin, caused grief to their 'godly' pastor, the Reverend Mr Arthur Dimmesdale who is, we realize from this, the visible and outward sign of the town's virtue. Only one young woman, significantly with a child holding her hand, offers a word of sympathy.

When Hester first appears, the reader is immediately struck by her demeanour. This is no chastened sinner seeking forgiveness. This is a woman standing
straight, refusing the restraining hand of the town-beadle, behaving as if the walk she had to take to the pillory for her punishment was taken of her own free will and not under compulsion. In her arms is the three month old baby who is a public sign of the law she has broken. On her breast is another; the sign she has been condemned to wear for the rest of her life, the letter A, signifying her adultery, cut out in scarlet cloth.

But what a letter A. There is nothing modest or cringing about this either. It may have been meant to signify adultery but it also signifies artistry. It immediately challenges the authority of a single interpretation of the Word. With its elaborate and fantastic gold embroidery it appears decorative rather than shameful, matching the splendid clothes she is wearing. These clothes are themselves a challenge to this Puritan community. They recall rather the great liturgical garments of the society from which they had fled to worship in a different way. The narrator describes not only her beauty but also an underlying air of recklessness, a word which conjures a picture of someone who acts out of her will without counting the cost and who when paying the cost will not complain. Hawthorne’s link with the ideas of the Transcendentalist movement is immediately made clear to the reader.

Hester was required, as part of her punishment, to stand, and to be seen, on a scaffolding in the market place above the crowd gathered round her. Foucault discusses the significance of exhibiting the offender to ensure that it brings the crime ‘before everyone’s eyes’.

This public exhibition of her body, her child and the symbolic wound of the scarlet letter involved the people watching in a conspiracy with the guilty verdict given by the magistracy. To be exposed against one’s will is a violation of privacy, a kind of nakedness. Her beauty and the child in her arms gave Hawthorne a comparison with the Madonna and Child images so beloved of the Renaissance painters but he cannot resist pointing out that far from Hester’s image being one of redemption, she and her child, even in their beauty, represented the darkness of sin. She is more the Magdalene than the Madonna.

---

She is also the Scarlet Woman whose power in the form of the Catholic Church the Protestants feared so deeply. But in another sense she is none of these things. She is simply herself, complete in her own nature. In order to survive, Hawthorne describes Hester as turning to her imagination, the essential resource of Romanticism, to protect herself by ‘phantasmagoric forms, from the cruel weight and hardness of the reality’.  

From now on in this narrative we are constantly presented with the ambivalence of Hawthorne’s feelings about Hester and her personality. At one level he seems to enjoy and approve of her striking individualism and her spontaneity, at another he seems to emphasize the importance of public order and conformity which she is constantly challenging simply by being who she is. In this he reflects what must have been a real dilemma for the Puritan settlers. These early settlements were surrounded by uncontrolled nature, inhabited by North American Indians who were seen as savages. Conflicts between the European settlers and the indigenous peoples had resulted in attacks in which many settlers were killed; not just killed but mutilated in ways the Europeans saw as barbaric. Control of feeling, impulse and individuality within the community was a way of controlling the frightening lack of control of life outside the town boundaries. That was where the powers of darkness and danger to the soul as well as the body were waiting to pounce. Hester was a threat at a subliminal level as well as at the conscious.

Hester’s refusal to name the father of her child outraged the elders of the community who are described by the narrator as sitting on a balcony overlooking the marketplace and supervising the punishment. In her refusal she was both denying the right of the elders to ask this question but also claiming the primacy of the natural, biological bond between mother and child. This amounted to a denial of the ownership of the child by the father and in the same way the denial of the ownership of woman by man, an ownership which was a fundamental tenet of Christianity in its identification with the Genesis story.

---

90 Hawthorne, op. cit., p.57
There is a long history of women refusing to name the father of their child and even in this day the Benefits Agency sees it as an outrageous act. Hester's refusal is a challenge to both the religious and civil authorities. Mr Dimmesdale, the young, much loved and admired pastor referred to earlier, is instructed to 'exhort her to repentance and confession'\(^91\) and to give the name of the man with whom she sinned. He appears reluctant to undertake this task but is driven to deliver a passionate appeal which alerts us for the first time to a powerful link between Hester and himself. Dimmesdale presents another burden Hester will have to bear even if she does not recognize it as such.

'...I charge thee to speak out the name of thy fellow sinner and fellow sufferer! Be not silent from any mistaken pity or tenderness for him; for, believe me, Hester, though he were to step down from a high place, and stand there beside thee, on thy pedestal of shame, yet were better it so, than to hide a guilty heart through life. What can thy silence do for him except it tempt him - yea, compel him, as it were - to add hypocrisy to sin? Heaven hath granted thee an open ignominy, that thereby thou mayest work out an open triumph over the evil within thee, and the sorrow without. Take heed how thou deniest to him - who, perchance, hath not the courage to grasp it for himself - the bitter, but wholesome, cup that is now presented to thy lips'.\(^92\)

This bitter cup can also be seen as linking Hester to the Christ figure who, when on the cross, was given vinegar to drink. She, like Christ, and Myra Hindley, can be seen as a scapegoat carrying the sin of her community. This community must, if the intensity of its attack on her is anything to judge by, have been seething with repressed and acted out lust. Indeed later in the story she becomes aware that others may share what she has seen as a sin only she has committed; when she meets certain women her scarlet letter throbs in sympathy.

\(^91\) Hawthorne, ibid., p.66  
\(^92\) Hawthorne, ibid., p.67
When Dimmesdale speaks it is as if he is pleading with her to give him the courage to admit that he is the child's father so that he may stand beside her on the scaffold. He has been replaying the role of St. Peter denying Jesus but needs her help to redeem himself. Hester's only response is to shake her head. When pressed by another clergyman, 'Speak out that name! That, and thy repentance, may avail to take the scarlet letter off thy breast'. She replies, 'Never', and 'looking into the deep and troubled eyes' of Dimmesdale, she adds, 'It is too deeply branded. Ye cannot take it off. And would that I might endure his agony as well as mine'.

This last statement is a sentiment that comes from a deep and protective love. It is more usually heard from a parent about their child and reflects a view that when we suffer the pain of sin we have caused pain to God. A 'stern' voice from the crowd, which she recognizes as her husband's, demands that she 'Speak; and give your child a father. She again refuses saying, 'And my child must seek a heavenly Father, she shall never know an earthly one!'93 She is again rejecting the law of man and appealing directly to God. She is accepting her crucifixion. Dimmesdale's response is to say, 'Wondrous strength and generosity of a woman's heart! She will not speak!'

The reader, if not the audience in the town square, is left knowing that this is a passionate woman who has loved deeply and still loves deeply the partner in her downfall. She has rejected now, not only the church and the civil authority, but any hope of reconciliation with her husband. She appears at this moment as the wild woman who makes no demands on anyone. She is the woman who runs with the wolves.94

We sense also, without any hard evidence, that Dimmesdale is that partner and that if he is, he is a weak fellow, unable to take responsibility for his own sins, willing at some level to see Hester as the Eve who tempted him but also as someone who

93Hawthorne, ibid., p.68
94Clarissa Pinkola Estes, Women Who Run With the Wolves, Random House: London 1993. Estes argues that feminine wildness is both a positive and necessary quality for women to cultivate.
could save him. He is caught in the constrictions of the religion to which he has committed himself but unable to call on its power to offer grace and forgiveness. It becomes increasingly hard as we continue to read the book to understand how this man summoned up the sexual energy to mate with Hester. We feel she must have been a great natural source of warmth and comfort to which he was fatally drawn but wonder also what so passionately attracted her.

The rest of the story follows Hester's life wearing the scarlet letter. She withdrew to a small house on the fringes of the town supporting herself and her daughter by her skilful embroidery, living modestly, a marginal figure, constantly exposed to minor humiliations as people felt free to stare at her or comment about her sin. Clergymen felt free to stop her in the street and lecture her, drawing a small crowd and if she went to church she might find herself the subject of the sermon. In spite of this she resisted the temptation to cover the scarlet letter with her hand. Occasionally the person seeing the symbol was Dimmesdale and for a brief moment she would feel both joy that her sin was shared but also a renewed sense of her sinfulness.

Her child, Pearl, becomes a lifeline preventing her abandoning hope of salvation and joining in the Satanic practices which we learn are part of the dark side of this 'godly' community. In time she becomes accepted in the town as she sheds her glamorous clothes and adopts a plain appearance. By helping those who were ill or even less fortunate than herself she acquired a reputation for kindness and good works and her scarlet badge of shame became a symbol by which she was recognized and welcomed as one who came to help and comfort those in distress.

The narrator comments: 'The letter was the symbol of her calling. Such helpfulness was found in her, - so much power to do, and power to sympathize, - that many people refused to interpret the scarlet A by its original signification. They said it meant Able; so strong was Hester Prynne, with a woman's strength'.
But he (and here we see again Hawthorne's ambivalence to his creation), goes on to describe how Hester rejects and refuses to respond to any open gesture of acceptance or warmth directed to her. He suggests that this might derive from pride rather than humility. '... society was inclined to show its former victim a more benign countenance than she cared to be favored with, or perchance, than she deserved'.

This brings into the forefront of our thinking the likelihood that Hester had in fact never seen herself as a victim. What she had become was a mythic figure, a tragic hero coping magnificently with the consequences of an error of behaviour. The scarlet letter takes on a sacred quality; stories circulate in the town about its power. And she herself has developed in her appearance a kind of austerity that sets her apart from other women. By hiding her luxuriant hair and dressing in drab clothes she masks any outward show of her femininity although the narrator makes it clear that he believes that it could be reawakened. She is the Magdalene, the reformed sinner, who is still seen as dangerous.

While Hester has been trying to make a life for herself and her child, her husband, Chillingworth, still not having declared their relationship, under the guise of helping him, was pursuing Dimmesdale for vengeance. He and Hester had one meeting in which he confronted her with a Calvinist, predestined view of human destiny and suffering. By her sin of adultery she had set in motion a process nothing could change. Even if she had wanted to there would have been no point in appealing for forgiveness for herself, or for her partner in sin. He has no power to forgive he says; he too is now trapped in the evil she has let loose. He leaves her with the sentence, 'Let the black flower blossom as it may'.

Dimmesdale's punitive conscience acts as an ally in his own destruction. Recognizing what was happening, Hester confronts Dimmesdale with the fact that she still loves him passionately and urges him to flee with her. He agrees but his conscience is unable to face the consequences of such an act. In a dramatic

---

95 Hawthorne, op., cit. p.162
closing sequence, while Hester is listening outside the door of the packed church, waiting for him to join her, out of his guilt and his madness, Dimmesdale preaches the most brilliant and powerful sermon of his life. She hears the sub-text as a cry of pain:

‘The complaint of a human heart, sorrow-laden, perchance guilty, telling its secret, whether of guilt or sorrow, to the great heart of mankind: beseeching its sympathy or forgiveness...’

There is a procession after the sermon but when Dimmesdale appears from the door of the church he is hardly fit to walk. We are reminded here of Hester’s appearance from the door of the prison which opened the story but with a very different image. There we saw courage, here we see weakness. But as the procession reaches the scaffold he sees Hester and Pearl. Turning towards them, he calls their names. Pearl flies to him and Hester slowly approaches. At this moment, Chillingworth in his demonic mode tries to stop him finding the redemption he clearly is seeking. Dimmesdale rebuffs him and asks Hester’s help to make the walk up the steps to the scaffold. There the three, Dimmesdale, Hester and Pearl stand, united as a family in public for the first time, while Dimmesdale makes his confession to the crowd. He finishes with a dramatic rending of his clothes to show his naked breast - but the narrator refuses to tell us what was to be seen there. That is left to the imagination of the reader and the fantasies of the crowd watching who later talk of a scarlet A gouged into his flesh. Meanwhile Dimmesdale escapes all, particularly Chillingworth, by dying.

But before he dies he forgives Chillingworth, rejecting that man’s Calvinistic view of his own destiny. He asks Pearl to kiss him and by doing so she is released from her demonic inheritance and can release her mother and claim her own future as a loving woman. Dimmesdale says farewell to Hester but when she asks if there is hope for her that they might meet again in eternity he is as selfish as ever, denying her hope and concentrating on his own salvation. Hester is left unredeemed,

96 Hawthorne, ibid., p.243
isolated, the victim of her own will. She and Pearl leave the colony for many years but one day she returns alone, Pearl now respectably and successfully married, having escaped the sins of her parents. Hester replaces the scarlet letter on her breast and to use Hawthorne’s words ‘takes up her long forsaken shame’. Her sin and sorrow live with her until her death when she is buried beside Arthur Dimmesdale, still with no assurance that they will be reunited. On the slab which marked their grave, there was carved a heraldic device: ‘On a field, sable, the letter A, gules.’

The word gules in heraldry means red so we are left, at the end of the story, with a final scarlet letter A over Hester’s grave. We can consider the possibility that it might now have changed in meaning from adulteress to angel.97

**Discussion**

Although Hawthorne wrote about Hester Prynne with understanding and grace, he did not underestimate the threat a single, sexually active woman posed to this closed, patriarchal Puritan community. From the beginning of the novel, in ways that would have had meaning for the highly literate and radical group with whom Hawthorne associated in the Boston of the mid-nineteenth century, he appears both fascinated and approving of Hester’s individuality and nervously aware about her capacity as an anarchic woman to destabilize her society. The scarlet letter A which she wore on her breast was fantastically embroidered and appeared more as a decoration than as a symbol of shame.

She resolutely refused to give the name of her partner in adultery who was in fact the highly respected community minister. Her arrival in the colony ahead of her husband demonstrated her independence and when her husband arrived

---

97 The explanatory notes of the 1990 edition of the story in The World's Classics offers a possible source for the device as Marvell's 'The unfortunate Lover' which ends

"... though
Forced to live in Storms and Wars:
Yet dying leaves a perfume here,
And Musick within every ear:
And he in story only rules,
In a Field Sable, a Lover Gules"
unexpectedly while she was on the scaffold, and he, outraged and vengeful, withheld any knowledge of her, she made no attempt to claim his protection.98

Hawthorne gave her a background of having been brought up in England in a family of decayed gentility, and marriage to an older man, a scholar, with whom she had travelled and lived on the Continent of Europe. Such a background would ill equip any woman for the crude life style of the early years of a Puritan settlement. She would be distanced emotionally and socially from the bigoted and less sophisticated crowd who surrounded her as she stood on the scaffold and in this way closer to the cultivated and educated women Hawthorne admired and mixed with in his own life. She is a pointer to the future rather than a representative of women of the period he is describing.

By repressing, as she seems to have done, passion and feeling, Hester has awakened her capacity for thought. The assumption made here is a very Augustinian and Calvinist one that the body and feeling are a hindrance to the spirit. In an interesting passage the range of Hester's capacity to speculate on her situation and the nature of the rules of the society in which she finds herself is identified as more dangerous than the original sin which earned her the scarlet letter. Thought, it seems, can be more dangerous than passion to the authorities. The narrator even suggests that had it not been for her need to care for and educate her child, Hester's capacity to challenge and question conventional thinking might have led her to found a religious sect. But no such path is open to her; she is left only with the sadness of realizing that the entire system in which she lives requires to be destroyed and rebuilt.

The picture he paints is a subtle and complex mix of Eve, the Virgin Mary and Lilith. But while he recognizes the dangers such a woman can pose his essential message is that Hester Prynne did not deserve to be treated in the way she was by the society in which she found herself. Hawthorne was described by one of his

98 Hawthorne's model for Hester may have been partly drawn from the life of Ann Hutchinson, a radical woman preacher, about whom he had written a sketch in 1830. In this he had stressed the danger she had posed to a colony in which public safety was incompatible with religious freedom.
biographers, Lloyd Morris, as ‘The Rebellious Puritan’. His character, Hester Prynne, represents a more modern, more democratic and autonomous relationship with human destiny than was available to her in the Puritan setting in which he placed her. She believes passionately in the power of will, she believes in the power of feeling and the right, and possibly duty, to express that feeling. She acknowledges her husband’s right to be angry but draws back at the destructive consequences of his hatred, consequences to himself as well as to others. She claims his ability to forgive and the right of herself and her guilty partner to be forgiven by him if not by God.

This view of Hester Prynne was the one within which Hawthorne was working when writing the novel. He had been for some years a member of the Transcendental Club. This was a group of American intellectuals, both men and women, who met informally for philosophical discussion at Emerson’s house and elsewhere in Boston during some years from 1836. The Club was the embodiment of a movement of thought - philosophical, religious, social and economic - produced in New England between 1830 and 1850 by the spirit of revolutionary Europe, German philosophy and the influence of Wordsworth, Coleridge and Carlyle. Its base was the Romantic Movement, which ran from around 1770 to 1848. Emotionally it expressed an extreme assertion of the self and the value of individual experience together with the sense of the infinite and transcendental. Hawthorne, (1804-64), had a mixed response to the Transcendentalists and some of this ambivalence can be seen in the novel and in the character of Hester. The Scarlet Letter is seen as a classic enquiry into the nature of American Puritanism and the New England conscience, much preoccupied with the mystery of sin, the paradox of its occasionally regenerative power, and the compensation for unmerited suffering and crime. James wrote of the Scarlet Letter, ‘...it came out of the very heart of New England’ but it also communicates very powerfully the darkness at the heart of that tradition.

The conflict round which the novel revolves is between the law of man which was at the heart of the socio-political dimension and the law of nature which was given priority by the Transcendentalists. Hester’s conflict is that she is nature - sensual, erotic in a society dominated by the law of man. She is a Lilith character defined in contrast to Eve, refusing like Lilith to lie under a man, claiming her freedom to disobey man’s law. But in order to survive with her child she finds it necessary on the surface to behave like the Virgin Mary, docile, obedient, submissive, the reformed Magdalene (who is the alter ego of the Virgin Mary just as Lilith is the alter ego of Eve). Under the surface the passion of Magdalene lies quiescent but waiting to be reawakened.

_The Scarlet Letter_ is an example of the novel as a literary genre which developed in the period of the democratic revolutions in America and in France. According to the literary historian, L.A. Fiedler, the second half of the eighteenth century in Europe ‘was marked by a violent outburst of all the main individualistic tendencies set loose by the Renaissance and the Reformation’. Porte sees concern for ‘the first person singular’ as a dominant issue in American Romanticism and quotes Emerson as saying “the mind had become aware of itself”. The invention of the novel was part of this. Porte also sees “enthusiasm” as ‘the great Romantic battle cry’ and sees this as the source, not only of Hester’s sexual liaison with Dimmesdale but also her attempt ‘to undermine the foundations of the Puritan establishment’.

_The Scarlet Letter_ was in many ways a product of its time, being only one of a number dealing with conflicts between young women and the rigid Puritanism of Boston society. But it also foreshadowed some characteristics of our own century. Among other things it tells the story of a woman who sees herself as an individual and who is liberating herself from the fetters of an old social order but can only do this in non-verbal ways thereby avoiding direct confrontation with the powerful of

---
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the society in which she lives. Hester and Myra Hindley have this in common. Hester’s desire to proclaim a new order of equality of relationships between men and women is inhibited by her conviction that she is ‘stained with sin’ on account of her adultery and in this she is a prisoner of the setting in which Hawthorne places her - the Puritan community of the seventeenth century.

In spite of his rebellion against Puritanism, Hawthorne was very much a product of that tradition. It was this that fed his preoccupation with sin and with evil. His perception of life was that it was a moral journey with an essentially tragic meaning. That and his conviction that this journey was a lonely and individual experience was a classically Puritan position constantly reflected in *The Scarlet Letter*. He outlines four lives, four different journeys and four different responses to the central ‘sin’ of adultery. There is the hopeless and helpless Calvinism of Chillingworth which offers no forgiveness; there is the contrite Dimmesdale finding forgiveness through confession and repentance, making what expiation is within his power; there is the child who is released by Dimmesdale’s sacrificial death and confession that she is his child, to pursue a virtuous and successful life. Finally there is Hester, the woman who in making her own path, makes also her own morality and appears to believe that love excuses everything.

The Sunflower

The Second World War and its aftermath became a forcing house for a reassessment both of public and private moral behaviour. Whereas previously it had been possible to offer separate assessments in attitudes to sin and/or forgiveness a more complex inter-linking emerged. The war can be seen as a watershed for interest in and understanding of what constitutes sin and forgiveness. Before this time it had been seen as an issue to be considered in the church, in the synagogue or in the academy rather than in popular literature or a public forum. The realization that human beings were still capable of the
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barbarism that took place in the death camps as well as images of the devastation in Hiroshima and Nagasaki created uncertainty about the inevitable progress of human moral behaviour. The questions more sharply raised became – what is a sin? What defines a victim and what defines a perpetrator? What does forgiveness mean and what limits does it have? The general discourse had now entered a stage where the individual’s relationship with a religious saviour could not be taken for granted.

Of the many testimonies published after the Second World War, Simon Wiesenthal’s *The Sunflower*, has most clearly opened up what it describes in its subtitle as both the possibilities and limits of forgiveness. His story is this:

One day, working as a camp prisoner in the grounds of a hospital, he was asked by a nurse if he was Jewish, and if so, to follow her. She led him to a room where a young German SS soldier was dying, and left them. The soldier, with something of the intensity of the Ancient Mariner, insisted on telling Wiesenthal, in detail, a gruesome story of how he had participated in the burning to death of a large group of Jewish men, women and children and how this had been preying on his conscience. Knowing he was dying, he wanted to make his last confession. He begged forgiveness from Wiesenthal because since he was a Jew, he could act as a surrogate for those he had killed. ‘I have longed to talk about it to a Jew,’ he says…’ only I didn’t know if there were any Jews left. I know that what I am asking is almost too much for you, but without your answer I cannot die in peace.’

Wiesenthal describes how he sat thinking for a few minutes: ‘Two men who had never known each other had been brought together for a few hours by Fate. One asks the other for help. But the other was himself helpless and able to do nothing for him. … At last I made up my mind and without a word I left the room.’

---
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But uncertainty about his decision stayed with him although his friends in the camp supported him for varying reasons, some less thoughtful than others. The most reasoned argument came from Josek. 'I feared at first, that you had really forgiven him. You would have had no right to do this in the name of people who had not authorized you to do so. What people have done to you yourself, you can, if you like forgive and forget. That is your own affair. But it would have been a terrible sin to burden your conscience with other people's sufferings'. 'But aren't we a single community with the same destiny, and one must answer for the other', I interrupted. 'Be careful my friend', continued Josek. 'In each person's life there are historic moments which rarely occur - and today you have experienced one such. It is not a simple problem for you...I can see you are not entirely pleased with yourself. But I assure you I would have done the same as you did'. Arthur had simply said with satisfaction, 'One less!' 107

The issue continued to trouble Wiesenthal and later when a young Polish, Catholic, theology student, Bolek, was allocated to Wiesenthal's bunk in the camp he reopened the question with him. Bolek didn't see any difference in the attitudes of the great religions, by which he presumably meant the religions of the Book. He agreed that you can only forgive a wrong done to yourself but believed that the only important element in forgiveness was repentance. Since the German had truly repented he should have been forgiven. The confession itself may well have helped him to die in peace. The story ends with Wiesenthal asking the reader what he or she would have done and he later put this question to a number of men and women who were not directly involved.

The 1998 edition of *The Sunflower* includes a symposium of comments from a group of fifty-three people, representing a range of religious views and none, who were asked to comment. Several refused to answer the question or to be drawn into any discussion of a philosophy of forgiveness. Many believed that one's response has to be an individual decision - for the Jewish community the inability to have a communal view on such an issue aroused much heart searching and
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discussion. The two most consistent views presented were the Jewish and the Christian.

The Jewish view emphasised the inability to forgive on behalf of other people - such an act could only be a prerogative of God. The emphasis here, in most responses, was on retributive justice. The Christians, while also believing that it is impossible to forgive on behalf of another, mostly say that they would have been concerned to comfort the young man with the thought that God would forgive him and that Christ had added forgiveness to the need for justice. They also emphasized the importance of love. Christopher Hollis, the former journalist and author makes the strongest statement of this view. 'I have no doubt he should have said a word of compassion. The theology of the matter is surely clear...The law of God is the law of love...We are under obligation to forgive our neighbour even though he has offended against us seventy times seven'.

Jean Amery, a non religious Jew and former inmate of the same camp, said there were only two aspects to consider: the psychological and the political. 'Psychologically', he said, 'forgiving or non forgiving is nothing more than a question of temperament or feeling'. The implication of this for Amery was that whichever was done had little or no meaning. Politically too he considered the result irrelevant. He went on...

'Whether you are an agnostic or a believer, I do not know, but your problem belongs to the realm of guilt and atonement; so even if we cast it in an agnostic form, the problem is a theological one, and as such it does not exist for me, an atheist who is indifferent to and rejecting of any metaphysics of morality. I think that this does not concern individual forgiveness or individual intransigence. One can say: your dying SS man took part in the extermination; he knew very well what he was doing. He may come to terms with his God, if he believes in one, and may just as well die unconsolled. One can also
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say: What difference does it make? Let him rest in peace, in the name of God or of the Devil, and if my forgiveness matters to him, I'll give it. Politically it does not make any difference. ... Politically I do not want to hear anything of forgiveness! Why does it matter to me? For one simple reason: what you and I went through must not happen again, never, nowhere.  

... I refuse any reconciliation with the criminals, and with those who only by accident did not happen to commit atrocities, and finally, all those who helped prepare the unspeakable acts with their words.  

Desmond Tutu, the Anglican Archbishop, who was giving his response at the same time as he was presiding over the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission and attempting 'the process of seeking to bring healing and reconciliation to a deeply divided, wounded, and traumatized nation', takes the discussion on to a wider canvas by saying, 'It is clear that if we look only to retributive justice, then we could just as well close up shop. Forgiveness is not some nebulous thing. It is practical politics. Without forgiveness, there is no future.' For Tutu the thought that, 'those who would be surprised to meet Hitler in heaven don't understand what it's all about', might have been designed.

One contributor to the symposium, Harry Wu, was reminded of the nineteen years he had spent in a Chinese prison labour camp where he was cruelly abused. His view was that it would have been inconceivable for such an encounter to take place in China. There could not have been any understanding by the Chinese that what the Communists did to their own people was wrong. He, no more than Wiesenthal, would not have been able to forgive the soldier on his deathbed but he adds that he would have been able to say to him: 'I understand why you were part of a horrible and vicious society. You are responsible for your own actions but everyone else in this society shares the same responsibility with you.' Wu now writes and lectures world wide on slave labour camps, another issue of intolerable  
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human behaviour that has come to light in the second half of this century in China and in the Soviet Union.

Discussion

Anyone seeking a definitive solution to the question of forgiveness in Wiesenthal's book will not find it. In the responses by contributors there is not even unanimity about the description of the German's actions as 'sinful' in a theological sense. This powerful story about a painful, personal dilemma is responded to by the fifty-three contributors to the symposium in ways which reflect only their own beliefs and experiences. What is not discussed, and what in my opinion may be one of the most important aspect of the book is that the young SS soldier, a member of Hitler youth who had abandoned his Catholic background, a volunteer for the SS, whose mother was proud that he was fighting for the Führer and the Fatherland, was nevertheless capable of realizing the "sinfulness" of what he had done to the Jews.

This man had been brainwashed into believing that each soldier must 'show himself a man...he must be tough...there was no place for humanitarian nonsense.' He was given literature about Jews and Bolsheviks, vicious cartoons, and told of Germany's need for room to live. He experienced the brutal horrors of the Russian campaign and survived believing the war would soon be over. Yet he had clearly retained some sensitivity to human suffering in spite of having obeyed brutal orders, the orders to drive two hundred Jewish men women and children into a three story house, pour petrol and burn them to death. Talking to Wiesenthal he was seeing and hearing again in horror the hell he had helped to create. He said, 'I can never forget - it haunts me...' we are reminded of The Rime of the Ancient Mariner....
Since then, at an uncertain hour,
That agony returns,
And till my ghastly tale is told
This heart within me burns. 112

This capacity, this sensitivity, sometimes this albatross that we carry, our wish, our need, to be good, to be forgiven, to cease to be the ‘other’, to be taken back into the human race, is also part of this story.

The army campaign, of which the young soldier was a part, carried on after the massacre, the soldiers never referring to what they had done though some appeared uneasy. Following a battle, wounded and blinded he was shifted from hospital to hospital in unbearable pain but always remembering what had happened to the Jews. ‘Believe me, I would be ready to suffer worse and longer pains if I could bring back the dead’.

This is where Wiesenthal asks us...what are the limits of forgiveness and in doing so challenges the Christian view that there are no limits as long as there is repentance. What part does memory play for the victim and is it possible to forgive and not forget? Most important of all - is forgiveness relevant with or without atonement? And if it is relevant to whom does that relevance apply? Is it the victim or is it the perpetrator whose mental health is most at stake?

What we may most sharply need to address is Amery’s response. He is not saying ‘forget forgiveness because your question to me does not matter – is absurd in Sartre’s sense’. He is saying, ‘forget forgiveness because other questions about how we manage our affairs, how we live together in the future after these barbaric acts, matter more’. I may agree but I am also forced to ask - rather than should he have been forgiven? – why was this man able to hold on to some shred of humanity in spite of the strong conditioning to which he was exposed? What were

the factors that enabled him to feel shame and guilt for his behaviour? How had some essential quality of compassion been able to survive and what can we learn from this in the way we deal with 'sinners'? Wiesenthal's book offers no answers but it has the grace of subtlety in that it takes us past the moment of decision and offers us an opportunity in hindsight to examine ourselves. When the war is over, how can people make peace with those whom it has been taught or learned to see as mortal enemies?

The Handmaid's Tale

_The Handmaid's Tale_ takes us a step further along the post-Christian path. In writing it Atwood created a fable of a quasi-military, totalitarian, fundamentalist, religious patriarchy operating in a world which 'actively excludes a non human power or design' 113. It is a grimly dystopian prophesy which sees Christian revolutionaries as having taken over the United States, renaming it the Republic of Gilead. Men, in response to increasing sterility and a perceived need to maintain population levels, have reshaped this society. The story itself is comparatively simple but carries within it all the components of totalitarian nightmare. It envisages a society where women who claim sexual independence are brainwashed into becoming Handmaids – surrogate mothers to elite childless couples. Conception takes place during ritual ceremonies in which the husbands have sex with the Handmaids while the Handmaids lie between the legs of the wives. It uses quotations from the Hebrew Bible to reinforce the role of women as submissive bearers of those children so urgently desired.

Atwood's opening quotations refer to Genesis 30:1-3 114 and Jonathan Swift's _A Modest Proposal_. This latter, a tract which gained great popularity, written in 1720, was Swift's despairing response to the gross poverty and degradation of the Irish population. In an attempt to shock he took the British government's inhumanity to what he satirically saw as its logical conclusion, to have one-year-
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114 'And she said, Behold my maid Bilhah, go in unto her; and she shall bear upon my knees, that I may also have children by her'.
old children cooked and eaten to provide food and their skins used for ladies’
gloves and fine boots for gentlemen. Atwood presents us with the horror of the
inhuman logic of a totalitarian society.

The novel describes the experience of one handmaid, Offred, called after her male
master, who gradually recovers her memories of her husband and child from
whom she had been torn away by the state police, her individual voice and her
capacity for opposition to the regime. The novel is a testament to the importance
of holding on to memory as a source not only of pain, but of strength. It is also a
testament to the right of the individual not to forgive and by doing so submit but
rather expresses the right, indeed the duty, to nourish one’s anger as a source of
resistance. This is a novel which offers no traditional image of redemption.

Discussion

This is a society steeped in sinfulness if by sinfulness we allow something more
than either the criteria of the Ten Commandments or the Seven Deadly Sins — a
condition which might better be described as iniquity. This definition of sinfulness
is determined by a later, humanist and democratic view of the relationship between
human beings. It is about the sinfulness of one human being exploiting another
human being or one group of humans exploiting another group of humans. What
is interesting is that Atwood, rather than write a purely secular story has chosen to
put it firmly into a theological framework of which she clearly disapproves. She
appears to be saying that within this framework democracy and equality for
women cannot be achieved. Within it she identifies the manipulation women need
to employ to find any space for themselves and the hatred that lurks under their
apparent submission.

In her novel Atwood writes of the difficulty of describing any experience with
exactitude even the experience of Offred in her story. The ending leaves us
uncertain of her fate, not knowing whether she has been rescued by underground
resisters of the regime or is being taken for further punishment. In the following
extract she seems to be suggesting that this difficulty can be compared with the complexity of forgiveness.

'It's impossible to say a thing exactly the way it was, because what you say can never be exact, you always have to leave something out, there are too many parts, sides, cross currents, nuances, too many gestures, which could mean this or that, too many shapes which can never be fully described, too many flavours in the air or on the tongue, half-colours, too many. But if you happen to be a man, some time in the future, and you've made it this far, please remember you will never be subjected to the temptation of feeling you must forgive, a man, as a woman. It's difficult to resist, believe me. But remember that forgiveness too is a power. To beg for it is a power, and to withhold or bestow it is a power, perhaps the greatest.'

Atwood has written as well as a fable, a parody, which, in the paragraph I have quoted, separates out forgiveness from its traditionally understood Christian association of forgiveness as a virtue linked to redemption. In doing this she is reaching towards the end of the spectrum of the literature of forgiveness, already well established in the plays of the middle ages, in which forgiveness was either implicitly or explicitly part of the dramatic content and was actively related to a non-human or divine power. The narrator of Atwood's story, a prisoner of the regime, has no sense of a non-human power and holds on grimly to her tiny area of free will and her anger as a way of retaining some sense of her identity. Here we have the first indication of the liberating effects of anger as an alternative to forgiveness.

The Reader

We saw earlier Wiesenthal's attempt to come to terms with his own inability to forgive a German soldier. In a novel published in 1997, more than fifty years after
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Weisenthal’s moral struggle, Bernhard Schlink, a German professor of law and writer of novels, reopens, in a secular context, the question of the nature - and indeed the relevance - of sin and forgiveness as an aspect of the history of the Nazi period. The words sin and forgiveness are never used. The only words with any theological meaning to be used are guilt and atonement. The emphasis of the work is on a legal, humanist, educational and psychological understanding.

The narrator tells the story of a fifteen year old German boy, himself, who shortly after the end of the Second World War, has a powerful emotional and sexual relationship with a thirty six year old woman. Its quality transcends the class and cultural differences between them. She is a tram conductor, he is the son of a professor of philosophy and plans to become a lawyer. He goes to her flat every day after school and they develop a ritual in which they shower, make love and he reads stories to her. The reading seems to be as important to her as the lovemaking. One day she is no longer there. He tries to trace her; her employers are as puzzled as he is at her disappearance since they had, that week, offered her promotion. He is painfully forced to accept his loss.

Some years later, now a law student, he takes part in regular seminars as part of his professor’s research project on the Holocaust camps. He, like his fellow students, has tried to make sense of Germany’s wartime history and the part their parents played in that. There is also the question of their own role.

`What should our second generation have done, what should it do with the knowledge of the extermination of the Jews? We should not believe we can comprehend the incomprehensible, we may not compare the incomparable, we may not inquire because to inquire is to make the horrors an object of discussion, even if the horrors themselves are not questioned, instead of accepting them as something in the face of which we can only fall silent in revulsion, shame and guilt?'"116

The research involves weekly attendance at the trial of a group of women, formerly concentration camp guards, accused of allowing a group of Jewish women and children prisoners, in transit from the camp, to burn to death, locked into a church on which bombs were falling. Hanna, the woman he had loved, is one of the accused. He watches as if anaesthetized while in her responses she succeeds in antagonizing the judge and the court, giving confusing answers and asking awkward questions which make it appear she hadn’t troubled to read the charges. The negative impression was reinforced when Hanna said that she had voluntarily joined the SS as a guard even though her previous employer, Siemens, had wanted to promote her to be a foreman.

The narrator begins to attend court every day, watching and listening obsessively, but numbly, as he tries to relate the woman he was watching to the woman he had known and the loving experiences he had shared with her. She and the other four women on trial had been guards in a small camp near Cracow, a satellite camp for Auschwitz. Women were constantly being transferred from the camp to the gas chambers but it emerged that Hanna had the habit, in the month before they were transferred, of having certain young girls as ‘favourites’. These were brought to her in the evening and for them she arranged special privileges. The implication was that she was abusing them sexually before they were transferred to the gas chambers. In fact, it emerged, she was using them, not sexually but to read aloud to her.

The main charge against all the women was that they had not unlocked the doors of a church which was being bombed and in which the women and children were being held overnight. The other four women, recognizing that Hanna’s clumsy responses were irritating the Judge, turned against her to save themselves, claiming that she had written the report of the incident and that this had been a cover up. In answering questions she was inarticulate, trying and failing to communicate the darkness, the confusion, the helplessness and the panic as their male SS escorts ran away. She had been quite unable to cope with what seemed
like two equally compelling duties, to obey orders or release the prisoners. She denied that she had written the report until the Judge offered to bring in a handwriting expert at which point she collapsed and said, 'My handwriting? You want my handwriting? ... Then she said, 'You don't have to call an expert. I admit I wrote the report.' At the end of the trial she was sentenced to life imprisonment.

By this point it is becoming obvious to the student and to the reader that Hanna's life and behaviour have been determined by the fact that she can neither read nor write and has been ashamed to admit it. She joined the SS in order to avoid the promotion she had been offered, realizing that it would expose her illiteracy; she left her job as a tram conductor and abandoned the narrator for the same reason, and she accepted responsibility for the report rather than admit that she could not write. The terror of fascism, the horrors of the Hitler regime, the academic discussions of guilt and responsibility all had passed her by as she struggled with her disability. Her love of being read to, her love of stories, was a small light illuminating her life.

*The Reader* is a book that challenges all our assumptions about the nature of free will and how we make judgements about our fellow human beings. Margaret Atwood has one of her characters, Grace, in another novel say:

`When you are in the middle of a story it isn't a story at all, but only a confusion; a dark roaring, a blindness, a wreckage of shattered glass and splintered wood; like a house in a whirlwind, or else a boat crushed by the icebergs or swept over the rapids, and all aboard powerless to stop it. It's only afterwards that it becomes anything like a story at all when you are telling it, to yourself or to someone else'.117

Her story of Grace was based on a real woman, Grace Marks, a servant in Canada who was imprisoned for life for murder in 1843, at the age of sixteen. She always protested her innocence. The community was divided as to whether this was a

wicked woman, a femme fatale, or a weak and unwilling victim. In the author's Afterword, Atwood says that her true character remains an enigma. Grace's words in the novel have equal significance for Hanna but they also describe the narrator's time with her. For quite different reasons to do with the confusion, the almost insanity of his first love and his overwhelming experience of the passionately sensual possibilities of one's body, his notions of duty, responsibility, right and wrong simply evaporated. His initial, slightly pious, belief as a student that reason can be mobilized to understand what happened in Germany and prevent its reoccurrence led him to say to his readers:

'We students in the camps seminar considered ourselves radical explorers. We tore open the windows and let in the air, the wind that finally whirled away the dust that society had permitted to settle over the horrors of the past. We made sure that people could breathe and see. And we placed no reliance on legal scholarship. It was evident to us that there had to be convictions. It was just as evident that conviction of this or that camp guard or enforcer was only the prelude. The generation that had been served by the guards and enforcers, or had done nothing to stop them, or had not banished them from its midst as it could have done after 1945, was in the dock, and we explored it, subjected it to trial by daylight, and condemned it to shame'.

It was while believing this that he first saw Hanna in the dock. Unable to bring the two parts of himself together while watching the trial, he realized only that a better, more experienced lawyer than the one representing her, could have cleared her. For years afterwards he struggled intellectually with the complex moral questions raised by his own knowledge of her and what he had learned during the trial.
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'She was not pursuing her own interests, but fighting for her own truth, her own justice. Because she always had to dissimulate somewhat, and never could be completely candid, it was a pitiful truth and a pitiful justice, but it was hers and the struggle for it was her struggle... She was struggling, as she had always struggled, not to show what she could do but to hide what she couldn’t do. A life made up of advances that were actually frantic retreats and victories that were concealed defeats.'\textsuperscript{119}

He made no attempt to contact her, although he knew she had seen him in court, until several years later when he was facing significant emotional problems leading to long nights of sleeplessness. Presumably because his inner life was reawakening, although this is never explained, during those bleak nights he began to read into a tape recorder and send the tapes to her anonymously. He began with the \textit{Odyssey}, the first book he had read to her. Only when she was due to leave prison did he, hesitantly, visit her and discover that she had now learned to read and write as a result of his tapes. As soon as she learned to read she began to read about the concentration camps from the books of victims like Levi, Wiesel and Amery as well as scholarly literature on the camps. He arranged work and a place for her to live when she left prison but before she was discharged she committed suicide. She left what money she had to a woman who had survived the fire in the church and who had been a witness at the trial. The woman refused to accept the money for herself since it would imply giving absolution but agreed that the money should go to the \textit{Jewish League Against Illiteracy} in Hanna’s name.

\textit{Discussion}

We see here the complexity not only of who was the sinner, who was the victim but also of the ambiguity of atonement, a complexity that was also part of the dilemma faced by Simon Wiesenthal in \textit{The Sunflower} but more sharply presented in this novel. The story of the boy and the older woman initially reminds us of
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Vizinczey’s, *In Praise of Older Women*, that charmingly erotic, gently amoral glimpse of the Central European bourgeoisie.\(^{120}\) We want it to be like that for our narrator in *The Reader*. But fifty years after knowledge of the camps that is not possible. Just as AIDS has forced those seeking sexual partners to enquire about each other’s sexual history, Germans have been forced to enquire about the moral history not only of their lovers but of their friends and their parents.

The book is particularly important as a meditation on the complexity of judgement – how would Hanna and others have been dealt with on a Day of Judgement where everything about her would have been known rather that the partial story heard by the court? It also raises issues of the complexity of guilt. It was only after she had learned to read, a skill that gave her access to books about the organization of death to which she had been recruited, that she could see her life in context, could see that the SS was not just a job as Siemens had been just a job. This context enabled her to see her part in a drama she had previously seen as having nothing to do with the detail of her life.

Hanna appears to have lived in a moral vacuum, a moral vacuum that may be shared by more people than we are prepared to admit, people whose existence is confined to the narrow realities of ‘advances that were actually frantic retreats And victories that were concealed defeats’. Learning to read led her into an understanding of her membership of the human race. The only thing she felt able to do with the awareness that opened up, the sense of her ‘sinfulness’, was to kill herself. Was this what happened to Judas? We are forced into questions, not only about Hanna but also about the German people. What is Schlink asking us to consider? Does Hanna represent those German people who stood aside and did nothing? Does not being able to read also mean not wanting to see what is written on the page?

---

Schlink has also drawn for us a disturbing portrait of the young man whose adolescence had been marked by his passionate love affair with a woman who as a concentration camp guard was a symbol of everything he was rejecting in his parent's and his country's past. How could he hold these two images together in his mind? This was and is still a dilemma for those whose loved ones, whether they be lovers, parents, family or friends whom one loves do terrible things. How far does love stretch into forgiveness or is the solution sometimes to distance oneself, hide behind the anonymity of the tape recorder, offer practical help but not expose the pain even to one's self?

Goodnight Willie Lee, I'll See You in the Morning

In the 1990s a number of books were published with titles like *Forgiving the Unforgivable*. Some are based on popular, post-Christian psychological views of the importance of claiming choice and accepting responsibility for one's life. Others like *The Lost Art of Forgiving* and *The Art of Forgiveness* are deeply Christian. All come into the category of self help books. *The Lost Art of Forgiving* published by the Bruderhof is essentially a collection of powerful stories which recounts acts of forgiveness which bring peace, hope and even health to those who bring themselves to forgive. It ranges from intimate stories of personal distress to the wider issues of disputes between individuals caught in ethnic conflicts. Alice Walker communicates the first of these with great economy in a poem:

Looking down into my father's dead face for the last time my mother said without
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tears, without smiles
but with civility,
"Good night, Willie Lee, I'll see you
in the morning."
And it was then I knew the healing
of all our wounds
is forgiveness
that permits a promise
of our return at the end.124

Discussion

Alice Walker tells us nothing in this poem about why forgiveness was needed and there is no reason for us to ask. It would be an intrusion even to speculate. This is a classic statement of human dignity, endurance and acceptance of the hand life has dealt you. It flies in the face of modern views of relationships between men and women, of justice or democracy where the emphasis is on the demand for equal rights. It is however at the same time deeply moving. That stoicism is what has enabled both men and women - mostly women - to survive intolerable circumstances and is entitled to be treated with respect as a way in which people cope. The Country and Western song, Stand by Your Man, originally presented as a tribute to supportive wives is now sung with affectionate irony about a lost world. The practice continues to survive in some quarters, notably the world of politicians where there are particular rewards for this form of loyalty.

This poem reflects a more ancient response than the words of theologians, social scientists or lawyers. It is a response that is reflected in churches, temples and shrines where women continue to attend when men have given up. We see it in the faces of the women who kneel before the statues of the Virgin Mary or the Buddha or a goddess of compassion seeking comfort, in many cases wordlessly, for their unhappiness, their oppression, their poverty, their lost children. It is a

124 Arnold, op. cit., p.75
mixture of faith, hope and acceptance that there is no point in having faith or hope - yet one goes on. It does not depend on a belief in a deity or in a better life to come. It is belief in life itself and the unity of everything. This poem does not fit easily into any category of belief yet it refers us back to the great Rembrandt painting which communicates to us, without words, a fundamental human truth that in some situations there are no limits to forgiveness but at the same time the poem questions whether forgiveness needs even to be discussed. It happens.

Conclusion

We have looked at six examples of responses, either of forgiveness, or denial of forgiveness, to the dilemmas created by sin. In addition we have recognized that as we have moved forward in time the question of forgiveness or denial of forgiveness has appeared less and less relevant in the stories told. The question of forgiveness is being replaced by more relevant questions which no longer simply say to understand all is to forgive all but as in the Schlink story recognize that, in our world, both understanding and forgiving are much more complex than we have previously realized. We are reminded that the essence of sin as seen in the Hebrew tradition is that it creates a lack of balance which requires adjustment. In that tradition, sin created a debt which had to be repaid and the powerful rituals of the Hebrew religion with its emphasis on sacrifice and atonement offered a direct pathway to God’s forgiveness. He was, after all, the only One who mattered. But we are in a post-traditional world.

Rembrandt’s great painting The Return of the Prodigal Son, challenged the tradition of his time. It also challenged the interpretation of the Christian Church where forgiveness became a transaction involving confession of the sin to a representative of the Church where absolution was dependent on the fulfilling of a penance set by that representative. What we read in the painting is the unquestioned, unqualified forgiveness offered in the stories told of Jesus in the Christian Bible. This unqualified forgiveness was maintained in the face of doubts expressed by his disciples and by representatives of his own faith. This was the
paradigm shift to which Arendt refers when she writes of Jesus as 'the discoverer of the role of forgiveness in human affairs'.

Rembrandt's work is deeply rooted in a sense of family and community. The sinner is welcomed back into both and there is a sense that he cannot exist outside that context. Not so with the story of Hester Prynne that follows. In writing *The Scarlet Letter*, Hawthorne was responding not only to the ideas and conversations of the Boston intelligentsia but to his personal, uneasy reaction to his family history. His great, great, grandfather, John Hathorne, had been a leading magistrate in the infamous Salem witch trials and Hawthorne felt sufficiently soiled by this connection to adapt his name so as not to be directly associated with him. The trials had shown, among other things, the dangers as well as the strengths, of community. Inevitably one links the story of Hester with the events in Salem. The early colonists fleeing persecution had brought their fantasies and fears, particularly of women and their potentially dangerous links with Satan.

In the novel, Hawthorne uses the convention of a narrator who by accident uncovers a story he feels compelled to tell. This is an example of the novel as deception, as falsehood dressed up as truth but leaving a margin of possibility that it might turn out to be truth. The ambivalent truth Hawthorne seems to be reaching for is the notion of the free, individual woman who is not dependent on community and who can survive without it. This is a woman who does not accept the community definition of her as a sinner and therefore sees no need to ask for their forgiveness. Even if she had not 'sinned' she would have lived on the fringes of that society. She is responsible only to her God, does not seem to fear Him but rather expects Him to understand her. She neither seeks nor needs intermediaries to communicate with Him. She feels capable of defining her own codes of morality. This woman would have found common cause with some late twentieth century theologians. Though there is no comparison in modern eyes with the gravity of their offences, we can see links with the story of Myra Hindley.

Atwood's story, *The Handmaid's Tale*, is also about a struggle between a woman and the community in which she finds herself but here there is no ambivalence in the author or the main character. Patriarchy, religious fundamentalism and hypocrisy, all embedded in the community, are the main targets of anger. This is a novel which recognizes open anger as a valid response to 'sinful' behaviour and also offers the possibility that forgiveness is not an appropriate response. Something of the same response, this refusal to forgive, can be seen in the reactions of modern women who have been sexually abused by clergy and on complaining are asked by the Church to forgive them.

Forgiveness is not always an option. For the abused women, whose forgiveness the church too often assumes, and for Atwood's heroine it would be a submission, a loss of self rather than a discovery of self, a 'return' to the self, as was to be seen in some splendid moments in Victorian narratives such as Mrs Henry Wood's dramatic novel *East Lynne*. Written in 1861, thirty years before Hardy wrote *Tess of the D'Urbervilles* it offered the reader the full spectrum of sin, repentance and forgiveness. In this complex drama of passion and intrigue, each major character in the novel is touched to some degree with a sense of the religious significance of his or her behaviour. Forgiveness, which by the closing chapters becomes the central theme of the novel, is pleaded for and granted between human beings but always within the recognition that what is important is God's forgiveness since He is the ultimate Judge.

In Reed's view what signals the collapse of the 'Victorian novel' and indeed the Victorian worldview, is the 'diminished role of forgiveness in serious literature'. He details the way in which Hardy fails to emphasise forgiveness in many episodes where earlier this would have seemed appropriate. We see this clearly in *Tess of the d'Urbervilles* when Tess after forgiving her husband, Angel, for his sexual past, confesses her own, and asks Angel's forgiveness. His reply: 'O Tess,
forgiveness does not apply to the case! You were one person; now you are another. My God – how can forgiveness meet such a grotesque prestidigitation as that? Conrad makes the same point in Almeyer’s Folly where to forgive his daughter, rather than forgiveness restoring balance which is its main function in the Hebrew Bible, it would reinforce the destabilization of Almeyer’s view of his place in the world.

Atwood is essentially saying the same thing. There are limits to forgiveness. What I am saying is that those limits are constantly being redefined. Angel’s limits would now be seen by many as absurd but only in a sexual context; it was the same dilemma that affected Schlink’s narrator in The Reader when he saw Hanna in the dock – suddenly a different person from the one he thought he knew. Atwood’s limits are, in our own more complex multicultural and global society, very much a matter of current debate.

Along with these questions about the limits to forgiveness, we developed, in the second half of the twentieth century, a more subtle understanding of human personality and the importance of social factors than had previously been available to us. It is these which inform Schlink’s novel, The Reader. Unlike even the clearly non-theistic stance of The Handmaid’s Tale, it makes no reference to any form of religious belief. It is totally secular unless one wishes to see Hanna’s desire for stories as a search for transcendence. Her inability to read places her, like Hester but for different reasons, outside her community. The main difference is that she wants to belong but doesn’t know how to achieve that. She lacks the social skills to make it possible and her sense of personal inadequacy prevents her acquiring them. Her story is still being played out in schools in areas of social deprivation and in the Third World. She even lacks the skills to understand that she has been a victim of a sinful society. Nor does she know that she is entitled to have her forgiveness asked. It is her own community that has betrayed her.

An interesting aspect of Schlink's work is related to current post-Christian discussions which see the pursuit of justice as more important and more relevant than the pursuit of forgiveness. What he has done in this novel is to show the failure of the public justice system, of which he himself is a part, to produce justice for Hanna. It is clear in the text that a better defence lawyer or a less easily irritated or less prejudiced judge might have explored more carefully the complexity of the circumstances around her offence. While punishment might still have been appropriate, she might not have been singled out as the scapegoat, the sacrificial victim for the entire group. Even the narrator, who had once deeply loved this woman, felt, with the support of the court, able to turn his back on her. Only when his own life was falling apart was he able, if only anonymously, to renew the connection. We are left, since it is never discussed, to work out for ourselves how difficult it was for him to forgive her not only for abandoning him but for her 'grotesque prestidigitation' – to use Hardy's phrase.

Walker's poem, the final response in this grouping, as is said earlier, takes us back to the Rembrandt painting. It is also about a family, this time of father, mother and daughter. It is a family in isolation – we know nothing of community or of what support structures might be available; we are allowed to see only the strength of the mother. It is a powerful strength, the essence of which lies in that word 'civility'. The feelings around the death are too deep for tears but are held within the dignity of civility. The daughter stands outside as an observer watching the interplay between her mother and her dead father and we can ask what she has learnt. She says, 'forgiveness is the healing of all our wounds and that permits a promise of our return at the end'. Our return to what? To ourselves? But this is what our early Victorian writers were saying and we have rejected them, moving on to claim our right not to forgive. But this poem is claiming our right to forgive if we choose to, our right to forgive the person whose bed we have shared and with whom we have created new life in the form of a child no matter what else went on in the relationship. What is new, what is post-Christian, is that the choice is ours.
These responses I have described illustrate the range of responses open to us as soon as we abandon the straightforward concept that sinfulness incurs a debt to God that must be wiped out in some way in order to achieve forgiveness. This is perhaps most sharply seen in the Wiesenthal story where he seeks an answer to the apparently simple question - Should he have forgiven the young soldier? His own tradition tells him that if no atonement is possible, the debt cannot be cleared, therefore there can be no forgiveness. But he is uncertain. By asking more and more people he is ultimately surrounded by voices clamouring for attention, each one being his or her own judge of what is right and what is wrong.

This is the essence of a post-tradition, post-Christian society. Increasingly we appear to reject the notion that anyone has the authority to tell us what is right and what is wrong or how to think about matters of personal morality. We may feel, exposed as we are to a multi-cultural range of ideas, that there is no one way of viewing a question and that we can consider and choose before responding. Rote learning of the answers offered by the catechism is no longer enough to see us through our more complex world. We define and redefine our 'sins' as circumstances change, we choose to grant or withhold forgiveness on the basis of the effect it will have not only on the perpetrator but also on ourselves for the sake of our own mental and physical health. We have moved a long way from the notions of sin and forgiveness described in the Hebrew and Christian Bibles.

We have still further to go. While increasingly we are accepting individual responses to issues of private morality we are recognizing a clearer distinction between approaches to private and public morality. The lessons of Schlink's and Atwood's novels and the response Jean Amery made to Wiesenthal's question with its dismissal of the relevance of forgiveness in the face of more significant issues have to be addressed. Thomas Kuhn has helped us to understand that a significant point in scientific and human discourse arrives when a question has to be reformulated. 130 He describes this as part of the move to a new paradigm. I am suggesting in this work that this stage has been reached in relation to questions of
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sin and forgiveness. We are beginning to ask what part our understanding of sin and forgiveness can play in learning how we may live together in more humane ways.
CHAPTER THREE

THE MOVE TO A CONTEMPORARY VIEW OF SIN

In this chapter I consider some of the main religious and social changes which appear to have led to new definitions of sin. The first change to be discussed is what I describe as the fractured meta-narrative of Christianity in Britain, that is erosion of the wide net of assumptions governing popular religious belief. I use the word fractured since the structures and institutions which had been built up around Christianity from the third century on to control and define the narrative continue to hold, if only precariously. I then consider some changes that have taken place in our society, particularly developments in social policy and scientific discovery, which have been a major factor in causing the way we live to be described as post-Christian. As a result of this, what could be described as a post-Christian narrative of sin is emerging. A powerful aspect of this new narrative is the developed notion of structural sin, that is sin which is embedded in the nature of some of our social structures rather than being expressed only in individual behaviour. What is new is not the existence of this sin but its emergence into public consciousness. Examples of this can be found in oppression, poverty, war, racism and sexism. Institutions of the state as well as religious institutions have been included in this analysis. My description of the movement towards a post-Christian society is inevitably limited since the subject is too complex to be adequately presented in one chapter.

The fractured meta-narrative of Christianity in Britain.

We no longer live in a society that can unquestioningly be defined as Christian, that is, a society in which the overwhelming majority of its citizens accept the basic religious premises laid down by the Christian Church as relevant for
membership. The core of these premises might be found in a recognition of our inherent sinfulness as members of the human race, a sinfulness which can only be repaired by faith in Jesus Christ, the Son of God, who died for our salvation. The unspoken agenda behind the premises, rarely discussed today, is that the Church has the right to define sin, that there is everlasting life after death and that our behaviour in this life determines whether we go to Heaven or Hell – or in the case of Roman Catholics experience an interim stay in Purgatory before being transferred to Heaven. Dante laid the picture out for us in the Divine Comedy. 131

From the eighteenth century on we can trace the erosion of belief, not only in the Church’s authority on these matters, but on the premises that underlay it. This is not to say that there had been no earlier questioning of the validity of seeing Jesus as divine or the gospels as literally true. From Celsus in the second century who charged Christians with devaluing education and intelligence since they took the view, ‘Do not ask questions; only believe and thy faith will save thee’, 132 through to the seventeenth century Quakers like Gerald Winstanley, and the Humanist Tom Paine in the eighteenth century, there was a constant trickle of what was seen as heretical comment.

Alasdair MacIntyre quotes Mrs Humphrey Ward’s best selling novel of 1888, Robert Elsmere, as describing a transition from orthodox Christianity to a set of ‘undogmatic religious attitudes’. In this she shows how Elsmere’s loss of faith grows out of ‘his encounter with some of the intellectual issues of the day’. This, MacIntyre says, ‘distinguishes the debate of the nineteenth century, not only from that of the twentieth but also from earlier debates’. His argument is that earlier debates on belief had been essentially unchanged for centuries. However, ‘those whose belief was put into question in the mid-nineteenth century had to cope with issues unique to their culture’. By this he meant Darwinian biology, the philosophical theories derived from Hegel.... ‘and perhaps above all the new
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techniques of historical criticism, which both partly grew out of and found their most radical assumptions in the quest for the historical Jesus'.

For Britain, this was reflected in writings like those of Thomas Hardy and Thomas Carlyle and the debates around the work of Darwin and later Huxley. This was reinforced by the German theologians, particularly Strauss — translated into English by George Eliot — who concluded that while Christianity might hold deep truths and understanding, what the gospels presented was a mythical religious view randomly based on one of a number of first century prophets who was given the name Jesus. Renan’s *Life of Jesus* presented him as a moral teacher rather than a divinity. Edwards describes it as ‘full of praise for him as a man and a moralist but empty of any belief that he had been in any way supernatural’.

Nietzsche made the more interesting point that to describe Jesus, as Renan did, as a hero and a genius was an absurdity. ‘...As a child of God everyone is equal to everyone else... To make a hero of Jesus! And what a worse misunderstanding is the word “genius”! Our whole concept, our cultural concept “spirit” had no meaning whatever in the world Jesus lived in’. But even with an exalted human image, before the demythologising book was published, the scandal that his ideas invoked led to Renan’s suspension from his professorial chair in Hebraic, Chaldean and Syriac languages. At a wider level the old certainties were disappearing under the onslaught of the democratic impulse, science and philosophy.

The mainstream discussion in the second half of the nineteenth century among those concerned with these issues was not about atheism or even agnosticism.
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although there was an active voice for both these positions. The issue was a significant shift in the belief that the Biblical character Jesus was divine – the Son of God – that he died for the sins of the world, that his body was resurrected and ascended into Heaven. No one was questioning the significance or wisdom that people might find in the Christian Bible but they did question the divine nature of Jesus and, following the publication of Darwin’s researches, the nature of God as an active participant in the affairs of the world. If Jesus was simply a first century human person – even if very wise and holy - who was crucified by the Romans for political reasons, what was the relevance of this to questions of human sin other than the good example he set. All this contributed to a loss of belief in the age-old power and authority of the Church. It was a time of intellectual uncertainty combined with political unrest.

These radical views were strongly resisted by those to whom they seemed blasphemy. Even Millais’ painting, Christ in the house of his parents, exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1850 roused fury because he had pictured the holy family in a working class environment, meticulously detailing the meanness of the conditions. To present the holy family as living and working in such ordinary, human surroundings was seen as an affront to middle class values. For some the purpose of religion and the gospels appeared to be to support the truth of their view of themselves and their world. Hardy’s novel, Jude the Obscure, is clearly of the view that the Church is the servant of the middle class.

Working class people, in the ugliness and squalor of the cities created by the industrial revolution, found little to attract them to the Church. Engels said in 1844, ‘The workers are not religious and do not attend church’. Henry Mayhew

139 In 1848 Marx published the Communist Manifesto in London with its famous, frequently abridged reference to religion as the opium of the people. In the 1880s secular and rationalist societies began to be formed.
140 Dickson’s The Life of our Lord, Simon and Schuster: New York 1999 omitted from it the notion that Jesus’ death was in atonement for human sin and refrained from any suggestion of his divinity.
141 Edmund Gosse, Father and Son, Windmill Library, Windmill Press: Kingsmill, Surrey 1938. Pages 96ff. describe his father’s desperate attempts to reconcile Darwin’s theory with his belief in the ‘opening chapter of Genesis’.
142 Thomas Hardy, Jude the Obscure, Macmillan: London 1896
found the same. This was not to say that there was no religious impulse but it was met, not by the wealthier established churches, but by lower middle class evangelists like the Salvation Army. In general Roman Catholics, who came from Ireland to Britain as immigrants fleeing poverty and starvation, stoutly maintained their religious identity as an aspect of their reviled minority status. Their religion’s requirements of compulsory attendance at weekly Mass and regular confession and communion were an integral part of that identity. For the bulk of working class men, indifference was the main response. It should be remembered also that the religious impulse was being met in the new radicalism. Marxism, another great meta-narrative, Trade Unionism, socialism, feminism, education, democracy, were all bubbling away - inspiring idealism and the conviction of the need to create a better world here on earth rather than hope for one in the next.

It was not only the historical ‘truthfulness’ of the Christian Bible that was in question, or its interpretation; the Hebrew Bible to which the Christian Church had clung as its base of emotional and spiritual power was also under scrutiny. It became clear that the same questions were even more relevant here. What had been seen as a running historical narrative was, after scholastic enquiry, found to be a library of sixty six books, written by different authors at different times and not at all in the order in which it was presented. It was assumed however that it could at least be regarded as having some historical value; excavations by Israeli archaeologists are now questioning even that. Professor Herzog of Tel Aviv University writing in the Israeli newspaper Ha-aretz in 1999 reported that, ‘the Israelites were never in Egypt, did not wander in the desert, did not conquer the land in a military campaign.’ Such a statement has today, in Israel, serious political as well as theological implications.
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Churches in Britain virtually ignored these debates continuing to preach the same sermons about Jesus as the (divine) Son of God and God the Father as knowing our inmost thoughts, being omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent and interventionist. Some attempts were made by some theologians to adapt to a changing view but their message was, and still is, rarely presented in the pulpit. It was however to be found in literature. Both George Eliot and Thomas Hardy had questioned accepted Church values offering a humanist rather than theological view of sin in novels like Middlemarch and Tess of the D'Urbervilles. It became widely known that George Eliot spurned conventional morality in her private life but this had no effect on the sales of her books, which brought her fame, money and respectability.

In the nineteen thirties DH Lawrence had written a controversial novel about Christ, The Man Who Died, which emphasized his humanity rather than his divinity, but post-World War Two an even more decisive shift was experienced. Kazantakis's publication of his novel The Last Temptation broke a fundamental taboo in its depiction of Jesus as a man struggling with temptation, succumbing to it and later overcoming it. His translator, Bien, claims that Kazantakis wanted to lift Christ out of the Church altogether, to fashion a new Saviour and rescue him from a moral and spiritual void. The Vatican blacklisted the novel in 1954 calling it heretical and blasphemous. When Martin Scorsese later made it into a film some cities banned its showing. Now Christ, stripped of his divinity, has been described in poetry and plays as a lover and as a homosexual – in some Christian views a sinner. The poet Edwin Morgan offers us a Jesus who is a lover of both women and men.

Those theologians and clergy who held on to the image of an interventionist God were faced in the depression years of the 1930s with an ancient dilemma. Previously, the debate about how could a good God allow intolerable suffering,
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which had arisen particularly after the slaughter of World War One, had been confined to scholars and the faithful had been content to accept what their 'elders and betters' told them. The unstoppable tide of democratic thought in Britain led this question to be raised again during the economic and human misery of the nineteen thirties. There was a new mood abroad with the rise of political parties of the left, many of whose members were questioning all the institutions which they saw as oppressing them and the wealthy churches and their members were seen as part of that oppression. Indeed the Anglicans were described as 'the Tory Party at prayer'. The established churches, particularly in the wealthier parishes, failed to address these questions although there were individual clergy who did.

In Scotland there was a remarkable minister, George McLeod, later Lord McLeod, who, deeply affected by the poverty in his parish of Govan, set up training schemes for unemployed men and, using their labour, rebuilt Columba's Abbey on the island of Iona. He founded the Iona Community, which brought together clergy, and laity who had, and continue to have, a mission to work with the socially oppressed. He was one of the voices in the nineteen thirties who were reclaiming the image of Jesus as a political rebel who if he were alive today would be standing side by side with the poor and the unemployed.

A story of a minister who preached with such a voice in the time of the miners' strike is told by Lewis Grassic Gibbon in _Grey Granite_, written in 1934, the third novel in his trilogy, _A Scots Quair_. It highlights the conflict of trying to reconcile belief in the early vision of Christianity with the institutions that have grown up around it. Grassic Gibbon's novel was written in the 1930s on the eve of the Second World War which was to sharpen all these issues as young men and women came back to Britain with experience of other cultures, a sense of the vulnerability of the human body and most significantly a loss of a sense of the subservience which is an essential factor in obedience to authority. In the post war period the public appeared to be turning to political and scientific rather than
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clerical solutions to human distress and suffering. This was reflected, among other factors, in ever diminishing church attendance.

The impact of secular social policies on perceptions of sin.

The introduction of the National Health Service, giving free access to medicine made it possible for poor women as well as men to get medical attention. The general health of children improved and infant mortality fell largely as a result of post-war housing policies. The contraceptive pill and the new wide availability of condoms which men had learned to use in the army took the fear of pregnancy out of sexual activity for many and resulted in smaller, healthier families as their standard of living improved. The legalization of abortion put an end to the misery of gynaecological damage and the occasional deaths of an illegal trade carried on in insanitary conditions. This resulted in more people feeling a sense of control over the consequences of their sexual behaviour and a wider view of illness as a biological fact rather than as suffering brought about by either sin or the will of God. The sulphonamides changed venereal disease from being God’s punishment for sinful behaviour to an unfortunate interlude in one’s life and penicillin proved more reliable than prayers in healing what had been the fatal illness of tuberculosis. 152

From the early nineteen sixties the Houses of Parliament were increasingly engaging in secular legislation which was affecting personal human behaviour and images of sin – the Abortion Act, the Race Relations Act and the Equal Opportunities Act. The Legal Aid Act and Social Security legislation made it possible for working class women to leave abusive marriages, be given financial aid to achieve a legal separation or divorce and know that the state would support them and their children. The rush to use these services was an indication of the

152 AIDS was to reawaken the connection between sin and illness in the 1980s. It was again seen as God’s punishment for sin, particularly the ‘sin’ of homosexuality, by religious fundamentalists.
distress in which many women had lived, often in collusion with pastoral advice that they should carry their cross and forgive their husband's cruelty.

In the same way unmarried mothers were given state benefits that enabled them to keep their babies rather than have them adopted. The number of babies available for adoption collapsed, and with it the stigma of illegitimacy, showing clearly how often women had been forced to give up babies they would rather have kept. We were now seeing the State actively intervening in ways that influenced the social perception of the nature of sin. There was a growing view that it was the Church which had been sinful in promoting ideas which had led to so much pain and distress—women forced to stay in abusive marriages, babies forcibly taken away from unmarried mothers, the reluctance of the churches to support services for contraception and abortion. The effects of these and other 'Christian' practices was to explode in the nineteen eighties and nineties with accusations of cruelty and sexual abuse perpetrated by members of the clergy, both men and women, against those children in their care in institutions which had not responded to the new sensitivity to human need.

Two significant shifts took place in the sixties among Christians. The first was the formation of the Christian Socialist Movement in 1960 drawn from the Christian Socialist League and the Society of Socialist Clergy whose links went back to the nineteenth century. The radical Methodist preacher and pacifist Donald Soper was a founder member and President until his death in 1998. The notion of Christians being socialists was not new but its most powerful association was with pacifism. The roots of political pacifism could be said to go back to Keir Hardie, the first socialist Member of Parliament and founder of the Labour Party whose aim was to bring Christian values to bear on workers' rights. The Christian Socialist Movement had the specific intention of influencing the political parties with a mission 'to Socialise Christianity and Christianise Socialism'.
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remained a small organization until the election of John Smith, a committed Christian, as leader of the Labour Party in 1993 when there was a sudden explosion of interest and membership.\textsuperscript{155}

The second shift came with the publication in 1961 of John Robinson’s paperback, *Honest to God*,\textsuperscript{156} which offered to the general reader an alternative vision of God. Robinson had questioned and rejected the traditional images of God, Jesus and the purpose of prayer as begging for favours. He offered a more transcendent image but claimed that it could be sought in the experiences of everyday lives. David Edwards described it as ‘both genuinely ultimate and genuinely intimate’ although in general he seemed less than enthusiastic about Robinson’s approach.\textsuperscript{157} The essential problem emerging for theologians now was how to maintain religious belief without surrendering intellectual integrity. The lasting effect of Robinson’s work was that it brought the issues he discussed into the frontline of public awareness. By the end of the sixties it was becoming increasingly clear that for the post war generation religious teaching, particularly that using the theology of Augustine on the nature of sin, was ceasing to play any part in how most people lived their lives. What was emerging was a new secular morality, a social morality that included women claiming equality, self-respect and autonomy hand in hand with the right to take responsibility for their sexuality and reproduction.\textsuperscript{158}

This was also the period when psychologists, influenced by Freud, and the sociologists who were developing their new discipline, were questioning the causes of crime. The idea that sinfulness was inherent had affected theories of criminality linking criminal behaviour to inheritance – the ‘sins of the father’ syndrome – genetically based wickedness – to be measured by the shape of the head or just pure inborn evil. This was not so far removed from the idea of being
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\textsuperscript{158} Nor was this was entirely new. Something of the same had been claimed by the women of the Beguine movement in the thirteenth century who were accused of harbouring the heresy of the Free Spirit which supposedly taught that a soul in union with God was freed from conventional moral restraints. See Meister Eckhart, *Selected Writings*, pxiii
possessed of a devil. Judges in the criminal courts were operating on a Judaeo-Christian tradition but academics were now offering theories about the effects on behaviour of poverty, parental abuse and other environmental factors; the assumption that the person committing a crime was totally responsible for that crime was losing ground. Attitudes to sin and evil had become more complex since Freud's theories of the unconscious had become more widely accepted but now they were moving out of the private into the public domain. The Benthamite theory of nurture as more important than nature was gaining ground. This was expressed in a popular song in the American West Side Story one of the new genre of dramatic musicals, which were replacing musical comedy. The song, Gee Officer Krupke, gave a satirical summing up of the opposing images of the delinquent.

`Dear kindly Sergeant Krupke, You gotta understand, It's just our upbringing that gets us out of hand. Our mothers all are junkies, our fathers all are drunks, Golly Moses, nat-cher-ly we're punks'.

Every assumption of sin and virtue was opened to scrutiny and, if it seemed necessary, legislative change. Consensual sex between adult males was legalized following the Wolfenden Report, transvestism was increasingly seen simply as an idiosyncrasy, sex changes became surgically available as did knowledge about why for some people it was a psychological necessity. Living together before marriage became common practice, as did becoming pregnant without marriage. Artificial insemination for married couples, single women and lesbian couples along with surrogate mothers became part of a widely accepted pattern. The concept of illegitimacy disappeared. Divorce changed from being a scandalous minority happening to being a reality for one in three marriages in Britain as the law was relaxed. Laws on censorship were also relaxed and shops were allowed to open on Sundays. What was remarkable was the speed with which these changes

---

159 Gee, Officer Krupke, from West Side Story, Music from Leonard Bernstein, Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim. Pub. by G. Schirmer Ltd./Campbell Connelly & Co. Ltd., 8/9 Frith Street, London, W1
took place. There were protests in the letter columns of some broadsheet newspapers but little attention was paid to them. From both issues of significant personal morality to minor issues of daily life, the voters were rejecting previous constrictions on their personal behaviour and insisting on the legislators giving them the secular legislation they wanted.

In the introduction to his book, *Godless Morality*, Richard Holloway makes what he sees as an important distinction between sin and morality.\(^{161}\) Sin, he sees as essentially a religious idea which, as we have seen earlier, has been defined as disobedience to God.\(^{162}\) In this understanding only blind obedience is required, there is no place for discussion or co-operation. The rules are laid down, as are the penalties for breaking them, and the rituals required for re-establishing a relationship with God. Holloway argues that we should now separate religion and ethics. He is in fact arguing for a morality that can be accepted as having validity that does not necessarily involve a belief in God.\(^{163}\) Morality, which grows out of ethics, he says, tries to base itself on the observed consequences of the action. 'A wrong act is one that manifestly harms others or their interests, or violates their rights or causes injustice'.\(^{164}\)

This last thought is more complex than it appears since we live in a multi-cultural society which holds, among its members, different perceptions of interests, rights and injustice which have been developed over a period of time in different places with different sets of social values. The separation between religion and morality that Holloway is asking for has, as we have seen, already taken place among many Christians particularly in the areas of marriage, divorce and reproduction. He, presumably, is asking Christians who hold to earlier attitudes or those who take what is described as a fundamentalist view of Biblical teaching, to take this step.

---


\(^{162}\) Thomas Merton in his discussion of anti-Semitism says, ‘The theology of suffering is strongly tinged with ideas of punishment, and morality becomes a morality of obedience rather than love’. *Conjectures of a Guilty Bystander*, p.119 Burns and Oates Ltd. London 1968

\(^{163}\) Richard Holloway, op. cit., p.20

\(^{164}\) Holloway, ibid., p.14
"Oh, sorry, those are the Ten Commandments. Hang on, I'll get you a menu."

"Oh, yeah. Sorry. Never mind."
While conventional Christians could criticise Holloway for going too far by offering an uncritical acceptance of a post modern individualist culture, a radical critique can also be offered that he didn’t go far enough. The view that there is no necessary connection between religion and morality and that we need morality without religion is taken for granted already by most non-religious people. They live in that way. What he might have argued for in the section of his book which deals with what many religious people see as personal sins of the body like homosexuality is that neither church nor state should interfere with what people choose to do with their bodies as long as they don’t harm anyone else. The history of the Church peering to see what goes on between the sheets rather than questioning war, poverty, torture and racism and our destruction of the planet needs to be addressed more sharply by theologians. Holloway is in fact now raising some of these issues. 165

The emergence of the concept of structural sin.

The Second World War has been seen as a watershed in the understanding of sin. 166 The first half of the century had been seen as opening with two competing values – 'the cult of the imperial superman and the relatively new concern for human suffering'. With this had come a regular ebb and flow of permissiveness and Puritanism. 167 The most significant factors after 1945 were the emergence of public knowledge of the planned murder of communists, socialists, the mentally and physically handicapped, homosexuals, gypsies, the entire Jewish race and later in the war many Slavs, by the Nazis and the judgements of the Nuremberg trials. As a result the end of the Second World War brought sharply into focus not only

165 The Observer, 24.12.00
the issue of forgiveness we saw in Wiesenthal’s work but also the awareness of a new dimension of sin.

The distinction between war crimes, crimes of the State, and sin in a religious sense became blurred. The established interpretation of the Ten Commandments seemed inadequate in the face of the evidence that emerged of the depths of human depravity that had existed in the Nazi death camps. Previous centuries had seen human atrocities, many of which had the blessing of State and Church. These were not categorized as sinful because they were thought, by those taking part, to be inevitable aspects of a war, which was either just, or else in the interests of Christianity. Christian theologians in the twentieth century have been divided about the theory of the just war but the majority have continued to support the concept. The end was held to justify the means. Torture, rape, killing, had been seen as inevitable accompaniments to war; it was only at the end of the twentieth century, that torture and rape were beginning to be defined as war crimes. Killing in wartime is still seen as acceptable.168

Nations had practised genocide against other nations;169 anti-Semitism and persecution of Jews had long been endemic across Europe but Nazism brought with it a new dimension. Just as technology had made killing with guns more effective, the Nazis harnessed technology to industrialize death. They did this with great efficiency and in the process achieved what Hannah Arendt described as ‘the banality of evil’.170 There is a sense in which this vivid phrase, which expressed an important thought, particularly relevant to the bureaucratization of the procedures of the death camps, has however masked another awareness. I would argue that it is cruelty, whether organized or disorganized, no matter how sanctioned by Church or State, that is intolerable. The fact that it had achieved for those acting cruelly the veneer of banality reinforces our need to identify it as

---

168 The Christian pacifist, Stuart Morris, said in 1937, ‘War is not to be thought of as dying for what you believe in, but as killing for what you believe in’. Quoted in Housmans Peace Diary for week 32, year 2000.
169 The classic example of this is the massacre of the Armenians by the Turks
iniquity, or if we maintain theological language, as sinful. Rorty quotes Judith Shklar who argues that for liberals cruelty is the worst thing we do.\textsuperscript{171}

Before this, information about wars had relied on newspapers or the testimony brought home by soldiers. We know from documentaries and novels that after the First World War many soldiers had found on returning home that it was too painful to describe the horrors of their experiences in the trenches. Some expressed their despair in poetry. Larkin summed it up for both the First and Second World War:

\begin{verbatim}
Never such innocence,
Never before or since,
As changed itself to past
Without a word - the men
Leaving the gardens tidy,
The thousands of marriages,
Lasting a little while longer:
Never such innocence again.\textsuperscript{172}
\end{verbatim}

Knowledge of the details of sin destroys our innocence.\textsuperscript{173} In 1945 the details of the calculated killing of millions in the Nazi concentration camps came into the public domain in a different way from information of previous wars. Every cinema showed newsreels of the allied troops entering the death camps to find hundreds of dying and emaciated prisoners. The newspapers printed photographs as well as stories which described how gas chambers and crematoria, made by

\begin{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{172}Philip Larkin, MCMXIV, from The Whitsun Weddings, Faber and Faber: London 1964 quoted in Never Such Innocence, ed. Martin Stephen, Buchan and Enright: London 1988

\textsuperscript{173} Nearly fifty years later Ian McEwan was to use the immediate post war situation to describe the destruction of innocence of a young English man working in Germany for the Army. Ian McEwan, The Innocent, Picador, London 1990
\end{verbatim}
respectable German firms, had been used to kill thousands each day, how their hair had been cut off to use for stuffing mattresses, their teeth extracted for gold fillings and the fat of their bodies used to make soap. Information of the details of camp life survived in spite of the determined efforts of the SS to destroy evidence of what had gone on. In his preface to *The Drowned and the Saved*, the author Primo Levi quotes Wiesenthal describing how the SS boasted to their prisoners:

'However this war may end, we have won the war against you; none of you will be left to bear witness, but even if someone were to survive, the world would not believe him. There will perhaps be suspicions, discussions, research by historians, but there will be no certainties, because we will destroy the evidence together with you.'

They were wrong: there was evidence left in the ruins of the gas chambers and crematoria, written testimonies buried deep in the rubble of the Warsaw ghetto, the mass graves, and the bodies, minds and hearts of the survivors. It was on the experience of the Jews who perished in the camps that attention focussed after the war. The reasons for this are complex but an important factor was the powerful Jewish capacity for articulating and placing in context the suffering they had endured over many centuries. Also considerable numbers among them were formally educated professionals, people with friends in other countries and a command of several languages - unlike the victims of earlier genocidal massacres in Armenia or Australia or North America. Among those who survived there was a resolute determination to bear witness to what they had seen and endured, not only for themselves but also for those who had died. They resolved it should never be allowed to happen again.

One question that is still being explored is whether or not the people who committed these acts were or are aware that what they did was 'sinful'. I am now using that word in a non-Christian sense since many in positions of power, although they may have been brought up as Christians, had rejected that position and substituted Hitler for their God or their Christ. The question becomes one of
morality (or perhaps psychology). The writer, Gitta Sereny, has devoted much of her life to exploring that question. For many years she interviewed significant figures in the German hierarchy without coming to a clear view. The human capacity to deny one’s knowledge and refuse to learn from experience seems unlimited.

I quote Gina Sereny.

'...personal and national immorality is not reserved to any one crime, any one place, any one ideology, any one people, any one group or any one person. The immorality of Hitler is thus equalled by the immorality of Stalin; the immorality of the Nazi torture camps in the 1930s and 1940s by the South Africa that murdered Stephen Biko and untold others in their prisons during the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, and indeed by the increasingly emerging horrors of the past twenty five years in various South American countries. The immorality of the Lidice massacre was duplicated by Americans in Vietnam; the murder of the Jews, however uniquely awful the technique, was numerically even exceeded (though the mind recoils at such comparisons) by the Nazi slaughters of non-Jewish Russians and Poles, and all of these were more than paralleled by the even now not fully known number of Russians whom Stalin, Yagoda and Yeshov murdered no less determinedly than the Nazis murdered the Jews. Finally, with the same cynicism the West demonstrated towards those earlier crimes, nothing was done about the genocide of the Biafrans by the Nigerians, of the Kurds by Saddam Hussein (whom the West could have helped, but didn’t, to remove from power), and of all, educated by the Cambodians, by the Khmer Rouge, whose political ambitions the West today, to our collective shame, continues to support.'

174 The same has been shown in the Truth Commissions that were set up in a number of African states where similar horrors have taken place in the 1990s. I will be looking at this phenomenon in a later chapter.

This list, horrifying as it is, does not include what followed in Rwanda, Kosovo and Indonesia. The impulse to kill, to burn, to rape, to loot, all the behaviours unleashed in wars, cannot be addressed in the simplistic terms of the Ten Commandments. The Seven Deadly Sins with their understanding of the power of Pride, Anger, Lust and Avarice fed by Sloth, Envy and Gluttony bring us much closer to an understanding of the human condition that makes such behaviour possible. Chaucer's Parson describes the Seven Deadly Sins as being 'all leashed together'. They are he says, the trunk of the tree from which all others branch. 177

Even these awful (and aweful) happenings don't reflect the shock felt by observers of the human condition when the atomic bomb was exploded over the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. For those who watched film of the bomb exploding and the great following mushroom cloud that billowed into the heavens it was reminiscent of Chapter 8 of the Book of Revelation. There we read of the seven angels, with their seven trumpets, the blast of each bringing a different area of destruction to humans and to the earth. It was this new capacity of the peoples of the planet to destroy themselves and the planet with it that brought many Christians, among others, to feel that they must oppose any further development of these weapons. The Campaign against Nuclear Development, CND, was important in that it brought a new concept of sin to both Christians and non-believers. It created a dialogue about the moral legitimacy of war in a nuclear age. This led to questions of the moral legitimacy of the use of weapons of war as instruments of oppression by the rulers of a state against citizens of that state and to the moral legitimacy of war itself. 178 These discussions politicized many clergy, some of whom, like Canon Collins, assumed leadership roles in the British movements for peace.

176 It was only after the publicity given to the rape of Moslem women in the Bosnian conflict that rape was designated as a war crime.
178 A member of staff of the Peace and Justice Commission of the Catholic Church offered me an unattributed but, he assured me, genuine quotation from an American Bishop who said that the notion of a just war should be put in the same drawer as the notion of the flat earth.
Another was the charismatic American, Daniel Berrigan, a radical Catholic priest who challenged his Church and the State in his actions and his writings, taking part in public demonstrations and direct action which resulted in several periods of imprisonment. Abandoning the Ten Commandments as a rule to live by, Berrigan developed a new set, which he called *Ten Commandments for the Long Haul.*\(^{179}\) These are drawn from the Christian rather than the Hebrew Bible and grow out of his experiences as a peace protester.

Written from a deeply, passionately Christian perspective the discussion around each of these ‘commandments’ offers a total reassessment of how to live one’s life but with the warning that to do so will not be easy. Discussing the first admonition to make friends of enemies he is moved to point out that over many years one may never succeed in making a friend of a single enemy. What one might find in the course of peace making is that one encounters ‘a spiky and thorny forest of strangers and hostile folk’.\(^{180}\)

In his second commandment, ‘Do this in remembrance of me’,\(^ {181}\) Berrigan discusses the alternating pressure on us to remember what vested interests want us to remember and to forget what they want us to forget. He sees in the Eucharist not only the breaking of bread and the pouring of the cup but the breaking of bones and the outpouring of blood of those who remember what is not wanted by the powerful. ‘...We have forgotten - it is embarrassing, discomfiting in the extreme to remember – what a true vision entails,’ he says, ‘the kingdom of God, the kingdom of peace, is the kingdom of the crucified’.\(^ {182}\) In each of the following essays written around these ‘commandments’ Berrigan explores the way to that kingdom. He attacks particularly what he, himself an academic theologian, sees as betrayal by his colleagues, ‘whose method makes twentieth century dead-sea scrolls of the living word’.

---


180 Berrigan, ibid p.79

181 1 Cor. 11:24-5

182 Berrigan, op. cit, p.86
In all of Berrigan's commandments he is challenging the established order of thinking and the establishment. He has taken the concept of sin and translated it into the sin of being an insider, of being a member of a society that creates outsiders, a society where the church and state have joined hands to protect their mutual interests and who express their sin in murder, vindictiveness and cruelty. It was this sin Jesus named in that powerful moment of silence when, in the story of the woman taken in adultery, after saying 'He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her', he turned aside, stooped down and wrote on the ground. Just as Jesus created a new paradigm by challenging the Judaic law, so Berrigan is moving to a new paradigm of the definition of sin.

It is in Asian Christianity however that we find one of the sharpest challenges to a European, mainstream Christian interpretation of sin. As part of his own attempt to analyse the nature of sin, the theologian Andrew Sung Park questions how the reality of sin is understood in the world today. He looks at the work of a number of European theologians, Niebuhr, Barth, Tillich and Bultmann to support his view that liberal theologians have understated the gravity of sin while neo-orthodox theologians stress its seriousness. Park describes Niebuhr's view that the concept of sin is crucial to Christian theology. Niebuhr sees pride as the primary sin, since pride is a denial of our finite nature, and sensuality as only secondary, centring his discussion of anthropology in the doctrine of sin, so depicting 'man as

---

183 I would suggest that Camus' novel, The Outsider, offers another interpretation of the word 'outsider'. Camus is concerned not primarily with the outsider as a reject but more as the person who will not lie and who refuses to hide his feelings. See Albert Camus, The Outsider, trans. Joseph Laredo, Penguin Books: London 1982 p.118


183 Reinhold Niebuhr, The Nature and Destiny of Man, 1:178-240


187 Rudolph Bultmann, Primitive Christianity, trans. R.H.Fuller, New York: Living Age Books pp. 55,

188 Park gives Frederick R. Tennant (1866-1957) as a classic exponent of liberal theology at the turn of the 20th century who treats sin as 'an evolutionary residue of our animal origin, reducing it to sensuality.
sinner’. Park sees Karl Barth’s doctrine of sin as being unique since it placed sin within the doctrine of redemption. ‘For him, only through Jesus Christ do sinners become aware of their sinful nature’. Barth sees rebellion against God’s grace in Jesus Christ as the fundamental sin and that sin as being expressed in pride, sloth and falsehood. In pride one exalts oneself to be like God, in sloth we succumb to stupidity, inhumanity and anxiety, in falsehood we oppose the truth of Jesus Christ and ultimately fall into the idolatry of false religions.

Tillich, Park describes, as seeing the heart of sin as estrangement from God and the story of the Fall as the symbolic portrayal of that estranged state. The marks of this estrangement are set out as unbelief, hubris and concupiscence, all of which grow out of self-centredness. In unbelief Tillich claims, we withdraw our own centre from the divine centre, in hubris we see ourselves as the centre of ourselves and of the world, and in concupiscence we draw everything into our own centre. Moving on, Park sees Bultmann, influenced by Heidegger’s discussion of authentic and inauthentic existence, as finding the root of sin in existence without faith which expresses itself in ingratitude, unbelief, surrender to the world and bondage to death.

All these theologians stress the personal, existential aspects of sin in idiosyncratic ways that refer back more to the Seven Deadly Sins than to the Ten Commandments. As with the Seven Deadly Sins the underlying imperative of individual sin as involving the community, an aspect of sin which was so much a feature of the Judaic tradition, is hardly to be seen. The main emphasis is on the private self in relationship to God in Christ. In contrast a new generation of theologians has emerged, many of whom, like Park himself and like Berrigan, reject the view that sin is simply a private matter to be explored within the family or within relationships but urgently requires to be understood within a political and social context. This is not to deny individual responsibility for sin. It is rather to redefine the boundaries of acceptable human behaviour.

189 Andrew Park, op. cit., p.71
Park pushes these issues further by introducing the Asian concept of ‘han’ into the discussion. He argues that throughout its history the Christian church has been concerned with sin but has ignored the importance of the pain of the victims of sin. These victims, he writes, ‘express the ineffable experience of deep bitterness and helplessness’.\(^1\) This experience of pain is what, in the Far East is called ‘han’. Park sees it as a critical wound of the heart, rooted in the hearts of the victims of sin and violence. It expresses itself in feelings of sadness, helplessness, hopelessness, resentment, hatred and the will to revenge. We can use this concept of ‘han’ as a way of recognizing the feelings of the survivors of the Holocaust, the Palestinians in the occupied territories, the Kosovo Albanians, the Kosovan Serbs, abused women and children, the unemployed and the exploited.\(^2\) Park believes that sin and ‘han’ must be considered together if we are to develop comprehensive understanding and describes the present form of the doctrine of sin as ‘inadequate to diagnose and address the world’s problems’.\(^3\) He recognizes however that in some recent theological developments a less one-sided notion of sin may be developing - particularly in liberation and feminist theology.

**Sins identified by liberation theology**

This response to what could be called societal or structural, rather than individual sin, was most dramatically seen in the development of liberation theology in the Third World. This movement of the late twentieth century saw theology as a form of critical reflection on the struggle for liberation from social, political and economic oppression. It was principally, but not entirely, supported by Roman Catholic clergy, mostly Jesuits, but these priests encountered severe criticism from the Vatican. One of the main liberation theologians, Gustavo Gutierrez,\(^4\)

---

\(^1\) Andrew Park, ibid. p.10  
\(^2\) These thoughts are relevant to the discussion in Chapter One about the mobs seeking vengeance on paedophiles.  
\(^3\) Park, op.cit., p.73  
expresses his commitment as interpreting the Bible and the Christian tradition from the specific perspective of the poor and marginalized.

Some Western Christians are moving in the same direction. Towards the end of the twentieth century the most active issue to engage them has been that of the Jubilee 2000 Campaign which has pressed for Third World Debt to be cancelled. There is a clear view in members of this group that it is sinful for rich governments like Britain's to take interest payments from countries which are unable to provide health and education services for their people. As an ecumenical group, Jubilee 2000 campaigned for the release of Third World debt in accordance with God's instructions to Moses that after seven times seven years debts and slavery should be cancelled. Demonstrations, led by church members, in Europe and America have influenced governments to consider this question and, directly influenced by this, the United Kingdom Government in 1999 made the unilateral decision to begin cutting the debt. It is clear however that these movements and ideas represent only a minority of those who identify themselves as Christians.

The liberation theologians in particular have revolted against the individualistic views of sin. Gustavo Gutierrez confronts what he sees as the threefold nature of sin: economic and socio-political oppression, historical determinism and spiritual sin. An individual view of sin is helpless in the face of the injustice and oppression that has been part of human history. In a city like Bristol, where great fortunes were based on the slave trade, a television programme which brought the descendants of slaves into a dialogue with the descendants of slave owners highlighted a new sensitivity to that history.

This new response has been demonstrated perhaps most vividly in the reaction to oppression of the indigenous black community in South Africa and the support given to that oppression by some groups of Christians who claimed Biblical authority for their position. They were challenged, not by academic theologians

194 Lev., 25: 8-10
195 This is discussed by Michael Lapsley in Michael Worsnip, Priest and Partisan, Ocean Press: Melbourne 1996
but by practising priests in a range of churches, particularly the Anglican and Methodist, who rejected apartheid as sinful and un-Christian. Other theologians like Dorothee Soelle, Jürgen Moltmann and Frederick Herzog have stressed the social dimension of sin over a range of issues like feminism and ecology. Soelle makes the point that, 'The Protestant consciousness of sin is innocuous and distresses no one in its indiscriminate universality, for it identifies sin, not theoretically but de facto, with a universal human fate comparable perhaps to smallpox, against which we are protected by vaccination'.

Sins identified by feminist theology

Feminist theologians have made it clear that most concepts of sins are based on a male centred understanding. Berrigan related his sixth commandment, 'Let him who is without sin'... to the position of women in the church. He sees the church, uneasy and guilt ridden, as the circle of accusers before the community of women, like the accusers of the woman taken in adultery. Here too he sees a place for the ironic imagination of Jesus who sees that reality is other than the law, other than convention. The church, he says, regards this community of women as, 'suspect, under judgement from birth, denied access to altar and pulpit, consigned to lowest places – pariahs whose only crime is their biology'. Jesus stands with them he believes as He stood with 'the outcast, the lepers, the rag-tag elements of street, market, hovel'.

Two women who see themselves working as feminist activists and scholars within the Christian tradition are Rita Nakashima Brock and Susan Brooks Thistlethwaite. They illustrate this in their research into prostitution. The woman working in prostitution has traditionally been seen as an archetypal

---

197 John 8: 3-11
198 Berrigan, op.cit., p.108
200 I am using the phrase woman or women working in prostitution in an attempt to avoid the depersonalization associated with the word prostitute. At the same time I recognize that men also work in prostitution but they do not seem to incur the same opprobrium as women.
sinner while at the same time exerting fascination for both men and women. In the Christian view she can only be saved by grace as was Magdalene and we see the use of this name in the various institutions that have been set up for ‘fallen women’. Brock and Thistlelwhaite take a more practical view of the possibilities of helping women escape from their economic dependency on the sex industry. They also deconstruct the religious paradigms in both Christianity and Buddhism, which have made the buying and selling and the pervasive use of women in the global sex industry appear compatible with those beliefs.

There has been a significant shift in some Christian women’s understanding of sin which has forced them to question their place within the Christian tradition. The beginning of the wave of feminist theological writing can be identified in an article written in 1960 by Valerie Saiving. The following is an extract:

It is clear that many of the characteristic emphases of contemporary theology.....its identification of sin with pride, will to power, exploitation, self assertiveness, and the treating of others as objects rather than persons... - it is clear that such an analysis of man’s dilemma was profoundly responsive and relevant to the concrete facts of modern man’s existence. ...As a matter of fact, however, this theology is not adequate to the universal situation. ...For the temptations of woman as woman are not the same as the temptations of man as man, and the specifically feminine forms of sin ... have a quality that can never be encompassed by such terms as ‘pride’ and ‘will to power’. They are better suggested by such items as triviality, distractibility and diffuseness; lack of an organizing centre or focus; dependence on others for one’s own self definitions.... In short underdevelopment or negation of the self.202

201 Because we are in the middle of a paradigm shift it is impossible to make any unqualified statement about a Christian view of any group within the Church. Christian women range from the angry and resentful to the secure and content with many shades between.

This was the first clear statement that definitions of sin, including the seven deadly sins, have been written by men for men although used against women. Women theologians like Noddings,\textsuperscript{203} Plaskow\textsuperscript{204} and Hampson\textsuperscript{205} responded to this with powerful statements of the need for women, who have accepted a role as sinful daughters of Eve who by her disobedience brought shame on all women, to abandon their taught roles of self effacement and self sacrifice. A main target of feminist attack is the theologian Niebuhr, also as we saw under attack from Park, who is seen as holding 'an essentially isolated model of the human self'.\textsuperscript{206} Hampson offers the work of Judith Vaughan as an example of an excellent critique of Niebuhr's view since she sees the self as only having meaning in relation with others. It is the view that the individual is essentially free and autonomous that makes it possible for Niebuhr to define sin as pride rather than Saiving's view that women's sin may be, to pick out only one phrase, 'dependence on others for one's own self definition'; possibly lack of pride.

This discussion, important and disruptive of conventional Christian attitudes at the time it was being presented, has largely been overtaken by social and political change in the position of women both within and outside the Church. The concessions made to equality may have taken the edge off some of the passion that went into the earlier discussions leaving women theologians with a seemingly unending task of reinterpreting Biblical text. From the sixties on feminism has taken a number of forms. The Dutch theologian, Riet Bons-Storm focuses on three - liberal, romantic and political. She sees the liberal feminist as being concerned with issues like equality with men in civil rights, access to education and professional opportunities and pay. Romantic feminism celebrates the female body and its psychological and spiritual potential while political feminism focuses

\textsuperscript{204} Judith Plaskow, \textit{Sex, Sin and Grace}, University Press of America 1980
\textsuperscript{205} Daphne Hampson, \textit{Theology and Feminism}, Basil Blackwell: Oxford 1990
\textsuperscript{206} Daphne Hampson, ibid. p.124
on an analysis of power structures in society, mainly the imbalance of power between men and women.  

Some people might argue that significant changes in male/female power relationships since the nineteen sixties have resulted in more women taking on male characteristics which lead them in to male temptations. But discussion of sin or of forgiveness has taken a back seat to the discussion of justice. Some women, of whom Daphne Hampson is one, have abandoned the concept of sin as an aspect of a relationship with a Christian God whose representatives on earth rule a patriarchal and hierarchical church. These women have not abandoned an idea of God or of the Divine but they have anticipated Holloway’s view of a morality which does not require belief in a God to sustain it.

The range of feminist exploration is perhaps best represented in an issue of Concilium edited by Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza. In her introduction she says, ‘it is no longer appropriate to speak of feminist theology in the singular’. The issue celebrates ‘feminist theological struggles and intellectual achievements’ over the ten year period from 1986 to 1996 and claims to chart future directions in a range of cultural and religious contexts. The Conciliation contribution to feminist theology over this period has taken the form of challenging traditional theology ‘in such a way that the experience of multiply oppressed women can move into the centre of theological reflection’. Fiorenza sees this work taking place in the context of an increasing ‘fundamentalist-nationalist’ backlash against women.

The voices of the women taking part come from different geographical, religious and theoretical positions. The geographical contributions weave through Latin America, Australia, Africa and Europe.

Again we find new ideas coming from the non-European world, reflecting the experience of women who have known oppression and its consequences directly.

---

208 Daphne Hampson, After Christianity, SCM: London 1996
209 Feminist Theology in Different Contexts, ed. Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza and M. Shawn Copeland, SCM: London 1996
The process is summed up in an early Australian contribution to the international dialogue on the nature of feminist theology.

‘Feminist theology for women in Australia is not something one can find primarily in books. It occurs, rather, in the daily, urgent, sometimes desperate exploration, reassessment and recreation of meaning which women are continually making in their lives. In this sense, feminist theology is the collective and individual pool of women’s experience which is continually growing and changing as we act it out in our lives and interpret it for ourselves and each other in our conversation’.  

The theologian Althaus-Reid reinforces this view in her essay in the same volume. She describes how, while working in a poor council estate in Dundee she learned that,

‘...the corpo-reality of feminist theology comes into life and ‘leaves the books’ when we observe the queues of women with children waiting for the local post office to open to cash their giros. This is the body language of the poor women, living at the geographical margins of the cities. They are women of suffering, but also have a great capacity for solidarity, resilience in the struggle against violence and deprivation, and an immense talent for organizing themselves for their children’s welfare or whatever they feel could give them a more dignified life. With some of these women we ‘read the Scriptures’ while walking in the little shopping centre in the afternoon, when the wind swept along the empty beer cans and discarded bags of French fries and the graffiti seemed to be the only thing alive in the area. The gigantic poster of a washing powder brand helped us to talk about cleansing, and guilt, and what could be the meaning of ‘redemption’

and ‘cleansing from sin’, in a context of the patriarchal fear of menstruation." 211

These voices reflect the process of change. We are, as Kuhn recounts, constantly reformulating questions, which once served us as assumptions. Most of the people doing this are those whom we have previously seen as marginal. One such marginal theologian who is trying to save a Christian position is Don Cupitt. The decline in church attendance, begun in the mid nineteenth century, led him to say in his Lenten message for the year 2000 that this decline is now running at 25% per decade and that a survey of five hundred eighteen year olds showed 77% as having no religious beliefs. 212 He considered first what this means for the future of religious belief and secondly why the churches do not respond to this situation. On the first point he suggested that people will either have a religion to which they have been converted or one which they have worked out for themselves. We see the first response in the number of charismatic religions or cults that have grown up and the second in the numbers of people who develop a structure of private morality such as humanism.

It had widely been assumed that older people continued to have a firm investment in a religious belief, turning to it more actively as they approached death. 213 Research presented to the annual conference of the British Society of Gerontology in the year 2000 questions this assumption. 214 The responses indicated that as people aged there was a general questioning of authority, a diminishing belief in the idea of a personal God who can alter action as a result of prayer, lack of belief in a future life and a sense of disappointment with both the churches and the clergy. 215

211 Marcella Althaus Reid, The Indecency of Her Teaching, Concilium 1996/1 p.139
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213 This is the view expressed by Evelyn Waugh in his description of Lord Marchmain’s return to religion in Brideshead Revisited: the sacred and profane memories of Captain Charles Ryder, Chapman and Hall: London 1960
214 Professor Peter Coleman, Southampton University, presented the views of 340 people over sixty five who were interviewed between 1978 and 1998
Cupitt believes the churches do not respond to the changes because they have a fundamental fear of reform. He traces their dilemma back to the abandonment of the early church's belief in the coming of the Kingdom promised by Christ. When this failed to materialize a church religion developed which concentrated on personal sin and personal salvation. He believes that the solution for the church lies in rediscovering the Kingdom tradition but applying it to the world as we live in it, a world in which personal sin has gone and there is no concept of salvation after death. He sees the continuation of the Kingdom tradition to have been expressed within anarchism, socialism and the teachings of Martin Luther King. Current European religion he sees simply as heritage. The previous year Cupitt had written,

'Orthodox religion served well in pre-modern times, but with the rise of modern science and critical thinking, and with the rise also of democratic politics and humanitarianism, it has become hopelessly out of date. We now need to make the move away from the old cruelly-authoritarian Church Christianity to a new this-worldly and democratic Christian humanism.'

That last paragraph sums up both the problems and possibilities of the new wave of thinking. In that sense we live in a post-Christian society which continues nevertheless to involve in its rituals the institutions of a form of Christendom in which it no longer believes and wants to change while continuing to see itself as Christian.

**Conclusion**

---

215 It should be said that as yet none of these factors appear relevant to the evangelical churches which serve ethnic groups like the Afro-Caribbean community.
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We appear to be living today on the residue of a Judaeo-Christian inheritance that has been diminishing most rapidly over the last one hundred and fifty years. In the nineteenth century Arnold (1822-1888) was already writing of how:

The sea of faith
Was once, too, at the full, and round earth’s shore
Lay like the folds of a bright girdle furl’d;
But now I only hear
Its melancholy, long, withdrawing roar...\(^{217}\)

After the second World War the secular institution of Parliament\(^{218}\) increasingly filled whatever moral vacuum existed by passing legislation which gave citizens healthier and more autonomous lives and in doing so released them from the constraints, particularly sexual and reproductive constraints imposed by the Church. This went hand in hand with a sustained leakage of church attendance.

There seems, however, to have been no diminishing of the human drive to seek meaning and purpose in life, a meaning which had previously been offered to many through a connection with the church, even if that contact was marginal. There is a consistent, if diminishing, appetite for institutional involvement in the great ritual passages of life like baptisms, marriages and funerals. But the star footballer, David Beckham, felt able to say, 'I want to have my child baptized but I haven’t yet decided into what faith'. It is as if the ritual itself rather than the meaning of the ritual is what is important. This may be a factor in a continuing religious impulse which finds new ways of expressing itself in contemporary life.


\(^{218}\) The secular Parliament holds on to the ritual of starting the day with Christian prayer. This is an example of the contradictions so often encountered in the post-Christian world. When the Scottish Parliament was inaugurated, after much discussion, it was decided to open proceedings with contributions from a range of faiths.
The decoration of the body with tattoos and penetrative jewellery has its own religious antecedents and we create new temples in shopping malls. It may also reflect Macintyre's comment that in some circumstances, 'religious belief tends to become not so much belief in God as belief in belief', demonstrated by President Eisenhower's assertion that everybody should have a religious faith, 'and I don't care what it is'. The American Anthropological Association has concluded that e-business has become a faith in its own right, complete with adherents, rituals and a communal sense of spiritual progress.

The fractured meta-narratives of Christianity mean that we are faced with the question of how any activities in our communities can be legitimized or for that matter criminalized in any way other than through the justice system? How do we tell right from wrong? Who other than ourselves is to tell us what is sin and what is virtue? For those of us who have no wish to accept the answers offered in *The Sun* or an agony aunt page in a magazine, this is a question that lies behind every decision we make either privately or publicly. To some extent we are muddling along in matters of personal morality. If we are to accept the Kuhn thesis of how we move from the old paradigm to a new we have to recognize that before we leave one paradigm behind we have to find a convincing alternative to which we can move. In other words we have to mend a leaky ship while we are still at sea. Post-Christianity, or for that matter post-modernism, are not ports, they are simply sea passages to be crossed before again reaching a temporary harbour which we will again one day find no longer serves our needs.

There have been changes among some church leaders. A repetition of high levels of poverty and unemployment in the nineteen eighties was responded to in Britain by demands from many religious groupings for government intervention to ease the suffering. The Church of Scotland Assembly and the Glasgow Archbishop (now Cardinal) Winning were among those who spoke out; the Church of England
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wrote what was for them a radical report, *Faith in the City.*\textsuperscript{221} All of these reactions involved condemnation of the government of the day who responded by declaring that government policies were no concern of the Churches and that they should stick to religious matters. The Church leaders were, whether or not they were explicitly stating it, tacitly acknowledging the existence of structural sin. This awareness is a much greater threat to the establishment than any amount of individual sin.

Sin, we now know, is not only a personal matter. Sinful thinking and behaviour can be woven into the attitudes and assumptions of our institutions and our economies. In this chapter we saw how in the second half of the twentieth century we have been forced to confront, not only our own human capacity for destructiveness, but the fact that whether we want to or not we cannot avoid responsibility as individuals for what we do as a nation. This was a central lesson of the Nuremberg trials although it has never been fully recognized.

Changes in social policy and scientific knowledge have taught us that what we call individual sin depends to a large extent on the social circumstances in which we live. The legalization of abortion wiped out the profession of illegal abortionists who often mutilated the reproductive systems of young women terrified of being branded as sinners. Some religious groups may still choose to see abortion as a sin but abortion is now a matter of individual moral choice for the majority of women.

New individual sins have been created as a result of a more refined understanding of the effects of behaviour. One of these is drunk driving; another is buying furniture from non-sustainable forests. The first is dealt with by the justice system, the second by community disapproval. Marital abuse is now seen as intolerable and sinful in the eyes of the law and by the community whereas previously a blind eye was turned. Other sins, like sexual activity between consenting adults have been decriminalized. In some cases the balance of blame

\textsuperscript{221} *Faith in the City: A Call for Action by Church and Nation.* The Report of the Archbishop of Canterbury's Commission on Urban Priority Areas 1985
has shifted. But if as a society we allow a significant decline in unemployment and job opportunities for young males and as a result crimes against property rise we have to ask where does the responsibility for sin lie? Is it coincidence that a high proportion of young people in our prisons is illiterate, not from lack of intelligence but from lack of good teaching? These observations call for a socially embedded, reflexive morality which cannot be derived from first principles or an authority - divine or otherwise - 'out there' beyond our understanding or control. It has to be socially and collectively shaped in each society and in each generation.

The emergence of a global economy and a global communication system has forced us into areas of knowledge about the nature of structural sin we would sometimes prefer not to have. Life would be simpler if we couldn't read. It is also simpler if we have less international news on television and more game shows and sit-coms. It is disturbing to learn about our responsibility for global warming, to see mutilated African children, hear of women sold into sexual slavery, to be given figures of national and world poverty, to see refugees begging on the streets of our towns. Worst of all the collapse of our meta - narratives of Christianity and of Marxism may leave us feeling we have no one to blame. Most of us no longer believe in the devil, many appear to have bonded with capitalism. Is anyone to blame and, we must ask, where in all this is the relevance of forgiveness to this new perception of sin?
CHAPTER FOUR

CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES ON FORGIVENESS

In this chapter we consider a range of specifically post-Christian attitudes to forgiveness. This is not to say that they have no connection with Christianity; the first three case studies grow directly out of the Christian tradition but each person involved has challenged the interpretation of that tradition in the communities in which they live. The second half of the chapter describes how some Christians are attempting to take on board the new 'scientific' understanding of human processes, initially explored by Freud, and to link these to the Christian tradition in a variety of ways. These attempts are reflected in the remarkable growth of self-help books and in the setting up in the English speaking world of Institutes of Forgiveness. This post-Christian emphasis on forgiveness rather than on sinfulness may be a reflection both of the uncertainty around the definition of sin combined with a powerful sense that as a global community we are behaving in ways that require some form of forgiveness.

From the early nineteen sixties a clearer understanding began to emerge that the significant changes taking place in attitudes to authority, to politics and to the family were not temporary but part of a transition to a new order of social values. The Protestant ethic which had served an industrial society well, the values of achievement, self-control, independence and the capacity to endure distress were
no longer relevant to a post industrial society and to how young people saw their future. They were being replaced as values by self actualization, self expression, inter-dependence and the capacity for joy. An unchanging, absolute view of sin, which in some senses had been defined by the earlier values, was replaced by a view that behaviour had to be assessed in relation to its context. The idea that a new age was emerging became commonplace and was translated into a form of faith reflected in the way people dressed, the kind of music they listened to and the way they related to each other.

The core view of people who shared these beliefs, attitudes and practices was that our global civilization had reached a stage where a new social and cultural paradigm was emerging. The institutions, which had served us, were considered to be no longer relevant to new needs or to the new society which was thought to be emerging. New ideas, attitudes and practices would have to be developed to meet the new situation. Particular emphasis was placed on the relationship between human beings and the planet we share and on which we depend. The main paradigm shift was seen to be from a Cartesian worldview to a post-Cartesian holistic approach in all the disciplines, particularly science and medicine. Religion was seen as embodying a broader concept than that embraced by any of the existing faiths.

These ideas were reflected in cultural changes and practices in the economically advanced countries of America and Europe. Two centres, which were seen as contributing most to the new thinking, are the Esalen Institute at Big Sur in California and the Findhorn Foundation in Scotland. Both these groups placed particular emphasis on the importance in human relationships of having love for all living things and for the planet. They saw the central message of the universe as love, a message into which any one could tap and from which anyone could draw
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strength.\textsuperscript{223} I will describe the development and the work of the Findhorn Community.

New Age ideas are best known to the general public through what is described as alternative therapies. Its practitioners often draw heavily on eastern spiritual and therapeutic traditions. Many of their therapies and practices stem from cultures and philosophies which challenge the Platonic, Pauline and, most recently, the Cartesian notion of duality of mind and body, a view which informed orthodox Western science and medicine from the Enlightenment until the second half of the twentieth century.

What is relevant to this work is that these alternative therapies have in common a belief in the effect of emotions on health and the self-healing potential of the human body. The ability to forgive wrongs done to us is seen as central to good health. For the radical Shelley ‘to forgive wrongs’ was included in those virtues which led one to be ‘Good, great and joyous, beautiful and free’,\textsuperscript{224} surely a superb description of the pleasures of good health. The dark side of these beliefs is their assumption that negative thinking causes illness, so humans are responsible for creating their own illnesses. Ill health may then be seen as sinful. Sickness as a moral fault is implicit in a miracle where healing takes place as a result of the forgiveness of sin.\textsuperscript{225} Since some believe that the ‘negative’ behaviour which accounts for misfortunes may have occurred in previous existences, long before the victim was born, this poses some very dark implications when it comes to explaining disasters like the holocaust.

Many new age therapists see physical illness as a reflection of emotional or spiritual malaise and its cure in spiritual development. One of their gurus,
Caroline Myss, uses as a model to achieve health three spiritual traditions: the Hindu chakras, the Christian sacraments and the Kabbalah’s Tree of Life. Each of these she sees as having seven elements which represent different levels of spiritual energy - the seven chakras of the human body as defined in Hinduism, the seven sacraments of Christianity and the seven levels drawn from the ten of the sefirot, the Tree of Life of the Kabbalah. The chakra system is an archetypal depiction of spiritual growth through seven distinct stages in which we move from the material and physical world to a more refined understanding of personal and spiritual power. Each ascending chakra offers a spiritual lesson or challenge common to all human beings. The early Christian church identified seven sacraments which were, and still are, seen by many Christians as imprinting the recipients with a means of grace. Symbolically each sacrament can be seen as a stage of empowerment that invites the Divine directly into a person’s spirit. The ten sefirot are the qualities of the Divine that also form the archetypal human being. Our task as human beings is to ascend to our divine source by evolving these ten qualities within ourselves. We can see the archetypal meanings of these three systems as having powerful similarities. The three traditions appear to be addressing the same human realities.

Myss considers that the strongest poison to the human spirit and therefore to the human body is the inability to forgive oneself or another person. Exploring these three systems she found that each offers a quality which addresses specifically the capacity to forgive. In the Chakras it is level four where the spiritual life-lesson is related to love, forgiveness and compassion. In the Christian sacraments Myss chooses the sacrament of marriage as symbolizing the sacredness of loving and caring for oneself in order that one can fully love and have compassion for another. In the sefirot, the tree of life we find Tiferet whose qualities are compassion, harmony and beauty. This sefirah is considered the trunk of the tree. The underlying theory is that not only our minds and spirits but also our physical
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bodies require love to survive and thrive\textsuperscript{229} and we violate this energy when we act towards others in unloving ways. Her view is that the holding of negative emotions towards others or towards ourselves, or intentionally causing pain to another, poisons our own physical and spiritual systems.\textsuperscript{230}

The emphasis in New Age communities like those at Big Sur and Findhorn is not on sin but on love, healing and forgiveness. While some individuals speak of God, more speak of the Universe, but whichever form is chosen is seen as a source of positive and loving energy. This means that any failure on the part of the individual is their own fault, for which they have to take responsibility. Sin is hurting another person or creature or damaging oneself or the planet. Every form of existence is considered to be linked. Each of us is part of the whole. But most of all sin would be seen as blocking the possibility of communion with the spirit - in other words an experience that could be described as the Ultimate Reality. It is to clear the way to such an experience that forgiveness of the self and others is necessary because only by clearing the blocked channels and releasing one's capacity for love can peak experiences, religious experiences or mystical experiences become possible. These are the goals which could be described as essentially egoistic.

\textbf{A New Age Community}

The community I have chosen to describe is the Findhorn Community. It is an important phenomenon and is best understood if we recognize the Gnostic roots in which it is based. It was founded in 1962 by Eileen and Peter Caddy on a bleak caravan park at Findhorn Bay on the north-east coast of Scotland. Both these people had left partners and children to be together but believed that in doing so they were serving a higher spiritual purpose. Eileen was the vehicle for spiritual
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guidance. Overwhelmed with guilt and anxiety at the thought of leaving her family she surrendered herself to God and experienced for the first time the inner voice which was to guide both their lives and lead to the creation of an international spiritual community.

While Peter had a background in esoteric theory and the Western mystery tradition, Eileen had none; yet it was she in their partnership who took on the role of spiritual leader while he followed. She began daily meditations but struggled hard against what she saw as surrender to divine will. They endured many financial and emotional difficulties before settling, now with three children, on the present site. Every step of their path was guided by messages from Eileen’s voice and visions. Their essence can be summed up in one of these messages: ‘To achieve absolute freedom, you must live fully those words, “Let go, let God”. When you do, all strain and resistance goes and you are no longer clinging on to anything of the self...’

Clearly these messages are in the direct tradition of Western Christian mysticism but perhaps Eileen Caddy herself fits most closely into the Beguine tradition of the early 13th Century with its aura of domesticity and poverty. What is significant is that the spiritual leadership was embodied in a woman while her husband had to create a role for himself in the practical affairs of community life. Another similarity lay in the fact that there has been in Findhorn, as with the Beguines, no single rule and no agreed way of life. The only unity is the desire to lead a life within which one’s spirituality can be developed and the increasing materialism of the society challenged. This was as real an issue during the rise of urbanization in the 13th Century as in the second half of the 20th Century and was reflected in the writing of St. Francis of Assisi and Thomas à Kempis.

Findhorn is now a thriving, internationally recognized community showing many of the aspects of a traditional religious community. The daily routines are designed
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to help in the development of one's spiritual life and the work of the community, whether it is cooking, cleaning, gardening, running conferences or publishing books, is seen as a spiritual contribution to the general wellbeing. The thought that 'to work is to pray' has been adapted from the Benedictine spiritual tradition. Group work is usually begun and ended with a moment of silent thought, and meditation rooms are as central to daily life as dining rooms or sleeping areas. The ability to love each other and to forgive each other is seen as central not only to the life of the community but to the future of the planet. Riddell's book on its history is subtitled 'Creating a Human Identity for the 21st Century'. To outsiders this may seem a rather grandiose aspiration but it is based on the assumption that human beings have the capacity to be better than they are. A more worrying aspect is that an underlying community agenda implies that human beings can become perfect. Joseph Campbell saw the aspiration to perfection as inhuman. He said, 'That is why some people have a hard time loving God, because there's no imperfection there. You can be in awe but that's not real love. It's Christ on the cross that becomes lovable.' Christ either on or off the cross is not, in my experience, much talked about in Findhorn.

The use of candles, music and other traditional methods is seen as an aid to spiritual awareness. The daily awareness of ritual is seen as both a catalyst and a vehicle for community and exploration into earlier forms of ritual. Ritual is seen as a way of drawing on other religious traditions, which may be helpful to those contending with modern problems. Richard Olivier, the theatre director, who offers courses at Findhorn and other centres of new age thinking, came to this interest through a personal search which brought him into contact with writers like Robert Bly and James Hillman both of whom have used ritual as part of a therapeutic process. Olivier, while engaging with western traditions has also worked with African Dagara cosmology (Fire, Earth, Water, Nature and Mineral), a tradition in which the expressed principal task of a community is to maintain
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balance - an aspiration we have also seen in the covenantal tradition. In Dagara this is a state in which all the elements are functioning smoothly and any disturbance in the community would be diagnosed and healed through ritual. We see again the blending of disparate traditions in a way which underlines the conviction of a common, basic, human experience.

In Findhorn discussion of relationships between members of the community occurs regularly in small groups normally based on work activities, giving formal opportunities for resolution of current difficulties. The reader will recognize that these are patterns which have been developed over hundreds of years in religious communities and in this century in the medical/psychiatric context of therapeutic communities. What is different is that religious and medical/psychiatric communities have learned the necessity of tougher disciplines than those so far observed by the mainstream new age adherents. In the latter the assumption is often that love is the answer to all relationship difficulties and while this may indeed be the case what is not taken into account is that anger can be an equally important factor in human relationships. Anger is often seen as 'sinful'. There seems to be no recognition that if anger is suppressed and not acknowledged it does not disappear. It is liable to leak out in destructive ways.

What is new is the plurality of sexual freedom between consenting adults alongside stable nuclear families. Other members may choose celibacy but, unlike the Christian tradition, this is not seen to convey status. There is no association between sin and sexuality. While inevitably there are tensions when relationships may change, develop or die, the central doctrine of taking responsibility for one's own life and accepting how other people choose to live theirs seems to come into play most effectively. That does not mean that hearts will not be broken but there will be support networks, which will help to ease the pain. Tolerance is seen as an essential virtue, forgiveness an obligation. An important factor may be that entry to the community has to be preceded by a year of in-service training. This can be
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seen as the equivalent of the monastic practice of the noviciate. The year gives people an opportunity to find out their ability to tolerate the lifestyle and also gives the community an opportunity to assess whether the candidate can be accepted. It is in the nature of a community like this that it will attract a proportion of people with a range of mental health problems some of which may be intransigent. Such a person would be asked to leave. There is however available among community members a wide range of therapeutic skills, to which members have access either by paying for them or using some form of exchange of skills.

A Conference on Forgiveness

In October 1999 the Findhorn community organized a conference on Forgiveness. Visitors came from over twenty countries to share in the discussion. Europe, Africa, the Middle East and both the Americas were represented. It demonstrated both the international importance of current enquiries into the nature of forgiveness and the way in which Findhorn has established itself as a new age centre for discussion of such an issue. I attended the conference, spoke to many of the speakers and in the following sequence have selected only those points which seem most relevant to understanding the main interpretations of forgiveness offered.

Those attending were united by two beliefs: one was the importance of acknowledging a spiritual dimension to their lives although that could be expressed within a variety of beliefs which ranged from new age convictions through conventional Christianity to humanism and atheism: the other was a recognition of the importance of the capacity for forgiveness as an aspect of the human personality. What divided them was a difference in the role forgiveness could play in human affairs. For some participants forgiveness should be unconditional even in the most harrowing circumstances; to refuse forgiveness is to damage oneself and deny the divine in the other. The alternative view was that forgiveness was not always possible, not always appropriate, that forgiveness
cannot be conceived of in isolation from the circumstances which have created its need, and that anger aroused by the offence which required forgiveness must be treated with respect. This difference could be seen as a clear fault line in the composition of the conference cutting across gender, ethnicity and religious or non-religious belief. It was also a fault line dividing those with a collective, 'social' context for their assessment of behaviour – and often some practical experience of the politics of persecution, violence and forgiveness – from those concerned with individual, personal, emotional life and spiritual well-being.

Aba Gayle: America

The first view that forgiveness should be unconditional was put forward in the opening address by Carolyn Myss whose views I have already discussed. It was followed up in the next session by a powerful statement from an American woman, Aba Gayle, who spoke movingly of her experiences following the brutal murder of her teenage daughter. She had, she said, spent eight years in a rage of anger and hate against the man responsible. Her lawyer had promised her that he would be executed but although he had been found guilty he had been kept waiting on death row. After these eight years Aba Gayle moved house and found in her new neighbourhood a small friendly church, which she began to attend. It had a library attached and she began to borrow and read a range of books on spirituality. Discussing these with a group in the church confronted her with a new set of questions about how she was living. She began to feel that she should find out from the man who had killed her daughter why he had done this terrible thing. It took her a long time but ultimately she found the courage to write, and his response gave her the courage to do something even more difficult - she visited him.

She described how she drove to the prison, tears streaming down her face, terrified of what was ahead of her - not only in meeting the man, but also because, for this very ordinary American woman, a prison was a fearful place. American prisons are even more fearful than British. But she faced the horror and listened to the
man's story of his appallingly damaged childhood, his later life and his drug habit that led him to kill her daughter. She came away shaken but continued to write and visit him. She now campaigns for his release and has developed a ministry for inmates on death row in San Quentin State Prison. Since then she has gone on to speak through the Southern United States for Murder Victims' Families for Reconciliation and engage with the Alternatives to Violence campaign. She speaks about forgiveness as the alternative to hate and violence and is currently running a campaign to have the first Sunday of every August declared an International Forgiveness Day in one hundred and forty eight countries by the year 2005. Aba Gayle summed up what she had learned:

There is no death
We are all one - divine children of God
You can choose to be right or to be happy
Hate, anger and rage affect your health
Only the present exists
You choose to be a victim or not to be a victim
Forgiveness is a gift you give yourself

This can be seen as a fair summary of a New Age testimony. She has developed her own theology, taking from Christianity and other traditions what she finds helpful. She exemplifies the view of the future presented by Don Cupitt. She finds within herself authority for what she believes and seeks no other. She puts her conviction of the validity of her own experience into practice but does not ask questions about the wider social circumstances that create or encourage the behaviour that has to be forgiven.

I would offer the example of Aba Gayle, as the purest form I have encountered of the view that forgiveness should be unconditional - with one reservation. This woman sweated her way through eight years of rage, anger and hatred. She made a journey through a private hell and emerged, with the support of her fellow religionists, into a different world. That support should not be underestimated
since through it she was given the dignity of her feelings. They created for her a sacred space in which she was free to be herself and to be valued in all her aspects including the period she has spent in rage and hate. The journey she made stripped her of attitudes and ideas and images of herself she had previously been able to take for granted. In the rage, anger and hatred her soul, essence, psyche - whatever one chooses to call it - was stripped naked. This nakedness made it possible for her to be open to a new vision of herself. Comparisons could be made with an intensive psycho-analysis where having gone through the hell of confronting your shadow self you emerge feeling like a different person looking at the world in a different way. It also reminds us of the description given by mystics like St. John of the Cross and St. Theresa of Avila of their 'dark night of the soul'. For Aba Gayle it was a slow transformation, not the dramatic 'turning' Augustine describes but no less effective.

Michael Lapsley: South Africa

Father Michael Lapsley, an Anglican priest and member of the religious community, the Society of the Sacred Mission, put an alternative view with equal cogency. He is a big, rather beautiful man who disconcerts on first view by having metal claws instead of hands. His story is this. As an Anglican priest he moved from New Zealand to South Africa with strong, long held, pacifist views. He says Anglicans come from a long tradition of sitting on the fence but in South Africa he couldn't find one. Everyone in this apartheid regime was either an oppressor or the oppressed. He found himself defined not by his humanity but by the colour of his skin. He couldn't wash off the white. His pacifism crumbled, he joined the ANC, becoming an activist supporter. Expelled by the regime he travelled round the world telling the story of the struggle against what he had come to see as one of the greatest crimes against humanity - the apartheid system. In 1990, with Mandela released and the regime on its last legs, he relaxed his guard. He was sent a letter bomb by the South African security inside a religious magazine. It blew off his hands and left him blind in one eye.
He believed that he had become the focus of evil but that God accompanied him on the journey he was then forced to take. In the compassion and care shown to him he began to recognize the beautiful aspects of humanity and to see the bombing as redemptive - good coming out of evil, life coming out of death. He realized that if he were filled with bitterness and revenge the regime would have won. His path could be described as a move from victim to survivor to victor as he moved from being an object of history to being a subject of history. He is clear that he could not have made that journey alone, God was with him. In his belief he gave it a moral content and filled it with a sense of reverence. Now he feels himself to be more of a priest with no hands than with hands. In his brokenness and incompleteness he is simply reflecting a condition central to the human race. In surviving his brokenness he has become important to others, particularly since now he cannot reach the western illusion of complete independence.

He says, 'I am no longer a victim, nor even simply a survivor. I am a victor over evil, hatred and death. The apartheid regime and all who supported it carry the responsibility for the loss of millions of lives throughout Southern Africa'.

For Michael Lapsley 'forgiveness is not on the table'. He holds F.W. de Klerk politically and morally responsible for outrages like the one he suffered from, yet de Klerk has disclaimed responsibility. Twenty four thousand people came to tell their stories to the Truth and Justice Commission and of these seven thousand asked for amnesty. No one, says Michael Lapsley, has said 'I did it' to him. Who then he asks is he supposed to forgive and what does forgiveness mean? He finds much of the discourse about forgiveness glib, cheap and easy. Some religions use it in this way and preachers use it as a weapon. Forgiveness, he believes, is costly, painful and difficult and is a choice. If someone is unable to forgive perhaps it is because no one has listened, acknowledged and reverenced what their experience has meant to them. In South Africa people have been damaged in their humanity in a wide variety of ways - not only by what they did or had done to them, but also by what they didn’t do. He has had to come to terms with the role played in the
apartheid struggle by Christian theology. He concludes that the Christian gospel was the main tool of oppression.

Lapsley now explores these questions of faith and forgiveness in workshops with victims of violence and torture and also with the perpetrators of these crimes. He includes among the latter those who simply stood by and did nothing seeing them sometimes as the same people. He asks everyone to answer the same questions: What did I do? What was done to me? What did I fail to do? He insists that we are all involved. If we accept this we might do well to consider how we might answer these questions in our own communities. Centrally he sees reparation and restitution as integral parts of forgiveness.

Both these people, Gayle and Lapsley, come from a Christian tradition although this has been interpreted in different ways. Both have moved out from a personal trauma to extend the significance of what happened to them to the wider community. Aba Gayle would appear to have first sought personal redemption, putting herself into balance with God, before being able to move forward. In his experience of being a victim of apartheid Michael Lapsley never seems to have had any sense of being thrown out of balance in his relationship with God. Throughout he has felt himself at one with God’s teaching and God’s wishes for His creation - that was his lodestone. As far as Lapsley was concerned it was the apartheid regime that was out of balance. He joined the struggle in order to save his humanity and his relationship with God. He believed that the Christianity, which supported, or even turned a blind eye to apartheid, was a doctrine of death in the name of a doctrine of love. Lapsley seems to me to have reached both into history and into the future to shape his shift from the Christian pacifism, which informed his earlier years. His claim for justice and reparation has all the poetic and religious power of the Hebrew Bible but it also reflects the modern secular argument of restorative justice which while it has much in common with Hebrew theology is not turning to God as a source of authority for its views.
He describes what he calls, in South Africa, bicycle theology. A young person will steal a bicycle and six months later come back asking forgiveness. The bicycle however does not come back. Lapsley finds this unacceptable. For him repentance requires not only repentance but also restitution and more. His link to the Hebrew Bible can be found in Leviticus 6:5 - 'he shall even restore it in the principal, and shall add the fifth part more thereto'. He also quotes the Christian Bible where Luke mentions only repentance as the precondition for forgiveness but later tells the story of Zacchaeus. This describes what happened when Jesus passed through Jericho where Zacchaeus, a rich publican, lived, a man, not very tall, who was so desperate to see Jesus that he climbed a tree. Jesus, seeing him, said 'Zaccheus, make haste, and come down; for today I must abide at thy house'. Zaccheus was delighted but others gathered round were shocked that Jesus had chosen to be the guest of a sinner. To display his virtue Zaccheus said, 'Behold Lord, the half of my goods I give to the poor; and if I have taken anything from any man by false accusation, I restore him fourfold'. Jesus reply was a reassurance that Zaccheus was a good Jew, 'a son of Abraham'.

Helen Bamber: London

Views on forgiveness, not grounded in a Christian view nor in new age thinking, were also put forward at the Findhorn conference. Helen Bamber, whose background is Jewish, founded the Medical Foundation for the Care of Victims of Torture and sees forgiveness as playing a very small part in the rehabilitation process. At the age of nineteen, in 1945, Bamber entered Bergen-Belsen with the Allies and stayed for two and a half years with those who were 'liberated' but had nowhere to go. It was in Belsen that she learned the importance of allowing people to tell what had been done to them, the power of listening to their testimony and recognizing their experiences. She has continued the work ever since in the face of the global epidemic of torture, which we now, thanks to the work of the human rights organization, Amnesty, admit exists but as a nation do little about.

236 Luke, 6:32
237 Luke 19:8
She sees torture as an attempt to kill a human being without their actually dying and as a form of bondage which holds people forever. One of the central components of torture is uncertainty and defences have to be built against it. The mind has also to be separated from the body. But this means abandoning trust and abandoning love. It means also not being in touch with your body. Jean Amery, the Austrian philosopher whose response to Wiesenthal’s question was quoted earlier, tortured by the Gestapo because he was active in the Belgian resistance and then deported to Auschwitz because he was Jewish, wrote:

‘Anyone who was tortured remains tortured... Anyone who has suffered torture never again will be able to be at ease in the world, the abomination of the annihilation is never extinguished. Faith in humanity, already cracked by the first slap in the face, then demolished by torture, is never acquired again.’[^238]

It is in the face of the sharing of knowledge like this that the loving ‘sins’ of the flesh fade into insignificance and cause philosophers like Rorty to reassess sinfulness.

Essential though they are for survival, these defences against feeling are not helpful on release from imprisonment. Often people are not able to speak about what has happened to them. Ways have to be found to make that possible - if not verbally then symbolically. Those who have suffered deeply need recognition of what has happened to them, validation of their right to speak and claim justice before they can even think about forgiveness. They need the ‘other’ to reflect back to them the reality of their experience. The terror we experience in reading about and entering in to the world Kafka creates is precisely the lack of this reification. The role of the Foundation is to contain and accept anguish, shame and anger. In addition they accept a role of political intervention on behalf of asylum seekers and advocate the need for an international criminal court where torturers can be brought to justice. The foundation also works with perpetrators of torture and it is

in this work that forgiveness has more status. The perpetrators need to ask for forgiveness but how do we relate this to Michael Lapsley’s view of the demands that have to be made on those asking forgiveness?

The main difference between the conditions for forgiveness laid down in the Hebrew Bible or that offered in the Christian Bible and the situations that confront us today may be those of scale. In small communities one knows who is one’s aggressor or victim - as is the case in Northern Ireland. Some negotiation may be possible. Reconciliation is indeed essential if they are to go on living together in the same community, within sight of each other and each other’s family. Exile and imprisonment have been traditionally one way of removing the irreconcilable other and the use of modern weapons of war has now made it possible for this solution to be escalated into what we call ethnic cleansing. The movement of asylum seekers across continents can now separate the torturer from the tortured so that rapprochement is never a possibility. Forgiveness, Bamber concluded, is something more needed by the perpetrators to receive than by the victims to give.

The demonstrations in this country of asylum seekers from Chile against General Pinochet offered one of the few opportunities his victims would ever have of seeing the man they considered responsible for their inhumane treatment and calling for justice. These Chileans were not in Helen Bamber’s view asking for revenge; they were asking for justice. Again, as with Michael Lapsley, forgiveness was not on the table. The Bamber position is that we have first to listen to the voices of ordinary people asking for justice. She sees the establishment of an International Criminal Court as a first step, perhaps crude but one which will ultimately bring change.

Freud and the new therapies

239 There is a large body of literature on justice which has emerged in the last twenty years. It is seen as possibly the first of the social virtues. One of the most influential figures has been John Rawls, *A Theory of Justice*: Cambridge, Mass. 1971. Modern views of justice tend to be based on
Another effect of the second world war or, more precisely, of the events leading up to it was the influence of Jewish Freudian and neo-Freudian psychotherapists who escaped the Nazi death camps by emigration to Europe and America. Their theories were greeted in some circles as the answer to all of life's problems. The notion that by exploring our unconscious motivations and bringing our sinful natures (that our natures were sinful was assumed) into the light of day, we could become purer, healthier, nicer and happier human beings was deeply attractive to those seeking to replace superstition with reason. The link with the Platonic view that 'the life that is unexamined is not worth living' and the injunction to 'Know thyself' added to the frisson of recognition and approval. Central to this was the thought that examining and knowing oneself achieved forgiveness both of the 'other' and of oneself.

What has been less recognized is the link between Freudian thought and the Judaeo-Christian tradition. Both Erik Erikson in his *Young Man Luther* and Norman O Brown in his *Life Against Death* have drawn attention to the connections between Freudian doctrines of sin and redemption and a Lutheran view of the human condition. Freud may have shed the theism but he retained much of the religious ambience. His messianic conviction of having brought a great truth to the world, the role of his disciples, the rituals, the sacred writings, the sense of mystery, the aura of a cult are all in the religious tradition. Perhaps the most religious concept of all is to be found in the analytic setting itself - a sacred space where the most private and terrible secrets of the human heart can be safely shared and redemption found. And this could be undertaken with the confidence

ideas of human rationality, human intuition and community rather than ideas of 'cosmic justice' or the will of God.

---

240 It has also been argued that the roots of psychoanalysis lie in the Jewish mystical tradition with which Freud was familiar and that Freud, consciously or unconsciously, secularized Jewish mysticism. See David Bakan, *Sigmund Freud and the Jewish Mystical Tradition*, Beacon Press: Boston 1975

241 Erik H. Erikson, *Young Man Luther: a study in psychoanalysis and history*, Faber and Faber: London 1958. Erikson makes the slightly tongue in the cheek comment that Luther could be thought to have saved theology from philosophy only to have it exploited by psychology. p.200

that there was a rational, scientific basis to the giving up of oneself in this way - which at the same time honoured fantasy and imagination. This made it possible for Harold Bloom to write that 'no twentieth-century writer - not even Proust or Kafka - rivals Freud's position as the central imagination of our age.'

Freud himself was under no illusions about the contribution he had made. He claimed that there had been three blows to human narcissism. One was given by Copernicus to cosmology, one by Darwin to biology and psychoanalysis delivered the psychological blow. In the early days he was ambivalent about the fact that his converts – the most appropriate word – were almost exclusively Jewish. This is seen as a factor in his welcome of the Protestant, Gentile Jung as a disciple. Later he felt free to say, 'I don't know whether you're right in thinking that psychoanalysis is a direct product of the Jewish spirit but if it were I wouldn't feel ashamed'.

Edmund Wilson suggested that there was a natural reason why such a disturbing new movement should have a Jewish origin. He described how the Jewish Marx fought so uncompromisingly for the dispossessed classes and how Proust transferred from a persecuted race to the artist and the homosexual both that race's tragic faith in society and the inner conviction of moral superiority. Freud, Wilson thought, was 'one of these great Jewish minds of the first generation that had been liberated from the closed Judaic world, still remembered the medieval captivity and...were likely to present themselves as champions of other social groups which had not been freed or vindicated yet'. For Freud this was the 'sexual impulses that civilization had outlawed or that puritanism had tried to suppress'. By acknowledging the validity of sexual drives Freud offered an avenue of escape from guilt through a form of forgiveness.

246 Edmund Wilson, *To The Finland Station: A Study in the Writing and Acting of History*, Secker & Warburg: London 1941 p.306
What is even more rarely discussed is the link between Freud’s thought and Jewish mysticism. It has been argued that the roots of psychoanalysis lie in the Jewish mystical tradition with which Freud was familiar and that Freud, consciously or unconsciously, secularized Jewish mysticism. Bakan offers an interesting if rather complex suggestion that Freud was deeply, possibly sometimes unconsciously, influenced by mystical traditions found in books such as the Zohar and the Kabbala. He says that progress had taken place, from the Enlightenment on, in exploring human concerns, and by the end of the nineteenth century the West was ready to consider human sexuality. Freud’s approach however was not part of the Western tradition. It was to be found in the Kabbalistic tradition which, mixed with superstitious ideas, would have made it seem nonsensical to the modern enlightened mind. Bakan argues that Freud’s use of sexuality as the basic idiom for the expression of all the deeper and more profound problems of mankind is ‘entirely in the spirit of the Kabbala’. ‘In contrast with other ascetic forms of mysticism, the Jewish mystics ascribed sexuality to God himself ... And drawing from the fact that the Bible uses the same word for both knowledge and sexual relations, knowledge itself is viewed as having a deeply erotic character’. We are in a world that would have been understood by D.H. Lawrence, a world that treats sexuality with reverence, refuses to see it as a sin in its own right. Only its abuse is sinful.

Freud’s ‘talking cure’ has now spawned more than four hundred variations and, in Britain, six times that number of practitioners of the art. The traditional one-to-one sacred space has been expanded to include working in triads or even in groups but the same conditions of privacy and confidentiality are expected to apply. While research studies have failed to show significant benefits from the various schools of these therapies, the popularity of each is undiminished as is the enthusiasm and conviction of the therapists. Several large-scale studies have shown that patients

recover at about the same rate whether they are given psychotherapy, drugs or a placebo. 248

Horgan quotes the belief of Jerome Frank, a former professor of psychiatry, that psychotherapy should really be considered as a form of literary criticism. A patient's clinical history 'resembles a text, and psychotherapy a collaborative effort of patient and therapist to discern its meaning'. 249 Horgan continues, 'There is no single, correct way to treat a patient, just as there is no single way to read a book. Different readers will find different meanings in the same text, and different psychotherapists will interpret the same patient's remarks and clinical history in different ways'. He also claims that evidence shows religious belief offers the best cure of all and relates the success of Alcoholics Anonymous to this factor. 250 I would suggest that the unstated religious component of psychotherapy may be a major factor in its effectiveness and makes it so deeply satisfying to most of those who engage in it either as priests or communicants. Horgan's basic view is that the reason Freud's ideas have survived so successfully is because the neurosciences have so far not come up with anything better – although they keep trying.

What does recovery mean in this context? To take one example: those seeking therapy do so out of a sense of unease and unbalance in their lives. Again we see the concept of 'balance' as representing some central human aspiration. Depression is the most common expression of this failure to achieve a sense of balance and is thought to be reaching epidemic proportions. It is said to be costing the UK economy two billion pounds a year. 251 Depression is recognized to be a symptom of either a personal sense of failure or of repressed anger, either of 'sin' or having been 'sinned' against. What therapy has to offer in this context is either an acceptance of oneself, i.e. forgiveness of oneself, or else forgiveness of the

249 John Horgan, ibid., p.90
250 John Horgan, ibid., p.121
251 The Guardian, 7.12.1999
other. Both of these responses can be seen as redemptive, just as the therapist can be seen as the Redeemer. What is more religious than that?

Oliver James argues that as societies in the developed world satisfy ever more material and biological needs and desires their inhabitants become more rather than less dissatisfied. He sees this as related to the growth in individualism and the way in which the rise of liberal individualism in English speaking nations represented a significant break with a medieval worldview of collective welfare and harmony. The liberal view he argues insists upon the individual’s right to choose and engage freely in a search for personal gratification. This search is most acutely focussed in one or other of the therapies, which have grown out of the original Freudian adventure and can be seen as a secular search for spiritual ease. This drive to individuality deprives the person of the comforts of the collective which in every community appears to have organized rituals which ensure a degree of order and regularity in daily life.

The quality of the therapies offered varies widely. Few people can afford the cost in time or money for those psychoanalysts most faithful to Freud’s original concept. Counselling services, however, which are cheaper and some would argue less demanding, have become widely available and are offered by the state for almost every human experience of distress. In public disasters like the Lockerbie plane disaster, the Dunblane massacre or the Paddington train crash they are offered free as a social service. One of the most common reactions to a disaster is to feel guilty, to feel that one is somehow responsible. Where previously the support of one’s family, friends or one’s religious faith gave some sense of meaning to bereavement or distress, their unavailability for many means that counselling has come to be offered as a way of strengthening the individual ability to cope and to forgive. What is clear is that every form of therapy shares

252 I am deliberately using theological language in order to emphasise that I see the therapist adopting the role previously taken by the priest as a representative of God.
253 Oliver James, Britain on the Couch, Century: London 1997
254 Oliver James, ibid., p.322
255 For a more detailed discussion of the neutralization of disorder in communities see Simon Roberts, Order and Dispute, Martin Robertson: Oxford 1979, Chapter 3.
something of the methods that human beings have in the past found powerfully reassuring. The sacred space of the confessional is replicated in the sacred space of the therapist’s office, the confidentiality is assured in both settings, there are opening and closing rituals and once the process is underway the therapist assumes a god-like power. It is a spiritual journey into the shadows of one’s inner life, often into repressed pain and suffering, a journey which in fact it can feel dangerous to take alone no matter one’s wish for autonomy. Like a child going in to a dark forest one needs someone to hold one’s hand.256

Self Help Books

Arnold’s book, *The Lost Art of Forgiveness*, 257 is a classic example of the explosion in the publication of easily read books which can be used as a personal aid to find forgiveness by offering powerful examples of that possibility. The emphasis tends to be entirely on the power of individual response even in situations which clearly have powerful corporate responsibility. The book’s cover shows a photograph of a naked nine year old Vietnamese girl, burned by napalm, crying, arms outstretched, running towards the camera with plumes of black smoke billowing in the sky behind her. The story Arnold tells is how, in an amazing coincidence, the girl, Phan Thi Kim Phuc, twenty four years later when visiting Washington D.C. to lay a wreath for peace, briefly met a helicopter pilot, John Plummer, who had helped in the napalm raid in which she had been burned. He had spent the following years in an agony of conscience. In their short time together:

‘Kim saw my grief, my pain, my sorrow...She held out her hands to me and embraced me. All I could say was “I’m sorry; I’m sorry” – over and over again. And at the same time she was saying, “It’s all right. I forgive you.”’ 258

256 This journey into inner space is also recognized as dangerous and in a wide range of mystical tradition as requiring a guide. The image of a guide taking one into sacred spaces is also seen in Dante’s journey, accompanied by Virgil, into the world of the dead in the Divine Comedy.

257 J. Christoph Arnold, op.cit., see Chapter 2
This is presented as a solution, which it may have been for this man but offers no comment on the morality of governments continuing to have military forces which napalm small girls.

The book ends with a chapter on forgiving God – the same issue as that facing devout Jews in the death camps. For the orthodox Jewish community this had been essentially a religious question. Where had God been when they were in the camps? The underlying question for some was – could they forgive God? Fifty five years later, at a service in Hamburg for more than a hundred German victims of a Concorde air crash in Paris, the Roman Catholic Bishop of Hildesheim, Josef Hemeyer, ‘his voice cracking with emotion’, asked similar questions. ‘God, where were you in Paris? Why have you deserted us?’

Arnold argues that it is easier to blame God and then forgive him than to face the possibility that there really might be no one to blame – no focus for our anger. He sees the solution lying in our ‘developing a willingness to learn from our experiences, to grow from them and produce something positive out of what can otherwise seem like an entirely negative time of our lives. Where there appears to be no reason for our suffering, we need to give it one.’259 Part of the human condition seems to be the need to give some meaning to our lives, to make sense of the forces that would otherwise overwhelm us.

The stories in this book are told with great compassion and without judgement. They are also told without any direct reference to Christian belief although that is implicit. In this sense the book differs little from Flanigan's Forgiving the Unforgivable, which is described on its cover as ‘a comforting guide to recovery and healing’. Both differ significantly from other books published in the same period, which have a frankly theological approach.

258 J. Cristoph Arnold, ibid., p.118
259 J. Cristoph Arnold, ibid., p. 132
Institutes of Forgiveness

Many of the self help books read as if the authors are embarrassed about making a clear religious statement and are trying to make what they are saying acceptable to an audience which may not share their basic Christian beliefs. It may be that it is the publishers, concerned with the number they sell, who determine the tone of the text. All include a strong emphasis on the effects of non-forgiveness on physical health as well as on emotional health. A wider understanding of these particular traumatic effects has led to a range of institutes of forgiveness being set up in America in the 1990s. Some bring together academic and fieldwork. Others like the most recent, also the first in the United Kingdom, set up in the new University of Coventry under the title of The Centre for the Study of Forgiveness and Reconciliation, are at this stage purely academic.

The International Forgiveness Institute based at the University of Wisconsin at Madison most clearly illustrates the range of activity that can be undertaken. They claim no particular religious position but reject what they describe as ‘relativism’ in favour of centring themselves in a moral position rather than primarily in psychology or self help. They do this because they say, ‘all of the ancient traditions that discuss forgiveness (Hebrew, Christian, Islamic, Confucian and Buddhist traditions among others) and the vast majority of modern philosophical writings place forgiveness within morality or the quest for good’.

Enright, the Institute president, in defining forgiveness sees it as being moral in two senses. The first of these is that in forgiving, we give up the resentment to which we are entitled. Giving up resentment in this context is moral (and paradoxical) precisely because we are giving a gift to the one who injured us.

The gift is that we no longer resent the injurer even though we have a right to

\[260\text{There is an implication that a 'relative' interpretation or evaluation is not a 'moral' one. I reject that view believing that precisely because the behaviour is related to the social context that moral judgement of a serious kind becomes possible.}\]

\[261\text{Cf. Aba Gayle's basic beliefs quoted above.}\]
resentment. The second is that forgiveness is moral in that the forgiver reaches out to the other who injured him or her with at least one of three moral principles: merciful restraint, generosity, and/or moral love (ahab or hesed in Hebrew, agape in the ancient Greek). By merciful restraint, is meant that the forgiver refrains from deserved resentment or revenge. By generosity is meant that the forgiver actually begins to give good things to the injurer, such as attention, time, favourable judgements and so forth. By moral love is meant that the forgivers give of themselves toward the rehabilitation and betterment of the injurer. The language used is very reminiscent of what we hear in the new age communities. It picks and mixes from a range of religious sources.

The field work with clients is based on the assumption that the one who forgives may not at first be aware that they are using a moral principle but at some stage in the proceedings it will become clear in their language or behaviour that such is the case. The speed at which resentment is abandoned will vary, some being slower than others to move towards a merciful, generous and/or loving response. Some may say they are forgiving without in fact having met the criteria of the above definition but if so they may be condoning, excusing or forgetting rather than forgiving. One may condone without any moral response, as is required in forgiveness. Nor is forgiveness the same as reconciliation, which includes at least two parties coming together in mutual respect. Forgiveness is one person's moral response to another's injustice. One can forgive and not reconcile as in an abusive marriage.

The institute has evolved a process of forgiveness, which involves a prescribed number of stages through which the forgiver has to pass and a prescribed number of stages for receiving forgiveness from another. These processes, they claim, have been shown to be effective in a number of projects. One was with a group of elderly women who tested positively for depression and anxiety. The goal was for each member to forgive one person who had in their opinion inflicted considerable psychological hurt on them. The women were divided randomly between a forgiveness group who followed a treatment model based on Enright's process and
a control group who met in a structured way but who were given no guidelines for forgiveness. At the end of the eight week period during which they met, on re-testing, both groups significantly decreased in depression and anxiety but the ‘treatment’ group showed significantly higher forgiveness profiles. Other studies giving successful results included forgiveness intervention with men hurt by a partner’s decision to abort their child and forgiveness as an intervention goal with incest survivors.

The most comprehensive account of psychological research and theological perspectives is to be found in a collection of studies edited by Everett L. Worthington for the John Templeton Foundation in Philadelphia. In the introduction Worthington makes the point that while forgiveness has been a matter of religious, philosophical and personal concern for many centuries, scientific study began only recently. Before 1985 only five studies investigating forgiveness had been identified. In the following thirteen years more than fifty-five had been conducted both to study forgiveness and to help people learn to forgive. In an attempt to explain this he cites the fall of communism, increased racial tensions in communities and violent conflicts within nations. Other possibilities he suggests include the growth of a communitarian movement as well as what he describes as ‘a growing postmodern philosophy’ combined with the publication of the first popular quasi-theological self-help book.

---

265 I have failed to find any objective criteria for success that might not have been brought about by the simple opportunity to talk about their concerns but this is an issue that affects all attempts to assess the value of therapeutic methods. Enright has developed the Enright Forgiveness Inventory (EFI) which is widely used and correlates significantly and negatively with anxiety using standard statistical techniques.
267 This is rather a ragbag of explanations for a very complex question. It is clear however that forgiveness has moved rapidly up the agenda of significant social and religious issues. The book referred to is *Forgive and Forget* by Lewis B. Smedes, Harper Collins Paperback: San Francisco 1996
Dimensions of Forgiveness looks at forgiveness in religion, basic social processes, the effects of scientific intervention in interpersonal needs for forgiveness and most helpfully an annotated bibliography on forgiveness and related concepts. There are also suggestions for future research. Unsurprisingly, since the work is firmly based in the American culture where 90% of the community are assumed to attend church, a religious dimension to forgiveness is a recurring subject of interest throughout. One study taking a random sample of 1,030 adult men and women, explored the association of religious variables and prayer with forgiveness. They reported that 'people involved in their religious traditions, particularly traditions that give forgiveness a central theological emphasis, tend to report a greater willingness to forgive others than those who are less involved in religious faiths that place such emphasis on forgiveness'. But although in the study the vast majority (94%) of respondents said that it was fairly, or very important, for religious people to forgive, only 48% said that they usually tried to forgive. 83% that they would only be able to forgive if God helped them, only 15% believed they could use their own resources. The use of prayer seemed to be an important factor in helping people to forgive. It is as if anger and hurt can be so powerful that some individuals feel unable, without some external support or encouragement, to let go of the negative feelings.

What emerges clearly from the scientific approach is that no consensus of forgiveness has yet been developed by researchers. Indeed some of the researchers argue against creating one in the belief that a multiplicity of definitions would result in healthy competition. A follow up conference to the studies considered that a useful field for future research might be the study of forgiveness as a personality trait which might result in the discovery of a characteristic of 'forgivingness'. There may even be hope of a gene for forgiveness as was proposed for altruism. Other areas to examine were, forgiveness of self, forgiveness of God, 'the distinguishing of forgiveness from related processes like reconciliation, exoneration, condoning, pardoning, confessing.' Perhaps most

important was the realization, to my knowledge the first scientific acceptance, of
the importance of unforgivingness.

To conclude this section I want to include the clearest presentation of
unforgivingness that has come my way. In Holland in 1989 a woman spoke out
about her experience of asking for help from a pastor of the Dutch Reformed
Church and being sexually abused by him. It quickly became clear that this was a
widespread issue. Two years later a meeting was called of ten churches and this
resulted in the setting up of a programme to help victims. Two telephone help
lines, one Catholic, one Protestant, were set up. Among the first callers was an
eighty-two year old man who had been abused as a boy of nine. Another was of a
woman in her sixties, who went to a priest after her daughter committed suicide,
asking – where was God in this situation? He kissed, touched and caressed her
saying that this was therapeutic. When she complained his colleagues denied that
what she said was possible and the priest continued his duties.

The women set up a travelling theatre group to spread an educational message.
One of the songs they sing is called Forgiveness. This is an uneasy translation:

No churchly product is so in demand
As forgiving, forgiving, forgiving.
You swallow the injustice as Our Lord has meant
Forgiving, forgiving, forgiving.
So the violator goes ahead, the molestation doesn’t end
Forgiving, forgiving, forgiving.
Chorus
Forgiving, forgiving, forgiving is the word, Forgiving is for centuries in churches
always heard.
The victims bow their heads, full of forgiveness,
So the one who lays his hands on you demands another kiss. Forgiving is the
highest virtue, especially for women
And all male misconduct we dust aside, for ever Amen.
What did you learn as a little girl of four?
Forgiving, forgiving, forgiving.
Even though your opponent was so obviously wrong,
Forgiving, forgiving, forgiving,
Even though you were hurt, deep into your core,
Forgiving, forgiving, forgiving.

These verses were written by women whose loyalty to a self defined interpretation of Christianity is clear but who reject the institutions that require women's forgiveness to be automatic, unquestioning and non reparative. In this process they have redefined for themselves the nature of sin and the process of forgiveness, a process which we have consistently seen as a reflection of a post-Christian position. That does not mean that these women would recognize themselves in that description.

Conclusion

The Findhorn Community was set up by people seeking to put into practice a new way of life as an alternative to the orthodox Christian tradition. There is a sense in which they can be seen as inheriting the Gnostic tradition in which by learning to know oneself one is learning to know God... the self and the divine are identical.
Elaine Pagels quotes a Gnostic teacher, Monoimus, who said:

"Abandon the search for God and the creation and other matters of a similar sort. Look for him by taking yourself as the starting point....Learn the sources of sorrow, joy, love, hate... If you carefully investigate these matters you will find him in yourself."²⁶⁹

Findhorn may be seen in a number of different ways which range from scorn at a bunch of middle class ‘hippies’ to a new view of community which is part of the return of the prophetic voice. The latter way is how they see themselves – leading the people of this planet to a new relationship with the divine. What is impressive is how they combine the grand scheme, like bringing together several hundred people from all over the world to talk about forgiveness, with an attention to detail that provides a warm welcome, superb, wholesome food, good accommodation and sessions that start on time. Also important is the lack of rigidity of belief or attempts at proselytization. All faiths and none are accepted but a sense of the divine in all things is assumed. From my point of view the serpent in the garden is the belief that perfection of spirit can be achieved and that this can be found through love and forgiveness for oneself and between individuals. Their conviction is that failure to forgive, and the use of the word failure is relevant, damages both one’s health and one’s spirit.

This can sometimes be true. It was this sense of damage that led Aba Gayle to take the journey of forgiveness to her daughter’s murderer. One can only applaud the spiritual freedom it brought not only her but also the man involved. She deserves even more applause for her campaign to abolish the death penalty. It would be difficult however to see Michael Lapsley as a spiritually damaged man. What he is asking for is a social and theological recognition of the concept of restorative justice and a recognition that we are all involved: he ‘takes no prisoners’ i.e. he allows no one to opt out of the discussion. This raises the most important questions which relate, not only to Lapsley’s own injury but also to the whole process of repairing the damage done by the apartheid system. Is forgiveness always relevant and if so to whom – the perpetrator or the victim? Is it possible to forgive and not forget?

Helen Bamber might well reject these questions as being irrelevant to the healing of those who have been tortured. She is concerned to help first the body and then the mind to forget its memories of pain and helplessness. Once this is done, primarily through a caring and listening process, if people choose, they can turn
their attention to more esoteric issues. Both she and Lapsley see the opportunity to have one’s experiences and feelings listened to as the most important component of being healed.

Issues at the conference ranged from the importance of concern for the individual and the individual process of healing at both a physical and spiritual level, to the importance of community as a place of healing. Some speakers dealt with one, some with the other. Lapsley was the only one who addressed both issues together, combining personal and political passion, not only for individual healing but also for social justice. But even he posed his discussion in the context of apartheid and its effects. He did not ask his audience to consider whether their own societies suffered from ‘sinful’ action and inaction which posed the same problems of inhumanity which called for a response. When one member of the audience raised this question it was not reacted to by Lapsley or anyone else. His narrow focus may be understandable but his message fails if his audiences do not draw wider conclusions which relate to their own responsibilities.

What is perhaps puzzling is why forgiveness has become such a dominating issue in Western popular culture. There are not only the areas I have described of self-help and therapy but a range of, often sensational, programmes on television and articles in magazines that deal with the subject. An obvious possibility is that withdrawal from formal church connection deprives people of the structures within which problems of conscience and guilt could be examined and discussed. This is particularly important during a period when rapid changes are taking place in attitudes to personal morality. Another is the ubiquity within a global communication system of the presentation of the horrors of human behaviour and the sense of helplessness that goes with that overwhelming sense of pity and terror. We have to face our responsibility as a nation either for playing a part in those horrors or to intervene to mitigate them both within the nation or internationally. Thirdly, we have, in our examination of our own history of racism lost some traditional scapegoats. Those brought up in the tradition of Bulldog Drummond and a range of children’s magazines could always rely on a sinister foreigner, often
yellow in colour, whom we could hold responsible for a variety of insults to our way of life. In spite of the attempts of some to keep these prejudices alive, in general they are no longer effective. We are being forced to grow up and take responsibility for ourselves as individuals and citizens. Learning to understand the nature and place of forgiveness is a central part of this process.

But there is also a rapidly expanding interest in forgiveness in the United States of America where there seems less evidence of these three factors than in Europe. This is reflected in the most sensational television programmes where participants accuse each other of appalling acts of insensitivity then collapse in mutual forgiveness in each others' arms. America is also the source of the majority of self-help books.

Leaving the conference and turning to the more 'scientific' attempts to study forgiveness we find ourselves in a very different world. Interest has exploded in the field of psychology. Forgiveness, particularly of the self, has always been a major component of the work of individual psychotherapy. Those psychologists newly engaged in the exploration of the processes of forgiveness appear to see the inability to forgive oneself or others as primarily a technical problem and their task is to relieve the symptoms of anxiety and depression that can accompany it. They attempt this using primarily, group work. Their conviction of the importance of their calling is clear. The areas they see as causing failure to forgive are concentrated on direct interaction between human beings and this is the focus of the work undertaken. There has been a tendency to see the failure to forgive as an inability to forgive rather than a choice not to forgive but the nature of unforgivingness is now slowly beginning to be considered.

The rational choice not to forgive is emerging as one of the most important shifts in a post-Christian view of the world. In this sense it has to be distinguished from the blind urge for revenge we have seen in the parents of murdered children or what I see as the politically calculated decision to keep Myra Hindley in prison. It had previously been a basic assumption in Christendom that forgiveness was a
duty and a necessity if one was to seek forgiveness for oneself. This view has been eroded particularly in relation to what we describe as structural sin or iniquity where forgiveness is likely simply to ensure that the iniquity continues. This raises the fundamental question raised by the song of the Dutch women victims of pastoral abuse. In whose interest does forgiveness operate?

The power holders and dominant groups will always see forgiveness as a 'good' since it maintains order, prevents disruption and protects regimes. It is only by questioning whether or not forgiveness is justified, appropriate or creative that we will be able to recognize its true value.

270 Matt. 6:12
CHAPTER FIVE

THE PERSISTENCE AND INTENSIFICATION OF STRUCTURAL SIN

We are living today on the residue of a Judaeo-Christian inheritance. The meta-narratives of Christianity and Marxism have fractured so we are faced with a new question - how is anything in a post-Christian, post Marxist world legitimized or criminalized? How do we tell right from wrong? In this work we have now to abandon the word sin along with its theological implications in order to apply ourselves to understanding how, in contemporary society, new issues of behaviour which would previously have been described as sinful, or not recognized as sinful, with all the religious implications of that word intact, evolve and are classified. Taking an interventionist God out of the equation means that we, as humans, have to take on the responsibility for attitudes and decisions that were previously projected on to an omniscient and omnipotent deity. What is important is that these attitudes and decisions have to be arrived at with humility. In rejecting the role of a deity in determining our moral life we are also rejecting the idea of omniscience and omnipotence.

In this chapter we will be looking at aspects of human behaviour about which there has been moral ambivalence. For some they have been clearly 'sinful', for others they have simply reflected the realities of life. Perhaps the most basic defining characteristic of acts seen as truly 'sinful' by individuals is that they provoke a sense of shock. What causes the shock will vary over time and place. It is this reaction in Britain today that makes their vivid description sell tabloid newspapers. I have searched for a word with which to replace the comparative clarity of the word sin. The words sin and sinner are rarely used in ordinary conversation in their original sense; the phrase, 'it's a sin' has evolved into a colloquial expression meaning, 'it's a shame'. Another trivial use of the word is found in the phrase, 'For my sins', the next part of the sentence implying a judgement being passed on
the person using the phrase by themselves. Our language is full of this verbal 
arcaeology. Because of this I plan to use the word iniquity\textsuperscript{271}, as an alternative to 
the word sin and transgressor as an alternative to sinner, simply to remind myself 
and the reader that we are now moving out of the theological arguments into the 
secular. We are also moving away from the concentration on sin as an individual 
act perpetrated by an individual person and turning attention to what can be 
described as collective, corporate or structural sin in which individuals participate 
but none of whom are easily described as solely responsible. Each person involved 
carries some responsibility. Collective or structural sin is in fact the breeding 
ground and provides an ambience in which individual sin can flourish.\textsuperscript{272} 

There will be an inevitable overlap and reference back at some points in this story. 
The word iniquity can also be taken to mean sin and a transgressor can also mean a 
sinner. Transgression is essentially the act of passing over or beyond due 
bounds.\textsuperscript{273} It is the setting of these bounds or boundaries, without the insistence of 
referring back to a Hebrew or Christian text that becomes the task of the post-
Christian society. The philosopher Elizabeth Anscombe, herself a devout 
Christian, argued that “notions like ‘moral obligation’, ‘moral duty’, ‘morally 
right’ and ‘morally wrong’, are now vacuous hangovers from the Judaeo-Christian 
idea of a law giving God”.\textsuperscript{274} The fact that there is no longer a single word we can 
comfortably use reflects the complexity of judgements we are now making and the 	enoften-contradictory attitudes to them. The words we use often require a story 
round them to explain why the behaviour we are describing seems wrong since 
there can be so many interpretations of meaning involved. We tend to use 

\textsuperscript{271} Iniquity, described in \textit{The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles}, Oxford 
University Press, Oxford 1973, as the quality of being unrighteous or (more often) unrighteous 
action or conduct: wickedness, sin. Injurious or wrongful action towards another; now generally 
connoting gross injustice or public wrong. Want of equity, injustice, unfairness. The name of a 
comic character in the old morality plays, also called the Vice, representing some particular vice or 
vice in general. P.1074 

\textsuperscript{272} One example is the global industry of sadistic pornography, which offers images of sadism 
against women and children. 

\textsuperscript{273} This is also based on the definition in the \textit{Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical 
Principles}. 

\textsuperscript{274} See her seminal paper \textit{Modern Moral Ethics}, 1958. Quoted in her obituary, \textit{The Guardian} 
11.1.2001
adjectives rather than nouns; we describe behaviour we reject as brutal, inhuman, unacceptable, wicked, evil, humiliating, cruel, irresponsible. We can be talking about behaviour to adults, to children, to animals; we can be talking about the behaviour of adults, of children or of institutions. We can be talking about the behaviour of one country to another as easily as of one individual to another. We can challenge each of these judgements and have no one but a few friends to agree with us. We can equally be part of a huge majority opinion, side by side with those who disagree with us on other issues.\(^{275}\)

It is this amoeba-like quality that distinguishes post-Christian attitudes to behaviour we used to describe as sinful. Human nature has shown a fairly limited capacity to invent new wicked acts; what happened in Nazi Germany and what could happen in a nuclear holocaust, is simply a quantitative rather than a qualitative leap – burning one person at the stake and one hundred thousand with a bomb requires a similar lack of empathetic imagination though the invention of the atomic bomb was a qualitative leap in our potential as humans to be destructive. The Seven Deadly Sins identified by Pope Gregory VI and described in such detail in medieval literature continue to be essential motivating factors in human iniquity with one essential addition, which was not at that time seen as relevant. There is now a considered view that some of the most intolerable behaviour in our society derives from an unmet need to be loved and approved of.\(^{276}\) For the human being in the grip of this compulsion there is almost nothing they will not do to satisfy it.\(^{277}\) One of the most dangerous human responses to

\(^{275}\) This was the case with those people who massed at the English ports to protest against the live export of calves and sheep. Their only shared conviction appeared to be rejection of cruelty to animals.

\(^{276}\) Alice Miller, *The Untouched Key: Tracing Childhood Trauma in Creativity and Destructiveness*, Virago Press Ltd.: London 1990 p.160

\(^{277}\) Consider the story of Dennis Nilsen, the young Scottish civil servant, living in London, who killed, had sex with and then cut up youngsters he picked up in pubs. This is told in the study *Killing For Company* by Brian Masters, Coronet Books 1986
this need is the ability to obey orders without question, a response which derives from that need. This is why Eve is such a brilliant role model for the human race and the ability to choose to disobey so important. She has been rescued by feminist theory from her role as the first and original 'sinner'. Pamela Norris tells us that ‘Eve had excellent reasons for eating the forbidden fruit: it looked good and was nourishing, and it promised her the priceless gift of wisdom. She took and ate, and was rewarded with the ability to pass on her knowledge to future generations.......Perhaps what is most important is Eve’s recognition of the need to challenge boundaries, to make the imaginative leap, however difficult, unpredictable and even dangerous into a new phase of existence’. 278

In this chapter I have chosen to look at some issues which I believe to be serious iniquities, iniquities which the formal institutions of Christianity have failed to address though many individuals and small Christian groups have done so. Both philosophy and literature have produced a vast literature on the issues I want to discuss but my questions grow out of a sociological, psychological and political background. The three issues on which I concentrate are poverty, slavery and violence as it is expressed in war. I describe these as structural sin since they are woven in to our social structures, structures of the state and of the churches. Challenging them involves challenging those structures and requiring them to redefine the boundaries of sinful and moral behaviour.

Poverty

Simone Weil suggested that if you want to become invisible there is nothing easier; become poor. Poverty is not a popular subject. At best it arouses embarrassment in individuals and in the power holders, embarrassment too often handled by turning aside, at worst the poor are blamed for their own misfortune rather than victims of an unjust and oppressive social system. I want to look at the

effects of poverty on the lives of the poor in Britain while recognizing that, in numerical terms, it may appear to bear little relation to the poverty in the Third World which leads to illiteracy, severe malnutrition and high rates of infant mortality. It is in fact related to all these things in our own country. Here I am concentrating on what is known as the Fourth World, that is the world of the poor in affluent societies. This is poverty to which there is a solution, but it is a solution blocked by vested interests and greed. Poverty in the Fourth World can lead to poor education, illness, and early death as well as the equally important factor of destructive spiritual poverty. I have chosen to use a film, *Ratcatcher*, to illustrate the damaging spiritual effects of poverty rather than focus on the many statistics which emphasise the physical effects.

Poverty is a form of violence. Life for a child living in a poverty struck community can be as destructive for a child's soul or personality as an experience in a concentration camp. It may even be more so since the child emerging from the camp has his or her experiences put into a context which gives meaning to that experience. The child brought up on a neglected and desolate housing estate is offered no such context. The film *Ratcatcher* tells the story of a Glasgow family living in a deprived, peripheral area of the city. The normally desolate and bleak environment is made even more unattractive by a strike in the cleansing department of the local authority which means that the streets and back courts are littered with black bags filled with rubbish. These bags become infested with rats which become the target of the local youngsters who kill them with sticks. The rats and the killing become a metaphor for the lives of the human inhabitants of the area and the way in which their lives are destroyed by the setting in which they live.

We see the effects on children of the broken lives of the adults who are supposed to protect them - adults who have lost the capacity to care for themselves, living in a society that offers them no opportunities for work, self respect or choice. In the family round whom the film is based, we see a mother trying to maintain some

---

*Ratcatcher* dir. by Lynne Ramsey: 1998
kind of order in a house that is too small and run down and also to make financial ends meet on an inadequate income. Her goal is simply to survive. She cares for her children but is drained of the energy it would take to give them the emotional support they need. There is an irregularly employed father who behaves like an irresponsible son, always meeting his own needs to drink and watch football before considering the needs of his family. There are three children - two girls, the elder of whom is trying to escape her mother's fate and is already experimenting with city centre prostitution, the younger seeking love and attention and a middle child, a boy, caught between childhood and adolescence. It is through the experiences of this boy, James, that we see the struggle of the human spirit to survive despair and to respond to any glimpse of hope.

The film opens with the drowning in the local canal of a boy with whom James was playing, a death for which he feels in part responsible. This drowning symbolizes the lack of parental supervision and the lack of local authority care for the community. The canal is a clear hazard for children but equally an attraction for them in an area which offers no safe opportunities for adventures or fun. James drifts through the film, dreaming about the drowning, watching in a detached way his parents' erratic relationship, his sisters, his younger friend with learning difficulties who loves animals - even the rats - and an older gang. He sees and hears round him constant anger, casual cruelty, and ugliness of the spirit and of the environment. He begins to experiment with drinking his father's beer, smoking a cigarette and joining in the gang bang of an older girl who out of her own needs lies back passively and lets herself be used.

The viewer's heart sinks as it appears that he is drifting into an acceptance of this way of life but is lifted again in a glorious episode where, having formed a tentative relationship with the older girl, whom he met again on the banks of the canal, he helps her, borrowing the fine comb and powerful soap his mother uses for her children, to clean the lice from her hair. She ends up washing her hair in the bath. Taking his clothes off, James joins her and they share a delightful childlike game, washing and splashing each other. In this episode they both
recover their innocence - a kind of baptism - and end up sitting side by side on the sofa, wrapped in towels, eating sandwiches and watching television... a modern sacrament. We see the potential childhood these two might have enjoyed.

Running away from a particularly unpleasant fight between his parents, James takes a bus ride as far as it can go and finds himself in the country where new houses are being built beside a wheat field. Here he finds a new joy, a transcendent experience of running and rolling in the wheat. He returns home reluctantly when darkness falls. Finally the army moves in to clear the rubbish bags and a riot of rat killing ensues. Even James's friend who loves animals is caught up in the hysteria of killing. Yet another of James's fragile beliefs in goodness is destroyed. He is sinking into a drowning, suicidal despair when we see in the closing sequences the family carrying their few household goods through the now harvested wheat field to one of the new houses being built there. They have, in spite of all the odds against them, been rehoused. The film ends with a close up of James's face. For the first and only time in the film he is smiling.

No one in this film appears to be aware of the injustices under which they are living. The men and boys take refuge in alcohol, sex, football and violence; the women comfort each other and try to survive. The children move restlessly from place to place with wild hearts, seeking love. There is no one in the film who offers explanations of what is happening, there is no coherence in people's lives, there is no sense of anyone interpreting the nature of the society in which they live, there is no belief in anything or anyone. There are no structures of work groups, trades unions, local or central government which hear what they have to say or would give them a voice. They swim and sometimes drown in a sea of indifference. For James's family, even the process of rehousing them was a matter of inexplicable fate over which they had no control. Although the film ended in that moment of hope, we are left with no conviction that without job opportunities and the back up services of health and education, the problems they bring with them will not destroy even that. We fear that the glory of James's smile may fade.
Discussion

This child lives in a city which boasts three universities - places of higher learning - and its skyscapes are dominated by church spires. The city shops are glittering temples of consumerism where a woman’s dress can cost more than a month’s income for a family. There are houses that exchange hands for three-quarters of a million pounds. There are also high levels of unemployment and so many families unable, because of their poverty, to pay rates that the local authority struggles to find money to pay teachers, social workers and cleansing workers. Of all the households including dependent children, 27% have only one adult in them and 37% have no one in a paid job. On the periphery of the city are large areas of public housing, in one of which this film was made, whose families are most vulnerable to these shortages since they are the powerless; they are as powerless as those for whom Gutierrez claimed freedom and justice in order that they might achieve a ‘human’ life.280

The Christian Bible reserves its most powerful condemnation for those who abuse children. Poverty, which is endemic in our society, condemns a third of our children. It is from communities such as James’s that we draw our homeless children, children often unwilling to stay and be brutalized by parents from whom they once expected love. They are the ones with sufficient courage and energy to move out even if that means for some begging and prostitution. The world of the poor is another country. This world has reappeared in Britain and the stories that were told by Charles Booth and Henry Mayhew in the Victorian era are in this decade being told by writers like Bea Campbell281 and Nick Davies282. Davies in particular tells us what is happening among the people most damaged and degraded by hopelessness and poverty. They in turn become brutal, corrupted and degraded, doing unto others what was done to them. Our precarious skin of

281 Beatrice Campbell, Goliath: Britain's Dangerous Places, Methuen: London 1993
282 Nick Davies, Dark Heart, Chatto and Windus: London 1997
civilization cracks as it did for some in the concentration camps. As humans we are all vulnerable to the dark forces. Those who benefit from poverty and those who turn their eyes away from it are all complicit in this structural sin.

But this is not a problem of individual sin. A large part of the reason for the growth of poverty in our own country has been deliberate government policies on taxes and benefits. Voters who gave them the majority of votes endorsed these policies. Other European countries took a different path. We have chosen to construct and live in a society in Britain which has made a communal decision that some people are more entitled to respect, dignity, choice and freedom than others. Not only they but also their children perpetuate this system. These are people who have access to good education and good jobs. Flowing from that come the other benefits of an income which makes possible good housing, healthy food, the maximum health related to one’s genetic inheritance, holidays, newspapers but most of all a low level of anxiety about issues of daily survival. This in turn leads to better opportunities for kindly, personal interaction within families. The dark forces within them are less likely to overwhelm happy, confident people.

Poverty has also become a weapon used by nations to impose their will on other nations through the use of sanctions. These create poverty and hunger for the common people rather than damaging the rulers. In fact, the anger this arouses can prop up and reinforce dictatorial regimes. Children, in particular, suffer the effects of these measures.

---

What about the children?

UN sanctions are slowly sapping the lifeblood from the Iraqi people, while Saddam rules on. Elinor Wakefield and Seb Wills report on a student campaign to end the embargo.
Slavery

In this section I discuss the iniquity of slavery, an iniquity which continues to exist in individual countries and is growing within the global market. It is widely believed in the West that slavery ended after the American Civil War when it was abolished in the southern states of America. This is not the case. Slavery takes many forms in today’s world; a traditional, Biblical form which continues to exist in Mauretania, bonded slavery which is endemic in Asia, wage slavery in the forests and mines of Brazil and international slavery which specializes in bringing women and children into prostitution. All of these bring economic rewards to those engaged in this trade. These forms of slavery destroy and degrade the humanity of those enslaved and corrupt the humanity of the slavers, since in order to make money they have to deny any capacity for empathy and compassion they may have had and learn to see their fellow humans as objects to be bought and sold. I then look briefly at the practice of slavery in which women and children are bought and sold as objects to be used sexually before turning to the question of the destruction of the human spirit through poverty.

Mauretania

If it were possible to be sentimental about slavery, it would be in Mauretania. Here slavery is carried on, as it has been from Biblical times, in the Biblical pattern of the slave being part of the owner’s family and the family feeling a sense of responsibility for the slave and his family. All of the slave’s family are of course also slaves and work for the family from early childhood on. The system reflects the best practice of American southern plantation life when slavery was practised there. Slaves in Mauretania feel loyalty and responsibility to the families they serve, are frequently given considerable responsibility which involves travel, have regular responsibilities outside the home – like selling water in the street, an activity that earns significant income for their master. Others’ work may alternate
between the urban world and the master's farm in the countryside. A slave and his owner can develop a relationship of mutual respect and some affection. They can even be seen walking down the street hand in hand. Slaves know that they will be cared for in old age. So what's wrong with that? Is it not reminiscent of the Garden of Eden?

These practices breach the United Nations mandate that no one can own another human being. They also totally ignore the human right to have some degree of choice in how you live your life. The women in the slave family are used in the work of the household and the children are added to the work roster as soon as they can make a physical contribution. Any children born are born into slavery. There is no question of them being given any education; they are simply trained to play their part in the household economy. The economy is the key to this system. For minimum input in the cost of food and shelter, slave owners can run their farms in the country and their businesses in the town for maximum profit. But even in this comparatively remote area of West Africa the Serpent has raised his head to ask the age-old question about freedom from oppression. Two Mauritanian organizations, SOS Slaves and El Hor work to help free slaves in spite of their leaders, many of whom are themselves ex-slaves, being arrested and imprisoned. Kevin Bales argues that the rulers of Mauritania will fight as hard as the slave owners of the American South did to retain their privileges. He also maintains that 'were the Western countries to link their remission of Mauritania's staggering foreign debt to a government programme to give land to slaves, thousands more could achieve a sustainable freedom'.

---

284 See Luke 4: 18 'he hath sent me to preach deliverance to the captives...to set at liberty them that are bruised'.
Bales describes for us the new forms of slavery which have emerged since the second world war and the reasons for this. The first is the dramatic increase in population. Since 1945 the world population has almost trebled from about 2 billion to more than 5.7 billion. Across Southeast Asia and the Indian subcontinent the countries are flooded with children, more than half the population being under fifteen. In countries already poor what resources they have are overwhelmed. Without work, people become desperate and life becomes cheap. The second factor is the rapid social and economic change, which has meant that with modernization the ruling group along with their family and friends have become immensely wealthy while the poverty of the poor has increased disastrously. Enormous sums have been paid for weapons to keep dissidents under control draining the countries still further of resources. Meanwhile traditional ways of coping have been lost as the globalization of the world economy has damaged the small-scale subsistence farming on which families relied. Government policies have converted land to produce cash crops for export. Millions of peasants have been bankrupted and driven from their land – sometimes into slavery. Bales says, ‘For the first time in human history there is an absolute glut of human slaves. A modest estimate is 27 million of which perhaps 15 to 20 millions are to be found in bonded labour in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal.\(^{286}\) Those of us living in North America and Europe benefit from their work because of the cheap imports of grains, rugs, jewellery and other artefacts.

\(^{286}\) Kevin Bales, ibid., pp. 9-14
FORMS OF SLAVERY IN BRAZIL
AND IN INDIA
**Bonded Labour**

This practice, widely applied in Pakistan, brings misery to millions of families. The procedure is as follows: a man is given a job and a loan by an employer, normally a landowner, to buy food and clothing in order to start work. In theory the money will be repaid from his wages but in practice the loan has to be constantly topped up for him to feed himself and his family. He ends up owing much more than he originally borrowed and he has to keep working in the usually forlorn hope that some day he will be able to pay this off. His wife and children are considered included in the bondage and all other members of his family are seen as responsible for the debt. If he dies they are expected to take it over.

Any attempt on the part of him or his family to escape is dealt with by brutal repression. The families live in extreme poverty without access to educational or health services. While this is not officially slavery it takes the same form. The landowner considers that he owns his employees body and soul. This is seen to be particularly the case at election time when the bonded are lined up and sent in wagons to vote for the candidate of the landlord's choice. Needless to say his candidate will be the one least likely to question the system of bonded labour.

**Contract Slavery**

In the mining areas and in the jungles of Brazil, forms of industrial practice are employed that bear only the most marginal similarity to what we understand as normal. The photographs of Salgado have shown us something of the working conditions in the gold mines where armed guards stand over the workers and where working conditions are brutal in the extreme. What goes on in the camps in the jungle where the forests are being destroyed is less widely known because of the precautions taken by the contractors to prevent access.
One American film crew which managed to get images of the appalling conditions in one camp showed their film on the evening before the Mayor of Matte Grosso was asking Congress for additional funding. Their application was refused until they introduced improvement particularly for the care of children. The Brazil government then ruled that children should not be allowed to work in the camps. Two results came of this. The first was that one camp was built which included a school and a health clinic. This became a show camp to which visitors could be taken. The second result – deriving from the ruling about children not being allowed to work – was that 30,000 women and children, on their own, were simply dumped at a road side without money or transport. This does not mean that children are no longer employed, simply that a gesture had to be made. Nevertheless we can see what an important part vivid mass communication could play in developing a new morality.

The men in these camps are attracted there by offers of work. Recruited in the towns they are taken by lorries into the jungle, given a loan to buy food and given accommodation for themselves and their families. With no history of industry they lack the experience and sophistication which would protect them from the exploitation to which they are subjected. The camps are usually many miles from main roads and become virtual prisons with guards who pursue men if they attempt to escape and beat them mercilessly when they are caught. They are trapped in a spiralling circle of debt since their wages are not sufficient to live on.

*War Slavery*

In Burma today, tens of thousands of men, women and children have been captured by the army and used as labourers on government construction projects or as aides to the army in military campaigns against indigenous people. While not technically slaves, violence is used to keep these humans in bondage. The motive is economic – the saving of labour costs either for the army or construction

---

287 In spite of its minimal effects this is an interesting example of how vivid mass communication can play a significant part in educating a wider public and giving them some responsibility in what is going on even in distant countries.
projects. International companies who invest in Burma are complicit in this iniquity since both the U.S. State department and human rights organizations have confirmed this situation. In the African wars children are kidnapped, taught how to shoot and kill, often with the aid of drugs, and in addition the girls are used to sexually service the soldiers.

**Sexual Slavery**

I am treating this as a separate form of slavery because of its international ramifications and the complexity of its structure. It does however have certain factors in common with those previously described. The sexual slavery of women, like other forms of slavery, carries with it the weight of generations. The bodies of women share the economic value of the bodies of men. They can be put to work, either in the fields or in the household and can produce children to continue the work just as a herd of cows does. But they have an additional value — they are objects of sexual desire — and for this reason if for no other they have been stolen, bought, sold and even married so that their possession is secure. In this section I will look at one form of sexual slavery associated with war then at the form of sexual slavery which has developed to meet the global market of prostitution.

One of the best documented studies of sexual slavery in wartime is contained in the testimonies compiled by the Korean Council for Women Drafted for Military Sexual Slavery and the Research Association on the Women Drafted for Military Sexual Slavery by Japan.\(^{288}\) There was a fifty year silence over the estimated two hundred thousand Asian — mainly Korean — women forced into sexual service as euphemistically named ‘comfort women’ for Japanese troops in the second world war. The delay in sharing knowledge of what had happened to these women was more related to their shame than the guilt of the men who had planned and carried out this outrage. The ‘comfort women’ policy was planned, established and managed, and the women recruited, by the chiefs of the army and navy General Staff.

The extensive deployment of 'comfort stations' for the exclusive use of the military began in 1937 after the Nanjing Massacre where an estimated 115,000 Chinese were killed. Japanese soldiers referred to the comfort stations as nigyuchichi (29 to one), a reference to the number of men each woman was expected to service each day. Evidence of comfort stations has been confirmed in China, Hong Kong, the Philippines, Singapore and every other occupied area of the Far East. It has long been assumed that soldiers were entitled to see the women of conquered territories as available to relieve their sexual needs either by paying for their services or raping them. In the West the use of local brothels has been seen by the officer class as helpful in keeping their men under control and since the First World War prophylactics have been issued to help avoid infection. There is however a qualitative difference when, as happened with the Japanese, women in occupied countries were forced to leave their homes to service their soldiers. These women, as I have said mostly Korean, were drawn from a powerfully patriarchal culture where respectability and chastity were seen as essential to a woman’s self respect and her family’s honour.

When after the war, these women were released, their shame was such that neither they nor their families spoke of their experiences. Silence and forgetting were their techniques of survival. Ultimately a number of former Korean ‘comfort women’ found the courage to break their collaborative silence. Making their story public, ‘turned them from individual survivors into collectives of resistance’, North and South Korean ‘comfort women’ met together for the first time in 1992'. For these women to break silence and redefine themselves from sinners, to survivors, to resisters, involved great pain and courage since their families and community viewed them as shameful. Some ‘comfort women’ who have died have been buried in a sacred space (The Hill of Missing Home) where people who died for the nation are buried. This gesture has had great significance in challenging the stigma of national dishonour and transforms the ‘defiled prostitute’ into a ‘national heroine’.

289 Comfort Women, Trouble and Strife: The radical feminist magazine, no.41 p.59
Some aspects of organized sexual slavery for economic purposes are to be found now in every country in the world. A recent investigation in Britain found young girls held in slavery and forced to be prostitutes in Birmingham and Manchester.\textsuperscript{290} Most women and children\textsuperscript{291} are drawn from countries where they are living in abject poverty, usually they are promised jobs in their own or another country so leave their homes willingly and are then imprisoned, raped and beaten until they accept their fate as sex workers. Those who are taken to countries other than their own have their passports taken away and are even more helpless. Thailand is frequently used as a case study for a society where the bodies of young women are cheap. Sometimes sold to agents by their own families on the understanding that they are going to work in factories, these young women are supplied to brothels in Japan, Europe and America where they are brutalized and enslaved. Kevin Bales describes how criminal gangs, usually Chinese or Vietnamese are known to control brothels in the United States that enslave Thai women. Women are rotated round brothels to escape the attention of law enforcement officers.\textsuperscript{292} The world in which sexual slaves live whether in Thailand, New York or London is like the world of the concentration camp where there are only those who have power and those who have no power. Each has to find a way of adjusting to their enslavement and find ‘strategies invented to enable them to live in an unliveable situation’.\textsuperscript{293}

\textit{Discussion}

These kinds of slavery are related to the use and abuse of power for economic ends. The powerful use the bodies of the slaves as if they were machines with no human identity. This was how the pyramids were built and it is how some food,

\textsuperscript{290} The Game’s Up, Children’s Society, 1996 and Maggie O’Kane, Death of Innocence, Guardian G2 pp.2-3, 12.2.1996
\textsuperscript{291} An investigation undertaken by The Observer 14.1.2001 states that there is a growing demand from British paedophiles for foreign children as young as six who can be ordered from abroad through pimps, then imprisoned in private West End flats. As they grow too old for the paedophiles they are sold on into adult prostitution.
\textsuperscript{292} Kevin Bales, op. cit., p.70
\textsuperscript{293} R.D Laing, The Politics of Experience, Penguin: Harmondsworth 1967 p.95
cloth, carpets, furniture, jewellery, and many other goods come to the West today. They come more cheaply than would otherwise be possible and ‘respectable’ firms enmeshed in global capitalism tolerate many of these practices. In some of the countries where these practices flourish the culture of human rights is poorly developed particularly in respect of women. In some Far Eastern countries it may be thought the to be born as a woman may be a punishment for misdeeds in a former life. Western ideas of human rights are largely products of Renaissance humanism and the Enlightenment and even with that it took more than a century of industrial struggle before the West had a clear view of worker’s rights. Even now in the twenty-first century they can be threatened. We should not be patronizing but we should be concerned with enabling change to take place. Anger is an appropriate response as is compassion for the victims. There is not an appropriate forum for forgiveness in the iniquities described. Within the larger iniquity of slavery we find a network of transgressions in which humans destroy their fellow humans with beatings, rape, starvation and a variety of tortures. Perhaps the worst transgression lies within those of us in the West who collude with these practices by continuing, even when we are aware of the source, to buy from firms who accept these practices in order to increase their profits and the value of their share holdings and to close our eyes to the exploitation of women and children in prostitution.

Bales tells us that ‘Slaveholders, business people, even governments hide slavery behind smoke screens of words and definitions. We have to penetrate this smoke and know slavery for what it is, recognizing that it is not a “third world” issue but a global reality - a reality in which we are already involved and implicated’. He goes on to point out that churches were at the core of the original abolitionist movement out of the religious tradition of the need of freedom from captivity of both the body and the spirit. The fact that slavery is an abomination that denies the sanctity of life and crushes the young and vulnerable requires their current involvement. 294

294 Kevin Bales, op. cit., p. 261
Violence and War

Both poverty and slavery are forms of violence in that they represent the oppression of groups of people. Wherever we look we find conflicting interests and divergent ways of finding resolution to conflict but from the second half of the twentieth century we have seen the most serious attempts to formulate new responses to mediate conflicting interests. These attempts are themselves responses to the need to reformulate ideas of right and wrong, sin, iniquity and transgression in the light of new knowledge and understanding of the human potential for self destruction. The new approaches are essentially non-violent since those involved in new mediation processes increasingly see violence as more likely to escalate conflict rather than resolve or diminish it. This is not to say that they are pacifists – the view they hold can best be described as pragmatic.

Violence has been an accepted response to individual and group conflict over many millennia. It has both positive and negative aspects. In a sense it is related to our capacities for passion, energy and courage. We can have a violent response to seeing or experiencing cruelty or injustice if rejection of these is part of our cultural response. We can use it creatively in many forms of art. Some people we designate as criminals see violence as an art form and in some cultures the violent man is seen as a hero. On the other hand it can result in cruelty and injustice, forms of violence like rape or the physical and sexual abuse of one’s partner and children. In the advanced industrial societies many aspects of the previously assumed entitlement to this violence have now been questioned but we would be foolish not to recognize the power, excitement and pleasure that the infliction of cruelty can create in the most average person.

The state, by creating police forces, has taken upon itself the responsibility to use violence to maintain order and prevent random violence in the community. This can be a positive use of organized violence although we are given regular glimpses

295 See Jimmy Boyle, A Sense of Freedom, Canongate, Edinburgh 1977
296 In turn the community has taken on the task of controlling unnecessary violence by the police through a complaints process.
on television of how that can also be abused. In theory certain groups, like women and children, are now protected from domestic violence; rape within marriage is now a criminal offence in Britain as is the rape of men by men. These practices are proving difficult to control. Legislation against violence among football fans has been tightened up. The state can also organize violence in less acceptable ways as we saw in Germany under Fascism and in Britain in the 1980s during the miners’ strike. Clearly the impulse to violence is deeply embedded in the human creature and, while women are not immune, it appears to be most powerfully demonstrated in the young male of the species, a capacity the state seems both to wish to dispel but also to utilize, particularly in wartime.

*War as an aspect of violence*

One area, rarely questioned, is the legitimacy of the use of organized violence in war. The assumption that organized violence between nations should take over when diplomacy fails to resolve conflict – or even before it has been tried – is held by the vast majority of the citizens of this planet. This arises, not necessarily from a reasoned conviction, but because people may have not been offered an opportunity to discuss it or influence the decisions involved in resolving conflict. This happened even in Britain in relation to entering the war in Kosovo. Parliament, as representing the people of this country, was totally bypassed; the war was undertaken without it being officially declared. The decision had been made by a handful of people in the Cabinet. There was no democratic outcry because people had by that time been persuaded by the media that war was the only solution to the conflict. How much more is this the case in those countries which do not have any pretence of democracy?

---

297 Between February 1998 and February 2000, Strathclyde police statistics show that they were called to a total of 22,400 domestic disputes of which over 9,000 involved physical violence. The Glasgow Women’s Support Group Survey (1990) showed that of the 1,503 women responders to a questionnaire, 52% had been frightened of the men they lived with because of his behaviour, such as being slapped, kicked, hit, constantly shouted at or accused of things they hadn’t done. For most of these women this was a regular or frequent event. The University of Manchester, Wife Rape, Marriage and the Law Survey, (1991) showed that one in seven of the 1,007 women whose cases were looked at (14%) had been raped by their husbands, in almost half of the rapes violence was used or threatened. One in three women of those raped with violence were pregnant. Source for these figures is the Glasgow Women’s Support Project.
The images presented by the media during the Kosovo conflict were of brave young men from the Allied Forces bombing from aeroplanes and equally brave young men from Serbia and Kosovo energetically trying to kill each other on the ground to gain territory - that most ancient of goals. What we also saw were harrowing pictures of women and children suffering and in despair, images that we see repeated in every conflict in every country. There is no evidence that these women are given any opportunity to consider whether organized violence as a way of resolving conflict is desirable or inevitable. The decisions to react with violence are made by their husbands and sons or by their rulers. The makers and sellers of armaments must welcome and encourage the idea of violent responses to conflict since this ensures continuous profits for their shareholders.

The basic iniquity of modern war as waged by nations of the First World, because of advances in technology means that those who suffer most in modern war are civilians. Not only are they killed but their homes and their economies are destroyed. Many recent wars reflect the failure of the economically advanced nations, which have united themselves in the West, to recognize their responsibility to the poorer nations of the world. They continue to manufacture and sell armaments which Third World governments buy as status symbols - but inevitably use against their neighbours or to subdue what they describe as dissidents in their own countries.

Judging by the last two major wars in which Britain was engaged, the Gulf War and Kosovo, there appears to be an increasing tendency to engage in war which totally subjugates the enemy rather than seeking a break into which diplomacy can be reinserted. When conventional weapons fail or are thought inappropriate the use of sanctions as a method of subjugation brings suffering, not to the powerful but to the powerless. Lurking always in the background is the threat of the use of

298 This destruction offers economic opportunities to firms in the West to come in after the war and rebuild the destroyed infrastructures.
299 Money used for armaments if spent on health and education would naturally lead to more democratic regimes, which the leaders of these countries do not usually want.
nuclear weapons by Britain and America, instruments of mass destruction which not only have the capacity to destroy cities and their civilian populations but have the possibility to destroy the planet itself. Both these countries have shameful numbers of their citizens living in poverty, which could be relieved by the money used to create and maintain these weapons. The alternatives to war are never addressed.

The history of Christian opposition to war

Canon Stuart Morris described war as 'not to be thought of as dying for what you believe in, but as killing for what you believe in'. This reflects a view that has been held since the early years of Christianity and is a story perhaps best told in Nuttall's history of Christian pacifism. He takes five historical points between the first and twentieth centuries, which show a conscientious repudiation of war. By following his pattern we can see also how the roots of secular rejection of war developed. The periods taken are the early church, the pacifism of the medieval sects, the reformation groups of Anabaptists and Mennonites on the Continent and the Quakers in England. Nuttall deliberately limits his discussion to 'organized and conscious groups of Christian Pacifists, not isolated, prophetic figures' and points out that, while the position of the early Christians may seem the least relevant, each group to some extent, 'made its own the witness of those who had gone before'. Nuttall also points out that the principles underlying Christian Pacifism have differed at different times. The view that God is a God of love is, he says, a comparatively recent inclusion in the pacifist argument; certainly he finds no trace of it in the pacifist discussions before the beginning of the nineteenth century.

Any discussion of war forces us to acknowledge the ambivalence of Christian views of virtue. Matt Ridley tells us that the anthropologist and historian Hartung,

---

300 He added, 'and there is no surer method of destroying your ideals than by trying to protect them by a method which inevitably destroys them'. In Stuart Morris, Conscripting Christianity, Peace Pledge Union pamphlet, 1937. The pamphlet was the text of a sermon broadcast by the BBC on 1.8.37. Morris later resigned holy orders.

'has taken the much loved Judaeo-Christian phrase "Love thy neighbour as thyself" and subjected it to searching scrutiny'. According to Hartung it was devised by Moses to soothe the dissension and internecine violence among the Israelites but referred directly to 'the children of thy people' and was not a encouragement to 'general benevolence'. He also quotes Richard Alexander - 'the rules of morality and law alike seem not to be designed specifically to allow people to live in harmony within societies but to enable societies to be sufficiently united to deter their enemies'. We have continued to laud the classical virtues of manliness and bravery which are essential components of warfare while paying lip service to the Christian virtues of love, modesty, acceptance and humility - the alternatives to the Seven Deadly Sins. It could be argued that in the main we have encouraged women to take responsibility for maintaining the Christian virtues while men have been given the freedom to choose the classical virtues.

Turning to the Early Church Nuttall sees the defining point as the year 313, when Constantine made Christianity the official religion of the Roman Empire. As a consequence of this he says, 'everything was altered for the Christians and has remained different ever since'. Since 313 the Church has officially accepted war. Nuttall quotes W.E. Orchard, 'Christianity has accepted the State, and ... this carries with it the necessity for ... the waging of war'. By the fourth century the Church had authorized the forcible suppression of pagan rites - a precedent for the later violence against heretics - and by 416 non-Christians were actually forbidden to serve in the army - the army and the church were now indissolubly linked with the authority of St. Augustine that war may be 'just' for Christians. The gradual reversal of the anti-war teachings of the early fathers was intensified in the seventh century by the need for large scale armed defence against Islam.

303 J. Hartung, Love thy neighbour, The Skeptic, Vol.3 No.4 1995 Hartung ends his essay with the bleak view that only an extra-terrestrial enemy could create a universal morality.
304 Geoffrey Nuttall, Christian Pacifism in History, p.4
305 W.E. Orchard, intro. To CJ Cadoux, The Early Christian Attitude to War; a contribution to the history of Christian ethics, Headley: London 1919
Before this the relationship had been very different. Refusal among Christians to take part in military service was mainly, but not only, due to their fear of idolatry since a requirement was to take the oath as part of pagan rites. It has to be remembered that the early Christians came mainly from Jewish stock and that the First Commandment, 'Thou shalt have no other Gods before me', was powerfully imprinted. The other factor, reflecting their relationship with the state, was their reluctance to take part in the life of the world which they saw as the product of an evil system which had to be rejected. This led Celsus, the second century critic of Christianity, to make an accusation to the effect that while being willing to enjoy the advantages of the Empire they would do nothing to ensure its preservation. 'If all did as the Christians', wrote Celsus, 'there would be nothing to prevent things from getting into the hands of the barbarians.' This is still the strongest argument used against pacifists today.

In linking themselves to the state, the Christian Church moved inevitably from being a Christian sect in the Roman Empire to become the Holy Roman Empire in which the Emperor was a Christian Emperor and the Pope an imperial Bishop, working together in a common purpose to establish total control of the known world. Any opposition or criticism was not to be tolerated and where heard was quickly driven underground. War and oppression led Milman to use the phrase, 'the military Christianity of the Middle Ages'. The earlier case for pacifism was no longer relevant so a new foundation had to be laid and this was found in the Christian Bible which at this time was still forbidden to lay readers. The dissidents were in that sense precursors of the Reformation but the point with which we are concerned is that they appear to have taken the Sermon on the Mount literally and saw it as a repudiation of war.

306 Exodus, 20:3
307 Geoffrey Nuttall, op. cit., p.9
309 There were three main heretical groups - the Waldenses of France and Italy, the Lollards in England and the Moravian Brethren of what is now the Czech Republic, all of whom were violently oppressed.
310 Geoffrey Nuttall, op. cit., p.52
It was the Quakers in the seventeenth century who were to found an anti-war movement which still, in the twenty-first century, holds to its earliest beliefs. For George Fox, Nuttall says, 'it was not war in itself which was out of the question, so much as the attitudes of mind and spirit which dispose men to war and without which war would not be possible'. Nuttall sees the Society of Friends, as the Quakers are called, as having been influenced by the humanism of the Renaissance with its new respect for personality and new faith in human capacities. The Friends' repudiation of war as an affront to the human soul was in part a response to this new humanism. The sixteenth century Christian humanist Erasmus had said,

Who will give to this manifest madness [manifestariam insaniam] the names of zeal, piety and fortitude, devising a way whereby it is possible for a man to whip out his sword, stick it into the guts of his brother, and nonetheless dwell in that supreme charity which, according to Christ's precept, a Christian owes to his neighbour.\(^{310}\)

It was expressed more directly in the phrase, 'How can you say "Our Father" while you are thrusting the sharp steel into the body of your brother?' in the Erasmus tract, the Complaint of Peace.\(^{311}\)

Erasmus and his circle, the 'London Reformers', leaders of the English Renaissance,\(^ {312}\) aspired to create a radically new social order and in doing so addressed the question of war and peace. They saw that unless wars could largely

---


\(^{311}\) Quoted in Robert P. Adams, op. cit.

\(^{312}\) Quoted in Robert P. Adams, op. cit.

\(^{313}\) Erasmus on War, ed. D.Gibb, p.15 and quoted in Nuttall p.58. In practice however Erasmus was prepared to permit a defensive war or any just war. His pacifism was primarily humanitarian and not theological and Biblical according to H.A.Bender in his biography of Conrad Grebel p.201 as quoted in Nuttall p.78
be prevented, the social reconstruction they sought would be impossible. They were drawing on the rich heritage of antiquity, not accepting the view that war is an action of a divine Providence but a man-made evil which could be lessened if not entirely eliminated in a just and rational society. Rival visions of the origin and function of war, according to Robert Adams, are to be found in two enduring and contradictory myths. The first is of the Golden Age of peace and bliss to which we can never return and which we betrayed with our brutish nature in the Fall; the second is the myth of Prometheus who challenged the gods of Olympus in order to bring fire to humans. The Prometheus myth celebrates our ability to challenge the status quo, to move out of brutishness, to develop art and technology, to constantly improve.

Poets, historians and philosophers in history, captivated by the idea of the Golden Age, saw the history of wars as representing the degeneration of that idea. Adams tells us that Pythagoras, Lucretius, Ovid, Seneca and Plutarch all gave vivid descriptions of how this degeneration had taken place. Starting with killing animals humans progressively became brutalized until they even began to enjoy the manslaughter that went with war and glorify the leaders who led them into it. The Roman Stoics thought 'just ' wars virtually impossible and denounced martial 'glory' as false. 'Pliny concluded that man, the only animal addicted to perpetual war upon its own kind, is not only ethically inferior to the most frightful beasts but indeed lives more in disorder and violence than any known animal'. With such a depressing view of human development it would be difficult to plan as Erasmus and the Reformers did for social reform and a new order of peace and justice.

Erasmus's anti war satire, Praise of Folly, written in 1509, is based on a cheerfully optimistic, Promethean view that tried to clear away the idiocies of war and create more humane structures, 'a flowering of what Erasmus called the peaceful "genius of this island". Shakespeare was reflecting this when he has Gaunt say,
Living in a society which described war as glorious and glamorous and deeply Christian, Erasmus offered an alternative view. Using the personification of Folly as a mouthpiece, he presented a Christian-Humanist vision of war and war-makers as ‘beastly, hellish, corruptive of human society, unjust and unchristian’. He did not see it as inevitable and necessary - rather as created by corrupt men. On the other hand he does not offer the standard view that the bestiality man shows in war is related to the Fall and man’s sin. His humanism leads him to examine the human capacity for irrational and anti-human behaviour. In describing it as hellish, Adams claims that Erasmus is drawing our attention to the barbarity of unreason which leads to frenzy. The notion that war is corruptive of human society is implicit in the phrase he uses that it is ‘so pestilential that it brings with it a general blight upon morals’. Finally in describing it as unjust and unchristian he is questioning the use and abuse of power, both of the papacy and the monarchy.

Erasmus was writing in the fading medieval dream of a unified ideal society of Christendom, a Pax Ecclesiae within which all humans could be part of a single society ruled by one Natural Law. Corruption and decadence destroyed that dream and the Reformation finally closed the door on it. Hobbes in the seventeenth century was able to say, ‘the natural relation of any two states is war’. Since the Renaissance peace has been a temporary condition but the messages Erasmus has left with us are still relevant.

By the eighteenth century we had Kant, who it seems had a ‘peculiar hatred of war’, calling it ‘the scourge of mankind’, writing his essay Concerning Perpetual Peace. ‘So act, he wrote, ‘that you treat humanity, whether in your own person or
in the person of everyone else, always as an end, never merely as a means'. In the same century, in England, Blake was writing as radically,

And all must love the human form
In heathen, turk or jew'.
Where Mercy, Love & Pity dwell
There God is dwelling too.\(^{316}\)

But it was in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries that this humanist message was put into the political context of international socialism and an avowedly secular anti war, but non-pacifist movement was created. The case made here was that in war workers were fighting fellow workers and that they should join together over national boundaries to create a new and better international society. Conscientious objection, expressed in refusal to bear arms, was disallowed for both religious and political objectors in the first world war - they were sent to prison - but reluctantly recognized in the second world war where they were allocated by tribunals to ambulance or agricultural work or the mines.

The horrors of the First and Second World War caused a wide range of people to reopen the question of the validity of war as a method of solving conflict. Keir Hardie, the first socialist to be elected to Parliament, opposed Britain's entry into the First World War in Parliament. His was a lone voice. Eight million Europeans were killed and it was felt that those mainly responsible were ignorant generals locked into a past culture where men could be thrown at the enemy without consideration of the cost. The nature of the soldiery had changed, as had the technology of the weapons.\(^{317}\) This was the first conscript army in Britain, drawn from all strata of society and in some cases all the sons in a family were killed. Children were left fatherless and a generation of young women were faced with spinsterhood because of the shortage of young men. Never before in modern times


had there been such social devastation. The Black Death was the most recent equivalent. Gradually news leaked out of the horror of the trenches in which the men had lived and from which the battles had been waged. Drowning in mud, living with the unburied dead and rats, men were sometimes driven out of their minds as well as losing an arm, a leg or their sight, if they survived. Arriving home as heroes they had to face the economic depression of the post war years.

Poetry and novels had attempted to describe what had happened during the war and now a spate of novels reflected the despair of the economic depression that followed. It was the production of armaments for the Second World War that turned the economic tide – the armaments were seen as a solution, not as the seeds of a new problem. The horrors of the war in which it is thought fifty four millions were killed,\textsuperscript{318} including many civilians, combined with new fears of the potential use of the atom bombs which had been dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. This led to the establishment of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, initiated by the philosopher Bertrand Russell. While it had some Christian connections, the chair for many years was held by the Methodist, Canon Collins – CND, as it became known, was overtly secular and political. The arguments used were secularly humanist and pragmatic although the practice of public processions and annual Easter pilgrimages to Aldermaston had all the atmosphere of pre-Christian religious ceremonies. This is the point at which the anti-war case began to be presented – except for those theistic members who gave their own personal view – without reference to a Christian position or to the sinful nature of war. The secular case against war began to be formulated.

\textit{The role of women}

A defining moment was the setting up of a women’s camp at Greenham Common, just south of London where NATO decided to base one quarter of the United States cruise and Pershing nuclear weapons in Europe. There had been no national debate about this decision. This led to outbreaks of civil disobedience all over the

\textsuperscript{318}Hobsbaum, ibid., estimates that in addition four and a half million Europeans were uprooted.
country and a conscious link was now made between feminism, pacifism, gender and war. The iniquities that were part of gender issues for women and the iniquities of war in its brutalities were being seen as the consequences of systems rather than as the problems of individuals. These were the same issues that had been addressed by Virginia Woolf in her book *Three Guineas.*

Responding to men who were asking women how to prevent war, 'with the sound of guns in our ears', Woolf replied:

>'We can best prevent war not by repeating your words and following your methods but by finding new words and creating new methods. We can best help you to prevent war not by joining your society but by remaining outside your society but in co-operation with its aim. That aim is the same for us both. It is to assert the rights of all - all men and women - to respect in their persons the great principles of Justice and Equality and Liberty.'

This is an early assertion of the Kuhnian view that in times of change important questions are not answered but reformulated.

In the same response she says, 'As a woman I have no country, as a woman I want no country. As a woman my country is the whole world.' This was the view that the Greenham women attempted to live out in their day to day lives. Although the camp closed when the Americans withdrew, it left a profound effect on the women of Britain, northern Europe and America, many of whom began to see themselves as the custodians of the moral argument against the nuclear weapons which had grown out of the first atom bomb. Non violent direct action groups were set up in various countries where nuclear weapons were based. Many women for the first time in their lives had become politicised by the realization that their country was being transformed into a launch pad for weapons of mass destruction. They were

---

willing to suffer imprisonment and ridicule for their beliefs, experiences not new to religious women but, like the suffragettes, these women were seeking the Kingdom on earth, not in an afterlife. One of the more interesting aspects of the women’s campaign was their feminist and humanist nature. They hung the wire fences surrounding the nuclear bases with the clothing of small children, they wove webs to represent the web of life and hung them on the gates of defence institutions, and they broke into Ministry of Defence land and planted flower bulbs. These actions were metaphors to combat what they saw as the destructive, evil behaviour of governments – the iniquity I am trying to describe.

Vietnam as a turning point

The war which had most sharply questioned conventional attitudes to war was the American campaign in Vietnam, both while it was being waged and after the soldiers were brought home. The word Vietnam has gone into the language as a metaphor for a battle that cannot be won. America already had a low key history of conscientious objection on pacifist grounds but during the Vietnam war this swelled to a deluge – not of pacifism as such but of revulsion against this particular war because of what was seen as the barbarity and injustice of the manner in which the war was being waged. Young men due for conscription voted with their feet, leaving the USA for Canada and Europe in spite of the threats made against them that they would lose citizenship and never be able to return.

The Government had made the decision, which they later realized was a mistake, to allow camera and film crews to record the action of the war. This meant that while people, both in America and Europe, were eating their supper they were also watching villages being napalmed and the inhabitants running, screaming and dying in flames. The newspapers reproduced haunting pictures of women and children dead and dying as well as one unforgettable picture of a small Vietnamese girl running along the road naked and on fire, fleeing from the bombs. To an extent never before witnessed, all over America- particularly in universities- and in
Europe, anti-Vietnam war demonstrations took place. People were reacting, not out of an intellectual belief but from their feelings of revulsion at the real meaning of war, as distinct from the official propaganda and justification. This is the sense of shock which I referred to earlier that helps us to identify iniquity.

America, unable to cope with the criticism at home and their failure to defeat the jungle based Vietcong retreated from the conflict, badly damaged in its self-esteem. The after effects of the war were almost as damaging for that country which believed itself not only virtuous but also impregnable. Every small town had lost someone. Evidence showed that American soldiers could behave savagely and brutally and kill indiscriminately. A high proportion of them had taken drugs to dull the awfulness of the tasks they were expected to perform and had become addicted. Treatment centres had to be set up for those returning with post traumatic stress, which too often led to physical abuse of their families and alcoholism.

In their involvement in the Gulf War, twenty years later, America put into practice the lessons learned in Vietnam. Not only was public information strictly controlled but modern technology was used to inflict casualties on the enemy from high flying planes piloted by young men using computers. Thus distanced they could not themselves be emotionally involved or attacked. Modern war had been sanitized for their own soldiers by the industrial nations to enable them to bomb, kill and destroy without any sense of guilt. Also, nations now chose interventions in wars which could be won quickly. General Colin Powell who led the American forces in the Gulf War was reported as saying, ‘We do deserts, not jungles’.

It was not modern war that was waged in the Balkans or in Africa in the last decades of the twentieth century. Here war was fought as it has been for centuries using whatever weapons came to hand. These could be guns, machetes or matches which set fire to and destroyed homes, buildings and schools. The rape of women

---

321 Part of the argument against French colonial wars, particularly in Algeria, was that a whole generation of young men was being corrupted there.
and the killing of children belonging to the enemy have always been part of the warrior's repertoire but this, because of modern communications, became international rather than only local knowledge. In the Balkans, Christian Serbs raped Moslem women, not just to dishonour them in the eyes of their husbands but to implant Serbian seed in their wombs. The older practice of ripping out the foetus of a pregnant woman continued. The agony of these women is impossible to describe. In Africa, soldiers with AIDS raped women with the intention of passing on the virus but also sought out girl children in the hope that by having sex with a virgin their own condition would be cured. A practice developed of cutting off the lower arms of enemy children so that in future they would not be able to hold a gun. It also means that they are unable to work. Aid agencies tried to cope with impossible situations with limited resources in poverty stricken countries while millions of pounds were being channelled by Western countries into the making, selling and buying of arms so that people can kill each other.

Discussion

In any group we will find conflicting interests and divergent ways of finding resolution to conflict but from the second half of the twentieth century we have seen the most serious attempts to formulate new responses to mediate conflicting interests. These attempts are themselves responses to the need to reformulate ideas of right and wrong, sin, iniquity and transgression in the light of new knowledge and understanding of the human potential for self destruction. The new approaches are essentially non-violent since those involved in new mediation processes increasingly see violence as more likely to escalate conflict rather than resolve or diminish it. This is not to say that they are pacifists - the view they hold can best be described as pragmatic.

Conclusion

In this chapter I have explored three of those iniquities which I see as being most likely to destroy the essence of being human - poverty, slavery and violence,
particularly the violence that explodes into war. It will be clear that these three are closely linked. I am suggesting that these iniquities are caused not so much by the traditional Christian sins – perhaps with the exception of greed - as by the way the structures within which we live and which we have helped to create, destroy the human capacity to respect and empathize with another human being either in their joy or in their pain. Human beings are turned into objects that can be used and abused, bought and sold, hired and fired and manipulated by Governments whose agenda is linked to power and commerce.\(^\text{322}\) Such practices are of course not new. Such lack of empathy for others, particularly for outsiders, has always been present in the human race. But its effects have become qualitatively more destructive in our time, thanks to advances in modern and military technology, communication techniques and cheaper international travel and trade. We have always to ask the question – who benefits?

The Evangelical Christian argument presented by Wilberforce and others against the worst excesses of human cruelty was based on the belief that any action that was capable of destroying the essence of the divine in humans, that is to say, the human quality which reflected humans in their aspect of imitatio dei, or their belief in the imitation of Christ as described by Thomas a Kempis\(^\text{323}\), was intolerable. If slavery was to degrade humans to that extent then, no matter the economic cost, slavery must be abolished. Christianity had not previously appeared to find any contradiction between its teaching and the practice of slavery, and continued that tradition - that some people are less human than others - in South Africa among devout Christians under the guise of the policy of apartheid and in the tribalism of Northern Ireland and former Yugoslavia. It may be that what we were seeing in the campaign against slavery was a reaction that owed more to Enlightenment humanism being grafted on to an Evangelical view than Christianity itself. While the Renaissance had been the breeding ground of these ideas, by the end of the eighteenth century the writings of Thomas Paine had begun to bring issues of

\(^{322}\)These issues have been powerfully presented from a deeply Christian perspective by George Newlands in *Generosity and the Christian Future*, op. cit.

human rights to the forefront of cultural thought. A post-Christian view focussed on these issues, might substitute the phrase human dignity or human rights for the phrase imitato dei, but would hold to the principle that degrading that which is the essence of a human being cannot be tolerated.

I have only touched on the fringes of the practice of iniquity. The question I am left with is this. Is the notion of forgiveness with its hangover from the Christian-Judeo tradition in any way relevant for these iniquities or do we have to find some other lens for looking at these issues – perhaps the lens of justice or the lens of human equality? When a child is brutally tortured and killed in a modern, wealthy city like London, the immediate response is to find a scapegoat. We imprison the people directly responsible then seek out the individual social worker or doctor to punish rather than ask the more difficult questions that are to do, not with individual failings, but with under funded and overworked institutions, of Government lack of care for immigrant children, of poor co-ordination of services. These are the structures of governments who fail in their duty of protecting their citizens linked to a lack of strong ‘community’ sense among neighbours. This same failure is to be found in the toleration of poverty in the interests of the wealthy.

Before moving on in this discussion it is important to accept that the issues in this chapter, and others we have not discussed like patriarchy, racism or the iniquities practised against the environment we all share, highlight a new awareness of our interdependence and mutual responsibility. A major shift is taking place in the former notion that there is an easy distinction to be made between the sinner and the righteous. This is as relevant for Myra Hindley and the other actors we considered in Chapter One as in our shared responsibility for war, slavery and poverty. Recognition of this is part of the new paradigm. From now on our global world will always contain, in every country, different cultures, traditions and interests as a result of the movement of peoples across the planet. Some degree of

conflict of values is inevitable and currently it appears to have exploded beyond tolerable limits. Living in a world of immediate, vivid global communication, we can no longer plead ignorance of the iniquities I have described or deny our complicity in them.

The covenantal traditions of Judaism, which maintained balance in the lives and in the wars of the people of Israel, wither in the face of new military technology and the nuclear threat. The powerfully held myth of a pure early Christian vision of forgiveness allied to grace falters as we struggle in our more complex understanding of sin and iniquity. The role of sin appears more complex than we had been led to believe, the role of forgiveness more limited. The failure of the institutions of Christianity to confront these issues, or even to withdraw from collusion with them, has led to a moral vacuum which is being met by secular attempts both within the legislative process and through community action to find ways of managing our affairs more effectively, humanely and peacefully: wealth without poverty, cheap goods without slavery, sexuality without exploitation, conflict without war.\(^{325}\) In attempting this we may be forced to remember Emily Dickinson's warning:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Much Madness is divinest Sense -} \\
\text{To a discerning Eye -} \\
\text{Much Sense - the starkest Madness -} \\
\text{....'Tis the Majority} \\
\text{In this, as All, prevail –} \\
\text{Assent - and you are sane –} \\
\text{Demur – you're straightway dangerous –} \\
\text{And handled with a chain –} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\(^{325}\) One example of this is the growing movement called Global Resistance. The books which have most strongly influenced its actions are, Naomi Klein, No Logo: no space, no choice, no jobs, Flamingo: London 2001 and George Monbiot, Captive State: the corporate takeover of Britain, Macmillan: London 2000

FINAL CONCLUSION

HOW DO WE LIVE TOGETHER?

I have attempted to show in this work the way in which moral principles are created, not discovered, by people working collectively. They evolve through the work of human institutions, their practices and traditions, as people try creatively to resolve the conflicts which arise within a living tradition as it adapts to a changing environment. I see an understanding and acceptance of this thought as central to everything else I have discussed.327

The transition to new paradigms

This work has attempted to understand the way in which definitions of sin and forgiveness have moved from being understood only within the Judaeo-Christian context of a relationship with God. It also considers the direction in which this movement is taking us. It has been essentially an exploration of how concepts of sin and forgiveness might be understood in a post-Christian society. In this concluding chapter I shall outline the main themes I have dealt with. The first chapter, consisting of four case studies, describes some specific moral dilemmas with regard to the nature of sin, forgiveness and punishment which erupt in a society in a process of transition; the second records a range of possibilities drawn from literature and art which might help us examine alternative ways of dealing with those dilemmas. The following two chapters then chart the changes that have evolved in our attitudes to sin and forgiveness. In Chapter Five, the final chapter, I have examined the identification of structural sin as a facet of our continuing move as members of the human race from a local to a global economy.

327 For detailed discussion of this view see Alasdair Maclntyre, After Virtue: a study in moral theory, Duckworth: London 1981
Since this is a work concerned with changing attitudes to sin and forgiveness it may be helpful to outline the way in which I see these changes as likely to develop within social structures — in this case particularly the structure of Christian thought. It has been argued that ‘changing ... systems is a process, not an event: a kind of drama that passes through successive acts which often take a long time to unfold’. An existing ideology is normally based in a well-established regime, defended by those who have a vested interest in it. Isaiah Berlin took the view that any organization which lasted for more than twenty-five years had already established such roots. New ideas rarely begin in the large, well-established groupings of a structure. It is not normally from the pulpits that one first hears demands for change. Deviations within traditional Christianity began either with individual radical thinkers or in small groups, sometimes setting up as new sects. More recently, as with the liberation theologians and with women's groups, some reformers are trying to work within, and thereby influence, the wider structure. Others, picking up on the new thinking, simply abandon the structure and seek individual personal or secular developments of the new ideas being offered. The structure has lost meaning for them.

The ideas of the 'reformers' may begin to penetrate the power structure. This is a crucial point in the process since there may be too strong a conflict, between the interests of the establishment and the new ideas, to make it possible for the establishment to absorb them. If this is the case either new ideas or the structure will collapse, one or the other will wither away, or, as happened in the Reformation, new, strong opposing structures emerge from the struggle. But often a slow accommodation is possible. This appears to be happening currently with new perceptions of the nature of God. The radio programme, Thought for the Day, presents a range of views on this subject although the central issue is never directly addressed. The shock and horror which greeted Bishop David Jenkins' public

328 David Donnison, The Academic Contribution to Social Reform in Social Policy & Administration, Vol.34, Number 1 March 2000 This article also outlines the general theory behind my argument.
329 I heard Berlin discuss this in a radio programme in the 1950s. It made a very powerful impression on me.
330 See David Jenkins, God, Miracle and the Church of England, SCM: London 1987
rejection of a range of earlier beliefs in hell, miracles and the Virgin Birth has subsided into a wry acceptance that attitudes on these matters have shifted.

By outlining the acts of this drama we can begin to understand the processes which have led to the current view that we are living in a post-Christian society. This description has been popularly interpreted as meaning a fully secular or non-religious society. I do not accept this thought. Christians appear, in a variety of ways, to have questioned only some basic tenets of the Christian belief system and some of these they have rejected. In doing this they have been influenced by new scientific knowledge, changing social values and a new democratic reluctance to accept authority without question. They have shown this by their rejection of church attendance while maintaining some regard for the value of rituals and what I have described earlier as the religious impulse though this is not always expressed in conventional ways.\(^{331}\) In a general rather than a specific sense they accept the Christian tradition, letting go what they see as implausible and adhering to what they see as reasonable or useful. Some see themselves as redefining Christianity. There are others who, over the century and a half in which this process has most dramatically been seen, have moved to a fully secular view.

According to Blumenberg\(^{332}\) everyone is familiar with the description of secularization as a long term process 'by which a disappearance of religious ties, attitudes to transcendence, expectations of an afterlife, ritual performances and firmly established terms of speech is driven onward in both private and daily public life'. But, he adds, we are still 'within the horizon' of the operation of this process. '...we are describing something that would not even exist for us if we were not still in a position to understand what had to precede it, what hope of salvation, what the next world, transcendence, divine judgement, refraining from involvement in the world and falling under the influence of the world once meant -

\(^{331}\) Examples of this are concerns for animal welfare and environmental campaigns.

that is, to understand the elements of that "unworldliness" that must after all be implied as a point of departure if we are to be able to speak of secularization. 333

Sometimes the questions which have led to threatening the established values of the wider structure can be reformulated in ways that make it possible for them to be discussed and for the structures to change in order to accommodate them. This can be a slow process and again some members, impatient at the delay, will leave. If change is too slow, only a rump will be left holding on to the earlier beliefs. But even if the wider structure does change there will be people left within who disagree with that change and try to hold on to the old values. This was very clearly seen in the reformation of the service of the Mass in the Catholic Church where a group still claiming to be members of the Church, in fact claiming to be the true members of the Church, continued to celebrate the earlier form.

Conflict of some kind is a normal part of these changes. In the West now, religious re-formulations are not likely to be associated with violence but will be expressed in more muted forms. Apathy is more likely to be the response to religious disagreement even within families where it was once an overwhelming issue. 334 Where it would be more likely to arouse conflict is in situations where the earlier formulation has links into fundamental community attitudes which serve some other community need. Forgiveness is an interesting example of this since in spite of it being in theory a fundamental tenet of Christianity, in practice it has only operated in restricted areas of life. Few priests or ministers, with the exception of those courageous people like the one I mentioned in the first chapter, have felt it possible to preach forgiveness from the pulpit in the cases of Myra Hindley, the boys who killed James Bolger or the paedophile who killed Sarah Payne. Such clerics can be themselves seen as dangerous and not 'a safe pair of hands' for future promotion.

333 Blumenberg, op.cit. pp.3-4
There has been less hesitation to preach against sin but here the changing nature of the public perception of sin has led to modification of the discourse particularly in the area of sexual behaviour. Forgiveness has been seen as a mechanism for an individual to gain forgiveness from God either directly in Protestantism or through an intermediary in Catholicism. Although, again in theory, this forgiveness of the self is linked with the requirement to forgive others, this requirement does not appear to be recognized by significant numbers of people who would describe themselves as Christians. They would defend their right not to forgive. Perhaps we need to recognize that the human tendency not to forgive, to get an emotional charge from blaming and scapegoating, has been so strong that the Christian message has not been able to affect it and in some cases has reinforced it.

Yet there has been in recent years what could be described as an outbreak of acceptance of the importance of forgiveness among heads of state. The Pope asked forgiveness for the Church’s treatment of the Jews, Prime Minister Blair asked forgiveness of the Irish for British oppression, New Zealand and Australia are expressing guilt about their treatment of indigenous peoples. We saw in Chapter Two how forgiveness became a central issue of debate for survivors of the Holocaust. Chapter Four discussed the new emphasis on forgiveness in the discipline of psychology and in widely read books where the emphasis is on the physical and emotional benefits of forgiveness to the victim. There are also constant demonstrations in television ‘soaps’ of quarrels followed by forgiveness and reconciliation and, as we saw earlier, American television presents shows whose aim is to reconcile feuding families and friends.

This confusion, this variety of ways of addressing the question, appears always to take place when there is a paradigm shift of the kind described by Kuhn – in other words when an old order is giving way to a new. The next stage of the process appears to be a reformulation of the original question raised by the reformers and

---

333 Some of the smaller sects are less inhibited and of course the Roman Catholic Church preaches powerfully on what it sees as the sin of abortion.

then a narrowing of the possible responses. The pure Christian position on forgiveness, so movingly expressed in the Biblical parable of the prodigal son and in the Rembrandt painting of the same title appears to have degenerated into a confused muddle which satisfies no one. Throughout Christianity it has only been truly effective in the dyad of the one to one relationship with God under strict conditions which involve repentance and atonement linked to the mysterious and wondrous quality of grace. In our much more complex society, where for many God has been relegated to an abstraction, the question we need to ask is not why you should not forgive but what are the conditions in which forgiveness is appropriate to the wider requirement of a moral society?

This stage has been reached only as a result of a re-examination and reformulation of an understanding of what constitutes sinful behaviour which in the past might have required forgiveness. The Christian Church took ownership of the Ten Commandments with which Moses had stated the religious and ethical demands laid by God on the people of ancient Israel. They later added the Seven Deadly Sins which reflected the needs of a more complex society. The Ten Commandments have diminished in the hold they once had on the lives and imagination of Europeans and the Seven Deadly Sins of pride, envy, anger, lust, gluttony, greed and sloth, while still highly relevant, are in some cases, as with lust and greed, glorified. On the other hand new sins have been created as a result of the greater moral sensitivity we have developed since the Victorian era. In this country abuse of children in the workplace is no longer tolerated; it is illegal to abuse one's marriage partner, nor, at a different level, is drunk driving tolerated. Sin has been largely secularized. Fenn argues that at least in American society, 'The church has clearly lost its monopoly on the production of sin and has been relegated to a relatively minor role...'. He relates this to the increasing identification of corporate sin – what I have described as iniquities. The sins he identifies are 'to poison the water supply, falsify information on the dangerous

337 Exod. 20.1-17 and Deut. 5.6-21
339 We continue to tolerate it in the countries which supply us with cheap goods made by children.
consequences of drugs and chemicals... buy politicians, finance death squads, refuse sanctuary to refugees, or drive whole groups of people to despair'.

Earlier definitions of sin were dependent on the accompanying concepts of repentance, atonement and redemption. These are also being reinterpreted and all are being seen as operating within a constantly changing relationship with one’s fellow humans. One aspect of this is the new concept of secular mediation and what could be described as a rediscovery of restorative justice. These changes are taking place within a wider shift of changes in our perception of the relevance of the Judaeo-Christian tradition to life in the twenty first century. The formal institutions of the Christian Church are no longer the only source of our society’s view of moral behaviour. There is however a considered view that what some describe as the process of secularisation can also be described as a re-definition of religion.

Rather than accepting an authoritarian view of right and wrong behaviour, individuals appear to be choosing to create a personal morality or in some cases a collective secular morality. What we have seen in the previous chapters is a steady drift in personal attitudes to sin and forgiveness towards this post-Christian stance. Underlying this has been a movement of secularization in public affairs combined with a consistent and possibly growing interest in what are loosely described as ‘spiritual’ matters. This apparent contradiction is part of the Kuhn thesis which describes the nature of paradigm shift. Issues of sin and forgiveness can be seen as central in this process.

341^{ \text{Marian Liebmann (ed.) Mediation in Context, Jessica Kingsley Publishers London 2000}}
342^{ \text{Howard Zehr, Changing Lenses, Herald Press: Scotdale, Pennsylvania 1995}}\]
What secularization has offered

In its initial sense 'secular' had a singular meaning. It meant, 'non-religious', that which opposed the sacred. Toynbee offered his interpretation of the process.

From the beginning of the eighteenth century...the leaven of secularization and the zest for technology spread progressively from one stratum of Western society to another till it had permeated the whole mass, culminated in the discrediting of the West's Christian heritage and the elevation of a technical civilization that has only tenuous connections at best with the Christian heritage and ethos.

We can read this quotation now as an oversimplification; secularism has emerged as a much more complex set of issues. But it is important to understand why Toynbee used the word 'leaven' which means a pervasive and transforming influence. The leaven he describes was in part the attempt to resist the uncontrolled passions of religious cults and individuals. 'The prime motive', he says, 'was a horror at the wickedness and destructiveness of religious fanaticism'. Meland describes this kind of secularist as being '...in the spirit of the Renaissance man or of the eighteenth-century liberal ...dedicated to the freedom and refinement of the human spirit'. This suspicion of religious enthusiasm and the attempt to replace it with reason is still understandable when we look at the continuous use of religion as a battle cry in Northern Ireland and the

343 See Blumenberg, op. cit.
345 cf. Matt. 13:33
346 Arnold Toynbee, op. cit., p.182
347 Bernard Eugene Meland, op. cit., p.17. Folk memory recalls a popular toast of the time which expresses this idea. 'Prosperity to the Established Church and death to all enthusiasm'.
Middle East$^{349}$ even though it is increasingly being recognized that religious hysteria is often a way of expressing deeper economic and social problems.

One aspect of those uncontrolled passions has been the fierce adoption of the concept of the scapegoat. The essence of scapegoating is the rejection of personal responsibility for sin or a range of other problems which might lead to blaming of the self. The 'other' becomes the whipping boy, the rejected, the excluded, the one for whom we have no responsibility and whom we can attack with impunity.$^{350}$ Central to this is the belief that the scapegoat, being driven out of the community, carries away with it all the evils placed upon it. Stern describes this as, 'the riddance of something profoundly unwanted'.$^{351}$ Following Leviticus, Andrea Dworkin sees murder and exile as the two paradigmatic fates of the scapegoat. She suggests however that, '... Murder can be intimate, exile can be internal, being separated from the common life, one's human dignity and social legitimacy denied'.$^{352}$ It is in other words a more subtle process than is commonly assumed.

It is also assumed by most who refer to the concept of the scapegoat that this is somehow built into the human genetic makeup rather than being a response to a certain set of social circumstances. In the setting described in Leviticus in early Israel, the use of the scapegoat was a very sophisticated device. It made possible

$^{349}$ A major change in secularism is a new recognition of the importance of religious sensibility and the human sense of wonder.

$^{350}$ This is a very crude interpretation. For more detailed discussion see René Girard, *The Scapegoat*, The John Hopkins University Press: Baltimore 1986


the restoration of order and balance in the community. Its translation by Girard into an understanding of stereotypes of persecution was a very important intellectual step. Later work, particularly the work of historians, has helped us to see the social and economic, rather than only the innate well springs of persecutory massacres\textsuperscript{353} and in that way the possibility of preventing their occurrence rather than accept their inevitability. This view seems not yet to have entered a wider consciousness but what has, since the Second World War, been clearly accepted is the deadly quality of scapegoating in our unsettled times. The genocides in Armenia, Germany and Ruanda are classic examples.

The concept of scapegoating is closely tied in with the notion of purity which is again tied in to the notion of perfection. Mary Douglas concludes from her study of Leviticus that, 'holiness is exemplified by completeness. Holiness requires that individuals shall conform to the class to which they belong. And holiness requires that different classes of things shall not be confused'.\textsuperscript{354} This may have been a valid position for a community in early Israel but is untenable in the ethnically and culturally mixed society of the planet we see as home and the community of nations we are in the process of creating. In this task an occasional element of failure is almost inevitably built in. Far from holding to the goal of perfection we are going to have to be content with 'good enough-ness', a concept borrowed from psychotherapy. In essence this means, 'doing the best one can with what one has'. What becomes important is that one does the best one can while recognizing the limitations inherent in the situation one is dealing with.

For many citizens it was questions of personal human dignity and entitlement to social legitimacy within a democratic structure and with it the rejection of scapegoating, that led to the development of the modern secular state. The 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights by the United Nations can be seen as a response to the horrors of the Second World War where scapegoating took on a

\textsuperscript{353} Ian Kershaw, \textit{Genocide, Religion and Modernity}, Holocaust Memorial Lecture, University of Glasgow 23.1.01

\textsuperscript{354} Mary Douglas, \textit{Purity and Danger}, Ark Paperbacks: London 1984 p 53
new dimension. A major role of this multi-cultural, secular organization has been to regulate and mediate between the institutions of a civil society and also between contending interest groups of communities. In order to do this it is necessary to put aside the concept of the scapegoat. Under the regulations each member state is required to combine its regulatory and mediating role with allowing a degree of freedom for the expression of what may be critical differences in attitudes within and between these groups.

These ideals have not always been reflected in practice but the statement of intentions has been an important step forward in human history. It is dependent on a tolerant democracy which is not always available in member states: democracy can be highly intolerant. Even in Britain this entire agenda is complicated by racial, gender, class and educational differences which in turn affect attitudes to issues like sin, forgiveness and the understanding of justice. This has led within the more democratic approach we enjoy to questioning the appropriateness of the formalities of the conventional justice system. As a result we see the setting up of more informal mediation processes, some highly creative, to help in situations of conflict which seem inappropriate to be dealt with by the court. The steady secularization of structures of the state has made it possible for us to stand back and examine traditions like scapegoating which conflict with modern concepts of human rights and human dignity in democratic societies.

Retributive or Restorative Justice?

In this process the concepts of repentance and redemption have had to be revisited. One view is that in the criminal justice system where mediation is used, we would do better to leave aside the concept of redemption in either its theological or

---

355 The European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR 1950) followed This is now enforceable in British Courts. It includes the right to life, the prohibition of torture and treatment or punishment which is inhuman or degrading, the prohibition of slavery and forced labour, the right to liberty and security, the right to a fair trial, no punishment without law, the right to respect for private and family life, the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion, the freedom of expression, the freedom of assembly and association, the right to marry and start a family, the prohibition of discrimination.

356 Marian Liebmann (ed.) Arts Approaches to Conflict, Jessica Kingsley Publishers London 1996
secular sense and focus on restorative justice. The focus here is on future behaviour, not the past misdeeds, on reconciliation - or at least mutual tolerance - not punishment, on the needs of the victims and the community, not the offender's guilt, on mutual agreement rather than imposed authority and on the people directly involved - not the lawyers and other professionals. These are secular attempts to find ways of reconciliation between individuals and groups for whom concepts of forgiveness and redemption appear to have little or no meaning. It involves an acceptance that no one is or can become totally pure.

Howard Zehr, a practising Mennonite, is a writer and consultant on criminal justice issues. He is best known for examining assumptions about crime and justice in its aspect of 'retributive' justice and finding alternatives in historical, biblical and practical alternatives. He sees crime responded to with retributive justice as 'a violation of the state, defined by lawbreaking and guilt. Justice determines blame and administers pain in a contest between the offender and the state directed by systematic rules'. In restorative justice on the other hand, crime is seen as, 'a violation of people and relationships. Justice involves the victim, the offender and the community in search for solutions which promote repair, reconciliation, and reassurance'.

Zehr rejects a narrow vision on what we label as crimes, considering it not biblical. He sees the Bible as holding out for us a vision 'of how people ought to live together, in a state of shalom, of right relationship. Behaviours we call crime violate such relationships, but so do a variety of other harms, including acts of oppression by the powerful against the powerless. He goes on to argue that to see injustice holistically, without artificial lines between crimes and other injustices. We have to see the whole continuum of harms. 'The Old Testament prophets remind us that structural injustice is sin, and that such injustice in turn breeds more injustice'.

---

358 Howard Zehr, ibid., p.186
We saw in Chapter Four how Lapsley asked that restitution be made. John Lampen of Northern Ireland believes that restitution is at least as basic a human response as retribution. While it represents recovery of losses its real importance is symbolic since it implies an acknowledgement of the wrong and a recognition of responsibility. Zehr says that for many an experience of justice is a necessary precondition for forgiveness to occur but for some forgiveness will not seem possible. He also makes the point that we ignore the important need for rituals. We can see the ritual of the trial with its drama and theatrical setting. What we also need are rituals of closure, what has been described as ‘rituals of reordering’. These ideas hark back to notions of justice in communities before the concept of the state developed.

Clearly, for those ‘sinners’ described in Chapter One, retributive justice seems to have been the only option considered. In none of the cases have we seen any restoration of balance. There is a sense from the press reports of public reaction to the offenders that that belief in demonic powers is stronger than what might have once been seen as the power of grace. We appear to have a strong concept of evil but no concept of redemption. Myra Hindley and the other offenders have been dealt with in what can be seen as either a religionless world devoid of hope or else a Manichaean world where good and evil are in equal combat.

An alternative to retributive justice

The capacity to choose whether or not to sin and the capacity to choose whether or not to forgive are essential components of our human characteristics. But what do we mean by being human? We should not glamorize it or sentimentalize it. Our strength as a species, our ability to spread and survive over the face of the planet appears to lie precisely in a combination of fragility and flexibility. We can adapt and adjust to any situation, have an astonishing range of behaviour from barbaric

---

360 Howard Zehr, op cit., p.209
361 See Simon Roberts, *Order and Dispute: An Introduction to Legal Anthropology*, Martin Robertson: London 1979 Chapter 3
cruelty to exquisite tenderness and will develop whatever attitudes and beliefs appear helpful to ourselves and our species. Today, in the global village the planet has become, we are seeing some of the effects of the divergent and sometimes contradictory sets of attitudes and values we share as different groups of humans encounter each other. The most fragile of our capacities seem to be love, compassion and empathy for any other than those close to us. But both to achieve them and, as important, to maintain them, depends, like a plant, on them having the appropriate soil in which to grow and flourish. It is when empathy in particular fails that we are driven into the world of demonic powers.

The last verse of Dover Beach seems an appropriate comment:

Ah, love, let us be true
To one another! For the world which seems
To lie before us like a land of dreams
So various, so beautiful, so new,
Hath really neither, joy, nor love, nor light,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;
And we are here as on a darkling plain
Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight,
Where ignorant armies clash by night.362

Empathy does not always fail. During the controversy over the release date for the boys who killed Jamie Bolger, one broadsheet newspaper363 published the story of a similar incident which had taken place in Norway. Here, in the small town of Trondheim, two boys, both aged six, had kicked, stripped, beaten and stoned a five year old girl and left her in the snow to die. The two boys were regarded as victims rather than criminals and treated accordingly – they were back at school in a few weeks accompanied by a psychologist at all times and were supported by the child support agency for the next four years. The girl’s mother, asked by the English

362 Matthew Arnold, op. cit.
363 The Guardian, G2, 30.10.2000
journalist if she hated the boys, seemed astonished by the question. 'No', she says, 'of course not. The questions were pursued... 'should they have been punished, locked up?'

The quiet, humane response shocks the journalist:

'No, they were punished enough by what they did. They have to live with that. I think everybody has got to be treated like a human being. The children had to be educated, had to learn how to treat other people so they could get back into society ... I have forgiven the boys for a long time.'

The local community was involved from the beginning. The day of the murder was a Saturday so the police and the local child administrator decided to open the school to give information to the public and reassure them. They wanted to meet them before the media had the news. The result of this involvement meant that local people felt collective shame, grief and responsibility. There was no question of a public trial for these children. The age of criminal responsibility in Norway is fifteen, unlike England where it is ten.

Why the Norwegian response was so different in its humanity from the English is not something easily answered but the fact that it is possible for it to be different in this way offers hope. The two most important factors appear to be a) an acceptance that children are entitled to understanding and respect as children rather than as either innocent angels or potentially evil beings and b) the recognition of collective responsibility for the children along with a sense of community. What in the British cases were the factors that deterred the neighbours of Mary Bell and the boys Thompson and Venables from paying attention and reacting to the abuses these children were enduring? The Norwegian response shows that it is possible for there to be an alternative within neighbouring groups of Europeans to the punitive, retributive approach we appear to have developed in Britain.
Calling in the scapegoat

Allowing for the fact that between individuals, one of whom has harmed the other, there are important issues which have to be settled, we have to consider on each occasion what the relevant response could be. There are no simple rules which define what must be done. Murder, particularly of a child, is an attack, not only on the person who was killed, but also on the whole community. The community is forced back into an understanding that children are the inheritors of the future, a sacred role. In Britain this unfortunately seems only to come into consciousness when the child is killed. The child becomes sanctified. The killers, in a society which has only a fractured understanding of ritual, where people conjure up a crude mixture of superstition, a Judaeo/Christian vocabulary of revenge and post-Christian cynicism, are natural scapegoats. Scapegoats we have to remember cannot be redeemed.

The main difference between today's practices and the Hebrew Bible's description of the scapegoat who carried away the sins of the children of Israel\(^\text{364}\) and then disappeared into the desert, is that we are baffled about what to do with our scapegoats. No longer able to exile them to colonies or to kill them as a sacrifice, our only solution is, if they have committed a crime, to lock them up and try not to let them out. That, so far has been the fate of Myra Hindley. But we have a number of groups who conform to the concept of 'syphilitics of the soul', described by Margaret Atwood.\(^\text{365}\) They include prostitutes, paedophiles, drug addicts and, in the eyes of Christian fundamentalists, homosexuals. Each group represents the way in which human urges, once called sins, which are sometimes defined as 'unnatural' find a place in our world. If we are to talk about community we have to recognize that this has to be totally inclusive, not the anaemic form of inclusion where the good allow a few reformed characters to join them. We are in fact all in this together, the good the bad and the ugly. The drug dealers, the

\(^{364}\) Lev. 16:21-22
money launderers, the paedophiles, the murderers, the prostitutes, they are in us and we are in them in the sense that they act out the potentialities found in many people.

We have said that the world in which Myra Hindley finds herself is a religionless world which rejects this view. It offers neither release through forgiveness nor a future through salvation or redemption. Even her death will not be a release for the families of the children who were killed. They have wound their lives round their hatred of her and without her the meaning she has given their lives will have gone. They live in a cold despairing world from which there is no exit. The various secretaries of state who have rejected the possibility of her release have fed into this unhappy near Jacobean drama, taking on a role of avenger. What happens to us in a world which has no rituals of recognizing repentance, atonement and forgiveness? Even if we accept that pure forgiveness cannot be offered we need to have some system of closure, of completion and restoring balance. We have not yet addressed the lacunae left by the abolition of the death sentence. We are left only with a confused mixture of guilt, hatred and a degraded demand for perfection. We have reached a point in our history where we may no longer have the choice of projecting the faults in ourselves on to individuals or groups and expect them to be carried away. We know too much and we have to learn to live with who and what we are no matter how uncomfortable that might be.

The struggle to know ourselves: truth and reconciliation

In all of this work I have been referring to the quality of being human. The view of Damasio,\footnote{Antonio Damasio, \textit{The Feeling of What Happens: Body and Emotion in the Making of Consciousness}, Heinemann: London 1999} one of the group of neuro-biologists now exploring the so far inexplicable mystery of how human beings know who they are - in other words consciousness - is that it is our capacity to know we have feelings that confirms our humanity. He believes that we are all engaged in a process of self-creation and
that human identity is a sensational response – a way of coping not just with feelings but with our awareness of those feelings. This new acceptance, that human consciousness is directly related to feeling, can expand our understanding of our responses to disgust, guilt and anger, feelings of joy and of the sacred but also of guilt and shame. Damasio believes this is what has created, among other abilities, conscience. Conscience is of course central to the whole process of having an awareness of sin and its link to forgiveness. What is clear is that we are only on the threshold of these mysteries. Another neuroscientist, Gerald Edelman, talks without anxiety about a process of discovery of the nature of being human that might take another five hundred years, such is its complexity. He is offering us a lesson in humility. What we have to do in the meantime is to work out what being human means for us both as individuals and as members of a community.

The Truth and Reconciliation Commission

The Commission was a brave attempt to heal the wounds of apartheid in South Africa. The suffering of the African people had been the result both of individual sin and structural sin. In the sacrament of penance, some aspects of which Protestantism had rejected during the Reformation, a penitent was required to reconcile the self with God and the Church in three ways. The first was to confess error, then express contrition and finally make atonement in some way. The pattern this sacrament offered seemed to many Christians a necessity if the victims of apartheid were to forgive their oppressors. It was this view that led to the decision of the South African Government, instigated by the Anglican Archbishop, Desmond Tutu, to set up the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in 1966. Tutu assumed that those brought before the Commission would accept their guilt, confess their sins and express contrition. This in turn would bring relief, particularly to those families whose loved ones had been tortured and murdered in the apartheid regime.

367 Gerald Edelman speaking on Radio 4, 29.6.00
The poet Antjie Krog, who followed the work of the Commission for the two and a half years of their hearings, writes that reconciliation has formed an integral part of Tutu's theology since 1979. But, she goes on to say, Tutu has 'Africanized' the concept by basing it in the community in which he lives. ‘The Church says: you must forgive, because God has forgiven you for killing His Son’ Tutu says: ‘You can only become human in a humane society. If you live with hatred and revenge in your heart, you dehumanize not only yourself, but your community’.368 President Thabo Mbeki takes a different view, believing that true reconciliation can only take place when the continent and Africa itself are transformed. He talks about an African Renaissance. These two positions reflect a fundamental difference in views of reconciliation but both are rooted in an understanding of the part played by the social context in which conflict and reconciliation take place.

Krog quotes a statement given to the commission by Cynthia Ngewu, the mother of one of the victims, Christopher Piet:

‘This thing called reconciliation...if I am understanding it correctly...if it means this perpetrator, this man who has killed Christopher Piet, if it means he becomes human again, this man, so that I, so that all of us, get our humanity back...then I agree, then I support it all.’

On the other hand in an interview after refusing to forgive her son’s murderer for killing and ‘braaing’369 her son, one woman said, 'It is easy for Mandela and Tutu to forgive...they lead vindicated lives. In my life nothing, not a single thing, has changed since my son was burnt by barbarians...Therefore I cannot forgive'.

The word reconciliation does have one meaning of restoring harmony but one has to ask what kind of harmony could have coexisted with the ugly facts of murder and torture that underlay the apartheid system. Here harmony would have to be seen as a future possibility, not a return to the past. The problems of the Commission were compounded by the denial of so many whites, including Botha

---

368 Antjie Krog, Country of My Skull, Jonathan Cape: London 1999 p.110
369 barbecuing
and de Klerk, former leaders of the ruling party, about the part they played in upholding the system and their refusal to appear before the Commission. They claimed they did not know of the horrors and therefore made it easier for others to say the same. Tutu’s reliance on truth as a way to reconciliation was not shared by the guilty men.

The main attack on the Truth Commission was that it asked for forgiveness from the victims of apartheid without securing justice or any form of redress. This attack came from those operating within the paradigm of retributive justice, whereas Tutu had shifted to a paradigm of restorative justice. His problem was that restorative justice that leads to reconciliation demands two factors missing in the structure of the hearings. The first is that the victims, the offenders and the community have all to be involved in the search for solutions which promote repair, reconciliation and reassurance. The second is that the offence has to be understood in its full context, that is to say moral, social, economic and political. This obviously was not likely to be the case in the South African context but Tutu should nevertheless be acknowledged as a brave man and imaginative man to have made the attempt.

Krug believes that it did help most victims, and their families who participated, to find an emotional closure to their distress. We know that speaking our pain and knowing that it has been heard can be cathartic. Other oppressed peoples in Rwanda, Nicaragua and Australia have set up their own Truth and Reconciliation Commissions, seeking to find their own form of closure in the expression of their truth. In initiating these processes Tutu was moving in advance of many of his compatriots into a new paradigm and possibly a new understanding of how one can make a more human as well as a humane response to evil behaviour. I am left with the thought that these ‘new’ possibilities may be more likely to express themselves in societies which have not yet been exposed to the worst aspects of industrialization, in other words societies where the notion of community and its healing possibilities, as well as vengeance, retains meaning.

370 These ideas are expressed in the work, already mentioned, of the Mennonite consultant on criminal justice issues, Howard Zehr. He also discusses Community Justice and Covenant Justice See Changing Lenses: a new focus for crime and justice, Chaps. 7-10
Lapsley, whose views on forgiveness we have already heard and who was a witness to the Commission, has also addressed the question of memory, a human capacity which has played a key part in faith traditions. It is important in this discussion to be aware that what was largely seen to be a comparatively uncomplicated but interesting function of the human brain has in recent years become a source of intense scientific interest and for some people of agonizing conflict. Primo Levi, for whom the task of remembering his own and other’s experience was a central life task, described human memory as a ‘marvellous but fallacious instrument’. This thought has been particularly highlighted over the issue of sexual abuse of children where a small but significant number of adults, mainly women in therapy, believe they have recovered memories of being sexually abused by their fathers and occasionally by their mothers - abuse denied by their parents. The difficulty here is that both parties, parents and children, are equally convinced of the correctness of their memories. They cannot both be correct.

Another example is the story of Binjamin Wilkomirski, who wrote a book describing his recovered memories of being a child in the Holocaust camps. Hailed as a classic, a journalist later uncovered the fact that there was no truth in the story. Yet Wilkomirski continues to believe in the truth of what he has written. Levi takes the view that the initial substitution of fantasy for reality may be a conscious attempt to ease emotional pain and constant repetition of the story blurs the difference between the false and the true. By constant retelling, ‘polishing and retouching here and there’, there is a transition to total belief.

---

371 Levi, op. cit., p. 11
372 See Mark Pendergrast, Victims of Memory, Harper Collins: London 1996. An opposing view that incest is a socially tolerated act of child rape by fathers is offered by Louise Armstrong, Rocking the Cradle of Sexual Politics, Women’s Press: London 1995. This debate has led to some painful family confrontations in which the parents involved have absolutely denied the abuse and have accused the therapists involved of ‘planting’ these memories in the process of the therapy. The ‘victims’ therapy, dependent it is thought on their forgiveness is seriously compromised by the denial.
373 Binjamin Wilkomirski, Fragments, Picador: London 1996
374 Levi, op. cit., p.12
It was Freud who first taught us about the power of the unconscious to protect us from unacceptable knowledge through the mechanism of denial. What scientists are now studying is our capacity for selective remembering and even of falsely remembering or fantasising. This is part of the problem faced by Michael Lapsley and others in the Truth and Reconciliation procedures in trying to come to terms with memories of past conflicts. Faith memories expressed in rituals such as the Jewish Passover dinner with its emphasis on the memory of being slaves in Egypt and the Christian Eucharist, 'this do in remembrance of me' have given memory a transcendent significance - although recent scholarship suggests that these too may be false memories or myths. We have gone on creating rituals in the form of traditions and memorials ranging from pilgrimages to processions. We are becoming aware in many areas of the danger as well as the beauty of the memories we try to encapsulate. We see 1690 painted on a wall in a working class district of Glasgow and we are reminded of three hundred years of hatred of Catholics by Protestants. The fact that in the Battle of the Boyne the Protestant army was supported by the Pope in what was a political rather than a religious dispute has been selectively forgotten.

Black South Africans are having to come to terms with the fact that the white population is selectively rearranging history in ways which relieve them of any necessity to seek forgiveness for their past behaviour. There is however one exception to the denial that they had any responsibility for what happened; the exception is the faith community. Michael Lapsley made the point that the Christian gospel was the main tool of oppression but it has also been a medium of liberation for those ministers of religion and members of the faith community who came to the Truth Commission to say 'Sorry'. Some positive results have emerged. The torturers, like the Nazis, who said, "Scream all you like, no one will hear you", have been proved wrong. The stories told have brought the memory of the torture and the screams into the light of day.
The disadvantage of memory, whether true or false, is that it freezes the story it is trying to tell. This has particularly been the case with the post-Holocaust responses of some members of the Jewish Community, whose slogan, 'We must never forget', has been so abrasive and insistent that it has led to the equally distressing concept of 'Holocaust fatigue'. If the 'we' had included the whole community, if the authentic stories of the suffering in the camps had included the gypsies, the communists, the Poles, the German and other resisters of Nazism it could have been a liberating message. Some Jews have understood this, but others have adopted an identity of victimhood which ironically has been embraced by the heavily armed nation of Israel and feeds into conflicts in the Middle East. This identity prevents any rapprochement with those Palestinians who have in their turn experienced being victims of the Israelis.

The same problems about memory and forgiveness run through the massacres like those in Ruanda in Africa and Bosnia and Kosovo in Europe. Five months after the war in Kosovo ended, a plea for ethnic tolerance on the part of the Albanians to the Serbs was made by President Clinton. He asked a packed public meeting, 'Will you be focussed on hatred and getting even, or will you be thinking of new schools for your children, new homes. No one can force you to forgive what was done to you but you must try'. He received a polite but unconvinced reception. One young Albanian man said later, 'There's no way we can live together [with the Serbs]. We will never be able to live with them'. Clinton was trivialising the idea of forgiveness because he did not appreciate the painful, hard work which healing and reconciliation demand, or recognise that outsiders have no right to lecture those who have suffered outrageous pain and humiliation about their obligation to forgive. Primo Levi, because he tried to maintain a reasoned style of discourse, was at one point described by Jean Amery as being a 'forgiver'. His response was to say:

'I don't consider this either an insult or praise but an imprecision. I am not inclined to forgive, I never forgave our enemies of that time, nor do I feel I can forgive their imitators in Algeria, Vietnam,
the Soviet Union, Chile, Argentina, Cambodia and South Africa
because I know no human act that can erase a crime. I demand
justice, but I am not able, personally, to trade punches or return the
blows'.

We have seen in these stories, told in the Commission and resonating in the names
of these countries, such pain and suffering for individuals and their families that
we can only respect whatever defences of denial or anger individuals turn to in
order to ease that suffering. But standing outside we can also see the danger to the
wider community when that results in a cycle of pain followed by retribution. The
next question becomes - how do you get the poison out of the memory and prevent
the victim becoming the aggressor?

_Lapsley's approach_

The miracle of the twentieth century is that the black communities of South Africa
have not sought revenge. Lapsley is now Director of the Cape Town based
Institute for the Healing of Memories. This seeks to contribute to the healing
journey of individuals, communities and nations. A basic assumption of the
institute is that the staff also need to be on a journey. This view has its roots in the
work of the Scottish psychiatrist Maxwell Jones who saw patients and staff in
therapeutic communities as being on the same journey towards personal growth.
Lapsley, trying to create a therapeutic community for all citizens, sees every South
African as having a story. Jones saw every human being as having a story. For
Lapsley everything focuses on the person's experience of the apartheid regime and
he or she has to answer the three questions we have already heard.

1. What I did
2. What was done to me

---

375 Levi, _ibid._, p.110
376 Maxwell Jones, _Social Psychiatry in Practice: the idea of the therapeutic community_, Penguin
London 1968
3. What I failed to do

They are then asked to do further work based on Karl Jasper's identification of four kinds of guilt - criminal, political, moral (those who did nothing come into this category) and metaphysical which embraces the response of the world community. Guilt is seen as only helpful if it leads to action and is not to be valued for its own sake. A major aim is that people should not continue to think of themselves as victims since people who do this eventually become victimizers of others - sometimes in subtle ways. Lapsley's interpretation of the Greek word for forgiveness is that it means untangling a knot; this is how Lapsley sees its role. The workshops he organizes may serve only to take one step forward towards that. He describes how one woman was enabled to say goodbye to her son who had been killed. Just to let her son go was an important step without forgiving anyone. Lapsley's attitude to forgiveness is very refreshing. He has drained it of romanticism and glamour and replaces its meaning with a tough practical vision. While having abandoned the purity of Christian pacifism and any trace of the Jesus of Holman Hunt, he draws on the Hebrew Bible as his main theological source and seems to have developed a pragmatic Christianity which combines compassion for suffering with a passionate sense of justice. He comes close to Borg's description of the way in which Jesus modified the Jewish idea of holiness. No longer was holiness understood to need protection, but as an active force which overcame uncleanness. The people of God had no need to worry about God's holiness being contaminated. In any confrontation it would triumph.

In abandoning pacifism and being willing to support the armed struggle of the ANC,

377 The cross cultural similarities thrown up by new forms of therapy are always of interest. This three-question technique is also used in Buddhist Temple therapy with people seeking forgiveness and understanding of their lives. See K. Carmichael, Ceremony of Innocence, Macmillan, London 1991 p.191 and D.K. Reynolds, The Quiet Therapies, University Press of Hawaii Honolulu 1980
378 Karl Jaspers, Basic Philosophical Writings - Selections, Edited, translated, with introductions by Edith Ehrlich, Leonard H. Ehrlich, George B. Pepper, Ohio University Press Athens, Ohio 1986
379 William Holman Hunt (1827-1910) co-founder of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood painted a picture of Jesus called The Light of the World which enjoyed a great sentimental success. Most of his works are now regarded as artistic failures. At the time they were successful representations of what is now a discarded set of attitudes.
much as Bonhoeffer accepted that Hitler should be killed, Lapsley was taking the view that contact with evil did not make Jesus unclean - rather, as in the case of the leper, it was the leper who was made clean.381

Lapsley’s Christianity appears like a new, tougher, more pragmatic variety, drawing on whatever sources of the Hebrew and Christian Bibles he finds helpful in his compassionate search for justice. He has moved beyond Archbishop Tutu’s theology and appears to be developing an individual vision, which could be described as post-Christian in that it rejects assumptions about the duty to forgive. Lapsley, perhaps as a response to the trauma of being left without hands, seems to look at the world with a clarity which takes nothing for granted but everything is seen as for the first time. This enables him to look at the part played by memory and guilt but also to help those with whom he works to question their own experiences and take charge of their futures.

Looking to the Future

One aspect of the post Christian era is the way in which theology can now be individualized. Everyone can be his or her own kind of Christian. There can be theistic, deistic or atheistic Christians none of whom believe in the divinity of Christ. There are theists who reject Christianity because they see its institutions as sexist and repressive to women or homosexuals but respect its founder. Most important, the social undertone of secularism increases the level of toleration of a wide range of religious or non-religious views. This makes possible ecumenical links which would otherwise have been thwarted by a rigid interpretation of belief. Some of these ecumenical links have focussed on the resolution of conflict and we find in countries like Israel and Nigeria examples of Jews and Muslims and Christians and Muslims working together for peace. This is to some extent achieved by demoting the importance of the religious structures while retaining the rituals which lie at their heart and in some cases developing new ones which can be shared with other faiths.

381 Mark, 1:40-45
This involves a high level of demanding, collective work. It also involves the capacity to trust and to respect those whom you may have previously seen as enemies or rivals. In South America and in South Africa priests working with the people as partners in the struggle for change let go of any practices which stood between them and a full participation in and understanding of the economic and spiritual lives of local people. One Irish priest, who at home would have been seen as a heretic, with hundreds of square miles of the South African countryside as his parish made it possible for women in the village to say Mass when he could not be there.382

Questions relating to consciousness, self and imagination have, until a recent surge of interest by neurobiologists, been seen as the preserve of the philosopher, the theologian or the poet, often without reference to the other's vision. Increasingly, with advances in understanding the complexity of neural processes and the uniqueness of each individual brain, and a recognition that there is increasingly less distinction between philosophy and science, theology and poetry, a multidisciplinary approach is emerging. In the same way the religious impulse, which has led to a range of attempts to give meaning to the life of the most simple human being as well those who, like Rembrandt and Mozart create miracles, can no longer be contained in a narrow set of beliefs. It is being mobilized in support of the environment, of animal welfare, of justice, of the rights of citizens not to be exploited by commercial interests and increasingly against the worst excesses of global capitalism. Those involved may reflect a range of beliefs or none. It is not a religion that brings them together, nor is religion likely to divide them. It is rather what I am describing for want of a better phrase as the religious impulse, that mysterious human quality which makes us seek to be better than we are. The drive to do so is an aspect of the religious and creative impulses which are also aspects of being human.

382 The priest himself told me this story.
Utopia may no longer be a dream we can find by escaping to another world or by following a charismatic leader in this world, but we can certainly create something better than the world we now inhabit. We cannot do this in isolation but only in relationship with each other. This is a lesson we can learn from the way in which the Norwegian village handled the murder of one of their children by two others of their children. They accepted from the beginning that all the children were theirs, none were to be excluded or scapegoated. This can also be seen as the ancient vision of the Kingdom which Don Cupitt, along with many others in our history, insists we have to create in this world - not in one of the imagination. But those who want this have to create a Kingdom on earth for everyone, not only those who see themselves as the children of God. This means that those issues of structural sin discussed in Chapter Five have to be confronted.

It is in the turning to the concept of community that I find fragments of hope for the dilemmas facing us. Thomas Fuller, the 17th Century royal chaplain and historian said, 'If it were not for hopes, the heart would break'. There are many definitions of community. Mine is one which is based on inclusion and rejects both scapegoating and tribalism since tribalism depends for its survival on rejection of the 'other'. This means that what we call sin and what we describe as forgiveness are seen as being concerned with practical aspect of human behaviour, feelings and relationships, rather than abstract rules handed down by tradition and by those with the authority to interpret it. To achieve this requires more than preaching - indeed that may be counter productive. If, as I have argued, our morality is collectively created and recreated with changing social and economic circumstances it would imply that we can choose to change it by changing those circumstances. Certain individual 'sins' like street crime and burglary are shown to increase or decrease inversely with job opportunities. The iniquity of poverty shows the same relationship with jobs and is reflected in poorer health and educational opportunities. We have a human responsibility to work through our institutions to bring about such changes as would make our chosen morality easier.

383 Thomas Fuller, *Gnomologia*, 1732: 2689
to live by both at an individual and structural level. Omitting to do that we are faced with Lapsley's third question: what did you fail to do?

Forgiveness is being recast as an emotional experience which can be relevant in interpersonal situations between offenders and their victims. It is increasingly seen as helpful to the victim's mental and physical health to choose to forgive and being forgiven can also be a way of helping the offender recover the loss of the human quality of empathy which led to the offence. But that is for the individuals themselves to decide. To forgive or not to forgive is increasingly being seen as a choice everyone is entitled to make; it may be a choice to forgive made out of a religious conviction or as a result of self examination in psychotherapy; it may be a choice not to forgive since that is not seen as helpful to the people involved or likely to change the situation that led to the offence. Or forgiveness, as Lapsley said, may 'not be on the table' because no one has confessed to the offence or offered to put it right in any practical way.

Forgiveness is not any longer relevant in the public arena. It is not for me or any one else outside those involved in her crimes to say that they forgive Myra Hindley or that she should be forgiven. As a concept of universal, authoritative, professionally or religiously administered ideas of morality such attitudes are becoming less and less relevant to the kind of world we inhabit and the debates and dilemmas we face. What we can say as citizens who share the world with her is that she must both face justice and be treated with justice. This applies to all the cases we looked at in Chapter One. Our understanding of justice has also shifted. The retributive justice of the past is giving way to the notion of restorative justice which is forward looking rather than concentrating on the detail of the past, participative, inclusive and democratic rather than authoritative, religious or

---

34 Examples of both these paths to forgiveness are described most powerfully in Eric Lomax's personal story of torture and reconciliation in The Railway Man, Vintage London 1996
35 The most common example of forgiveness not changing the situation is found in domestic abuse.
36 Anthony Giddens describes us as living in 'a world of interrogation and dialogue' in Beyond Left and Right; The Future of Radical Politics, Polity Press. London 1994 p 85
purely professional, evolving rather than fixed in past case law.\footnote{387} We saw this in the way in which the Norwegian village responded to the murder of one of their children.

**POSTSCRIPT**

We have moved out of a period of history which could clearly be designated as Christian in an institutional sense of that word. What some see as the original Christian ethic may have been gradually abandoned from the beginning of the fourth century on when Christianity became the official religion of the state. The period in which we live now can be described as post-Christian but it may be equally correct to use Giddens phrase, ‘the post-traditional society’. He makes the point about traditions that ‘you don’t really have to justify them: they contain their own truth, a ritual truth, asserted as correct by the believer’.\footnote{388} We have seen that we are largely involved in a globally cosmopolitan order in which such a stance is no longer tolerable. Giddens believes that we are the first generation to live in a thoroughly post-traditional society, a term, as we saw in the introduction, he prefers to post-modern. This is not a society in which traditions cease to exist, rather it is one in which tradition ‘changes its status’ since by being brought into contact with other traditions each is forced to ‘declare themselves’.\footnote{389} This is what is happening in our examination of the traditions of sin and forgiveness.

I began this work with two assumptions. The first was that there is no such thing as evil as an entity. I could not use it to describe a person, only as an adjective to describe that person’s behaviour in certain situations. This meant that sin and

\footnote{387} Some of these qualities emerged in the *Kilbrannan Report*, HMSO, 1966 which led to the creation of Children’s Panels in Scotland which were designed to separate children from the adult judicial system.

\footnote{388} Giddens, op. cit., p.6

\footnote{389} Giddens, ibid., p.83
forgiveness has to be assessed in the context of understanding, as far as is possible, the background and circumstances in which the offence has taken place. This conviction derives from my experience of working with men and women whom society had defined as evil and because of that had punished them, sometimes by giving them a life sentence of imprisonment. Of these people there were none who did not seem to me to have the potential, even the actuality, of goodness. Secondly I did not believe that there was any behaviour, which we designated as evil, that in some other society would not have been seen in a different light either now or in the past. To kill and to rape and to torture are the three clearest examples of that. Nothing that I have read or discussed while undertaking this work has shifted those two assumptions but what has happened is that I have attempted to clarify some others. These are:

- All definitions of sin are humanly constructed and vary from community to community and from time to time.
- To forgive or not to forgive is a choice anyone should be able to make without fear or favour. They should however be helped to understand the consequences of that choice.
- All religious texts are the work of fallible human beings and should be understood as reflecting their view of the world they lived in.
- It is important to value the rich heritage of human history and the poetic wisdom that these texts can offer us, but it is also important to discriminate between the time in which they were written and the time in which we live.
- Our moral behaviour and beliefs are intricately related to the social and economic circumstances within which we live and can be influenced by changes in those circumstances.
- We have a responsibility, along with our fellow citizens, to try to change those circumstances in ways that foster the morality to which we have chosen to adhere.
- The community has the responsibility to clarify and explain what it understands as virtuous behaviour as well as sinful behaviour and to make virtuous behaviour easier, sinful behaviour less tempting.
In these conclusions I have asked an ancient and unresolved question – how do we live together in non-damaging and creative ways? It is a question that has relevance for every human being as an individual, as a member of a family, a group or a nation. In this work we have recognized that dark forces of fear, greed, and violence may lie within any of us. We have also seen remarkable examples of love and compassion which transcend these forces. It is these last examples that help us hold to the thought that we can find better ways of living together. Rembrandt’s great painting of The Return of The Prodigal Son holds that possibility before our eyes. Since I have repeatedly stressed the collective and social character of the morality in which sin and forgiveness are embedded, it may be fitting to conclude with a reminder that each of us has the right and duty to make our own stand on moral questions.

Cavafy posed the dilemma we face when he wrote in his poem Thermopylae.

Honour to those who in the life they lead Define and guard a Thermopylae. Never betraying what is right, consistent and just in all they do But showing pity also, and compassion; Generous when they are rich, and when they are poor, Still generous in small ways, still helping as much as they can; Always speaking the truth, Yet without hating those who lie.

And even more honour is due to them When they foresee (as many do foresee) That in the end Ephialtis390 will make his appearance, That the Medes will break through after all.391

---

390 Ephialtis is the name of the demon of nightmare among the Greeks
Each generation has had to confront the question of how we carry on while living with the possibility of the nightmare appearing - and this generation more than most because of our capacity to destroy ourselves. But it also, as we have seen, can appear at an individual level. We carry Ephialtis within ourselves. It becomes more important that we work collectively towards constructing humane, constructive, peaceful moral processes so as not to slide back into the scapegoating and tribalism implicit in the moral debris left over from the traditions of sin and forgiveness which we are now abandoning.
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